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CHAPTER I 

THE BOARD OF TRADE AND THE 

BRITISH EMPIRE TO 186 8 

Historians have frequently asserted that the Board 

of Trade was born during the reign of Charles I. Com-

2 

mittees for trade often met during the reign of James I, 

but a commission for trade with broad, defined duties 

dates first from the reign of Charles. On April 25, 1625, 

only a month after Charles became king, the solicitor-

general, Sir Robert Heath, was ordered by the Privy Council 
3 

"to prepare a commission for the advancement of trade." 

This commission met periôdically throughout much of the 

reign of Charles. 
See I. K. Steele, Politics of Colonial Policy: 

The Board of Trade in Colonial Administration, 1696-1720 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1968), p. 3; G. E. Aylmer, The 
King' s Servants: The Civil Service of Charles Î , 1625-
1642 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1961), p. 437; 
and C. M. Andrews, British Committees, Commissions, and 
Councils of Trade and Plantations, 1622-1675 (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins Press, 1908), p. 12. 

2 
For example, such a meeting occurred on October 

24, 1621. A. F. Stamp, ed., Acts of the Privy Council of 
England, James I (London: H.M.S.O., 1932), XXXVIII, 71. 

3 
John Bruce, ed., Calendar of State Papers Domes-

tic for the Reign of Charles Î  (London: Longman, Green, 
Longmans & Roberts, 185 8-97), I, 9. 



Following the fall of Charles I and the monarchy, 

in 1649, Cromwell and the Protectorate did not ignore 

English trade. A council of trade was established in 

1650. Colonial or plantation affairs came under greater 

governmental scrutiny at this time, although they were not 

placed under the authority of this council of trade. 

During the early years of the Interregnum, plantation 

affairs were controlled by a separate council of state. 

From 1655 to 1660, plantation affairs were administered, 

somewhat inefficiently, by a series of overlapping com-

mittees and councils that usually lasted only a year or 

two. A committee for foreign plantations met through the 

4 
fmal dissolution of the Rump Parliament in March 1660. 

Shortly after the restoration of Charles II, the 

new king received petitions from merchants, who begged for 

5 
the restoration of some form of trade committee. Thus, 

on July 4, 16 60, by an order of the King-in-Council, a 

trading committee for the plantations in America was estab-

lished with orders to report its proceedings to the Privy 

Council. This committee changed names several times, but 

its basic concern remained trade and the plantations. Men 

4 
Andrews, British Committees, pp. 2 4-49. 

5 
An example was on June 25, 1660. W. N. Sainbury 

et al., Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, 1574-
1660 (London: H.M.S.O., 1860), I, 482. 

^lbid., p. 483. 



who had experience on the earlier boards of trade were 
7 

often appointed to the restoration boards of trade. In 

February 16 75 a committee of the King's Privy Council, 

known as the Lords of Trade, was commissioned to take the 

place of the existing board of trade. The dissolution of 

the old board occurred because "the authority and virtue 
o 

of this little Council became faint and ineffectual." 

For the next twenty years the Lords of Trade served as a 

board of trade and plantations. 

On May 15, 1696, William III created a new Board 
9 

of Trade to deal with English commerce. Recent scholar-

ship has tendod to agree with Charles M. Andrews's 

assessment of more than sixty years ago that this new board 

"enjoyed its greatest repute during the first fifteen years 

of its existence, falling into the hands of inferior offi-

cials and placemen during the era of Walpole and the first 

years of the supremacy of Newcastle." 

7 
Edward Montagu, Earl of Sandwich, was president 

of the Board of Trade in 16 70,. and he had earlier been a 
member of Cromwell's Board. R. P. Bieber, "The British 
Plantation Councils of 1670-74," English Historical Review 
XL (1925), 96-7. 

Q 

Andrews, British Committees, p. 112. 
9 
Steele, Politics of Colonial Policy, p. 3. 

An example is Steele's Politics of Colonial 
Policy. 

11 Andrews, British Committees, p. 113. 



Although the colonies and plantations were not the 

primary consideration in the founding of William's Board 

of Trade, it ultimately brought about a reorganization of 

12 
colonial administration. In addition, the new board was 

13 not at all adverse to obtaining new colonial possessions. 

The colonial activity of the Lords of Trade had been 

heavily criticized before 1696. Nevertheless, in 1695 the 

Duke of Shrewsbury, the Secretary of State for the Southern 

Department, believed that a successor to the Lords of Trade 

should have wide-ranging colonial authority. He hoped that 

such a board would be empowered to hear judicial appeals 

from the colonies and to supervise the salection of 

colonial governors. If men of breeding and experience were 

chosen and if they were well-rewarded for their services, 

then, Shrewsbury believed, "under such Governors the Plan-

tations in America shall thrive more in seven years than 

14 they have done in thirty." 

As indicated by Charles M. Andrews, for about fif-

teen years the new Board of Trade had a high reputation, 

but in the early eighteenth century it began to lose some 

12 
Steele, Politics of Colonial Policy, p. 10. 

13 
Board of Trade Memorandum, June 18, 169 7, C.O. 

323/1. 
14 . . . . 
Historical Manuscripts Commission, Manuscripts 

of the Duke of Buccleuch and Queensbury (London: H.M.S.O., 
1899-1926), II, 735-7. 



of its prestige. In 1711 and 1715, for example, the Board 

of Trade tried to secure regular reports on the state of 

British trade. It failed completely on both occasions, 

15 partly because of its reputation for dilatoriness. The 

status of the Board of Trade can also be seen by the state 

of its lodgings. In 169 6, the high point in its history, 

it had its own apartments in Whitehall, but they were 

destroyed by fire in 1698. For forty years thereafter, 

the Board rented a succession of buildings, and eventually, 

in 1746, it occupied an office over the Treasury, where 
1 /r 

the clerks "resided in the attick story." 

The Board of Trade again rose to prominence about 

1752, because of new powers granted to it and the efforts 

of the able Board president, the Earl of Halifax. In 

addition to reversing the decline of the Board of Trade, 

Halifax was energetic in coordinating the new colonies 
17 obtamed after the Seven Years ' War. The Board's promi-

nence further heightened in 1765, when it was made a min-

isterial office of the government, having, therefore, full 

18 authority over all matters under its jurisdiction. 

15 
D. B. Horn, "The Board of Trade and Consular 

Reports," English Historical Review, LIV (1939), 478. 
1 6 
Mary P. Clark, "The Board of Trade at Work," 

American Historical Review, XVII (1912), 18. 
17 
Halifax memorandum, September 19, 1763, C.O. 

323/16. 
18 Andrews, British Committees, p. 114. 



Despite the new prominence of the Board of Trade, it did 

not have authority over all aspects of colonial policy. 

From 1768 to 1782, the American Department had primary 

control over the colonies; in colonial matters the Board 

of Trade was relegated to an advisory and consulting 

role. 

In 1783, after the American Department was abol-

ished, the Board of Trade received the responsibility of 

instructing colonial governors and administering imperial 

20 
land policy. From 1783 to 1786, the Board of Trade in-

creased its responsibilities in colonial, as well as trade 

m.atters, in general. Finally, by an order in council of 

August 23, 1786, a permanent Board of Trade was established, 

Its purpose was "the consideration of all matters relating 

21 to trade and foreign plantations." According to D. M. 

Young, the new Board of Trade became "the main repository 

of detailed knowledge of the colonies." It reviewed all 

acts of colonial legislatures and took the lead in drawing 

•"•̂ lbid. , p. 114-5. 

20 . . . 
Helen T. Mannmg, British Colonial Government 

After the American Revolution, 1782-1820 (Hamden, Conn.: 
Archon Books, 1966), pp. 81-2. 

21 
The entire order is reproduced by T. H. Farrer, 

"The Board of Trade; its Origins, Authority, and Juris-
diction," February, 1880, pp. 3-4, Hicks-Beach Papers, 
PC/PP/61/1. 
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up instructions to colonial governors. The original 

order of August 17 86 remains the basis for the existence 

of the Board of Trade, or the Department of Trade and 

Industry, as it is now called. 

The structure of the Board of Trade underwent 

important changes in the early nineteenth century. The 

trend was for the business of the Board to be directed 

more and more by the president. The obvious reason for 

this development was that the president became the only 

member of the Board who attended its nominal meetings. 

In truth, attendance at Board meetings never recovered 
23 from the prolonged interruption of the Napoleonic Wars. 

A fiction was therefore created. As late as 1845, when 

Gladstone was president of the Board, weekly or semi-

weekly meetings were held, but no one attended, or, 
24 probably, was even summoned. 

The new permanent Board of Trade had an important 

22 
D. M. Young, The Colonial Office in the Early 

Nineteenth Century (London: Longmans, Green & Co., 1961), 
pp. 13-14. 

23 
H. L. Smith, The Board of Trade (London: G. P. 

Putnam's Sons, 1928), p. 50. 
Ibid., p. 51. There was an old saying about the 

Board of Trade: 
These high officials, all agree 
Are grossly overpaid 
There never was a Board, and now 
There isn't any Trade. 

Roger Prouty, The Transformation of the Board of Trade, 
1830-1855 (London: Heinemann, 1957), p. 107. 
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part in the administration of the empire. As mentioned 

previously, acts of colonial legislatures were reviewed 

25 by the Board, usually by its law clerk John Reeves. In 

1792 the Board made an unproductive attempt at breaking 

2 6 
trade barriers with the Chinese. Other examples of rou-

tine Board of Trade business included the attempt in 179 3 

27 
to institute a system of free ports within the empire, 

and the similar attempt the next year to open the West 

Indies to American traders. This latter proposal was 

2 8 
actually implemented for short periods. 

The vital force behind the development of the 

Board of Trade in the twenty years after 17 86 was Charles 

Jenkinson, the first Earl of Liverpool. Liverpool was 

"devotedly zealous" to the development of English trade 

29 

and eager to give advice on colonial subjects. Liver-

pool was succeeded by Earl Bathurst in 1807. Like Liver-

pool, Bathurst was interested in colonial affairs and had 

considerable experience in empire problems. Bathurst 

25 . • . 
Young, The Colonial Office, p. 19 7. 

2 6 
Manning, British Colonial Government, p. 291. 

27 
Board of Trade to Treasury, February 22, 1793, 

B.T. 5/8. 
^^BofT minute, January 20, 1794, B.T. 5/9. 
29 
Anna L. Lingelbach, "The Inception of the Board 

of Trade," American Historical Review, XXX (1925), 727; Young, The Colonial Office, p. 14. 



stayed at the Board of Trade until 1812, when he was trans-

ferred to the new Colonial Office. Thus, from its perma-

nent inception until well into the nineteenth century, the 

Board of Trade had capable leadership. 

The importance of the Board of Trade in colonial 

affairs was reduced in 1812, when the Secretaryship for 

War and the Colonies was divided, and the Colonial Office 

became a separate department of state. Within a few years 

the Board of Trade was no longer as instrumental as it 

once had been in imperial affairs. For example, in May 

1813 the Board sided with a customs collector in his dis-

pute with Goverror James Cockburn of Bermuda and intimated 

31 that a governor who exceeded the law need not be obeyed. 

Yet only three years later, the Board was much more reluc-

tant to review colonial laws and disputes unless they dealt 

specifically with trade. In June 1816 the Board declined 

to rule on a colonial statute, claiming that it was more 

political than commercial. The responsibility for a ruling 

32 
was therefore returned to the Colonial Office. 

Despite the creation of the Colonial Office in 

1812 and the Board of Trade's desire to relinquish certain 

colonial duties, D. M. Young argues that the Colonial office 

30 
Young, The Colonial Office, pp. 18-19. 

•̂ •'•BofT minute, May 18, 1813, B.T. 5/22. 

32 
Manning, British Colonial Government, pp. 512-13. 
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was "reluctant to allow the Board of Trade to surrender 

33 its responsibilities for reporting on colonial laws." 

Prior to 1826, the Board of Trade reviewed all legislation 

passed by colonial legislatures, reporting on those laws 

that were to be left in operation and those that were to 

be disallowed. After 1826 the Board of Trade's legisla-

tive review had atrophied to where it reported only those 

34 colonial acts which were to be disqualified. In the 

1830's, the Colonial Office became less concerned with 

reviewing colonial laws, but one Board of Trade official 

still insisted that the only way to protect against dis-

criminatcry colonial duties lay "in the power of the Secre-

tary of State to recommend the disallowance by the King of 

35 any Acts which may impugn this prmciple." 

During the 1820's, the Board of Trade was dom.inated 

by its most able president, William Huskisson. Huskisson 

had a long and varied political career, but he is probably 

best remembered as president of the Board of Trade from 

1823 to 1827. Although Huskisson was treasurer of the 

Navy at the same time, he took his Board of Trade duties 

33 
Young, The Colonial Office, p. 19 6. 

34 . . 
D. B. Swmfen, Imperial Control of Colonial 

Legislation, 1813-1865 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1970), 
p. 17. 

•̂ L̂ack to Hay, May 7, 1835, C.O. 323/219, cited 
by Swinfen, Imperial Control of Colonial Legislation, p. 4. 
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seriously and attended Board meetings "very religiously." 

When Huskisson arrived at the Board of Trade, it was 

actively engaged in overhauling the trade laws of the 

empire. The Board of Trade sponsored legislation in 1822 

and 1825 that would have enabled the colonies to export 

freely, but with deference to the British market. The 

legislation of 1825 was introduced in parliament by 

Huskisson and was the main initiative for the customs 

38 
consolidation of 1825. 

Huskisson, who served briefly at the Colonial 

Office following his tenure at the Board of Trade, desired 

to cooperate with the colonies. His colonial policies were 

closely related to his commercial theory of free trade. 

Specifically, he questioned how long the mercantile system 

could be continued in regard to the colonies. Or, in his 

words: "How much longer do we expect that the vast terri-

tory of British North Am.erica . . . will be contented to 

live under such a system. . . . In short, you have there a 

39 country and not a plantation." 

36 
Anna L. Lingelback, "William Huskisson as Presi-

dent of the Board of Trade," American Historical Review, 
XLIII (1938), 764. 

37 
Young, The Colonial Office, p. 51. 

38 
Huskisson to Wilmot Horton, March 25, 1825, C.O. 

323/202. 
39 
Lingelbach, "Huskisson at the Board of Trade," 

pp. 769-70. 
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The Huskisson tradition at the Board of Trade was 

carried on by James Deacon Hume. He became joint-secretary 

to the Board in 1828, remaining at that post until 1840. 

Hume greatly admired Huskisson and desired to carry on many 

40 of Huskisson's programs. Of Hume, Greville noted that, 

"it is he who advises, directs, legislates. I believe he 

is one of the ablest practical men who has ever served, 

41 more like an American statesman than an English official." 

During the 18 30's, while Hume was a dominant figure, the 

Board of Trade's field of activity was not significantly 

enlarged. Its main colonial functions were advisory. The 

anti-protectionist tradition of the Board, stimulated in 

42 
the 1820's by Huskisson, was strengthened, but the 

triumph of free trade did not come until the 1840's. 

The dominant figure at the Board of Trade in the 

1840's was William Ewart Gladstone. In 1841 Peel asked 

Gladstone to accept vice-presidency of the Board of Trade 

under Lord Ripon, saying "I consider it an office of the 

highest importance, and you will have my unbounded 

40 
Lucy Brown, The Board of Trade and the Free-

Trade Movement, 1830-42 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958), 
p. 24. 

41 
Lytton Strachey & Roger Fulford, eds., The 

Greville Memoirs (8 vols.; London: Macmillan & Co., 
1938), II, 84. 

42 
Brown, The Board of Trade and the Free-Trade 

Movement, pp. 20-2. 
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43 confidence in it." Not only did Gladstone make important 

contributions to the Board, but his work there "sharpened 

the tendencies of his thought and moulded the trend of all 

44 his future activity." 

During the 1840's the pace of business at the Board 

of Trade accelerated. Regular meetings were held on Mon-

days, Wednesdays, and Saturdays to write and pass minutes. 

The clerks would usually arrive at eleven and stay until 

five or six. The political officers might arrive an hour 

45 later, sometimes conducting Board busmess at home. 

Between noon and three on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, 

trade deputations were received. Careful minutes were 

taken at all meetings and later initialed, numbered, and 

entered in minute books. It was because of the flurry of 

business in the 18 40's that the Board's business procedure 

46 had to be regularized. 

Budget proposals and tariff reform were the two 

topics which most concerned the Board of Trade in the 

43 
Francis E. Hyde, M£. Gladstone at the Board of 

Trade (London: Cobden-Sanderson, 1934), p. 3. 
44 
Ibid., p. 226. 

45 
"Minutes of the evidence taken before the Select 

Committee on Official Salaries, no. 611, p. 88, Parlia-
mentary Papers, 1850, XV. 

46 
A good discussion of Board changes in the 1840's 

is found in Prouty, The Transformation of the Board of 
Trade, pp. 99-102. 
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1840's. When Peel's government undertook a major tariff 

revision in 1842, much of the detailed preliminary work 

47 was done by the Board of Trade. In the same year, the 

Board prepared reports on import duties, which were quoted 

48 
by Peel m parliament. Gladstone played an important 

role in the revision, and he later said that of the four 

tariff revisions with which he was involved, "the first 

was six times as laborious as the other three put to-

49 
gether." The Board of Trade's reports also played a 

part in the preparation of the final draft of the 1842 

50 budget. In short, as Peel testified before a parlia-

mentary select committee in 1850: "In 1842, the duties 

of the Board of Trade were as heavy as in any other depart-

51 ment of the Government." 

The colonial responsibilities of the Board of Trade 

did not change substantially during the 1840's, although 

on several occasions attempts were made to extend them. 

In the early 1840's, it was suggested several times that 

47 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 56. 

48 
Lucy Brown, "The Board of Trade and the Tariff 

Problem," English Historical Review, LXVIII (1953), 421. 
49 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 56. 
Ibid. 

51 
"Minutes of the Evidence taken before the Select 

Committee on Official Salaries, no. 611, pp. 41-2, Parl. 
Paps., 1850, XV. 
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the Board be given responsibility for reviewing all colo-

nial legislation. However, Sir James Stephen, permanent 

undersecretary of the Colonial Office, always found some-

thing wrong with this plan, and his disapproval was always 

52 enough to quash it. The Colonial Office and the Board 

of Trade did work together in 184 6 on an attempt to unify 

the existing laws regarding the status of aliens in the 

53 empire. In 1848, the Board tried to revive some of the 

consultative duties it had lost in the years after 1786, 

54 but this attempt was also unsuccessful. Also in that 

year, Earl Grey proposed a plan by which the Board of 

Trade would play a greater role on helping the Colonial 

Office administer the empire. Grey's plan was not fully 

adopted, although the Board did receive more power on mat-

55 ters concerning colonial trade. A remnant of the Board's 

consultative duties on colonial policy was in evidence, 

however, when it reported to parliament on May 1, 1849, 

52 . . . . . . 
John W. Cell, British Colonial Admmistration 

in the Mid-Nineteenth Century: The Policy-Making Process 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970), pp. 10-11. 

53 
Swmfen, Imperial Control of Colonial Legisla-

tion, p. 75. 
54 
Young, The Colonial Office, p. 2 59. 

55 
Swinfen, Imperial Control of Colonial Legisla-

tion, pp. 18-19. 
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on a proposed Australasian constitution. 

The 1850's saw the completion of an administrative 

process that had begun in the 1820's. By 1855 the Board 

of Trade no longer was a consultative committee of the 

Privy Council but a full-fledged executive department of 

state. Among the Board's more important duties were the 

collection and publication of statistics, the registering 

of joint stock companies, the supervision of the railway 

system, and the regulation of the merchant shipping in-

dustry. In addition to these administrative functions, 

the Board still served as an advisor and consultant to 

other government agencies such as the Foreign Office and 

the Colonial Office. In short, as Roger Prouty's work on 

the Board succinctly states, "the modern Board of Trade 

57 
had been formed." 

The modern Board of Trade was an active bureauc-

racy. The size of the Board's staff grew from 24 persons 

5 8 
in 1828, to 37 persons in 1849, to 85 persons in 1855. 

The figure for the year 182 8 included the president, the 

"Report of the Committee for Trade and Planta-
tions of the Privy Council on proposed Australasian Con-
stitution," May 1, 1849, in A. B. Keith, Selected Speeches 
and Documents on British Colonial Policy, 1763-1917 (2 
vols.; London: Oxford University Press, 1966 ) , I, 197-214. 

57 
Prouty, The Transformation of the Board of Trade, pp. 110-11. 

58 Ibid. 
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vice-president, a law clerk, the permanent secretary, the 

president's private secretary, two first-class clerks, 

four second-class clerks, seven third-class clerks, and 

six extra staff persons including an office keeper, a 

house-keeper, messengers, and a porter. The total salaries 

for this staff was about Lll,300.^ By 1855 the staff was 

much larger and specialized. In addition to the president 

and the vice-president, there were two joint secretaries, 

an assistant secretary to the railway department, a chief 

of the statistical department, two professional members of 

the marine department, a registrar and librarian, an 

accountant, a secretary to the president, three railway 

inspectors, a parliamentary and legal assistant to the 

railway departraent, an assistant to the statistical depart-

ment, a comptroller for corn returns, six senior clerks, 

eight junior clerks, thirty-six other clerks, one surveyor 

general for the marine department, and fourteen extra 

persons such as messengers and office keepers. The total 

salaries for this staff had almost tripled to about 

fc29,500.^° 

The increased work of the Board is indicated by 

59 
"Minutes of the Evidence taken before the Select 

Coramittee on Official Salaries, no. 611, p. 85, Parl. Paps., 
1850, XV. 

c r\ 

Prouty, The Transformation of the Board of Trade, 
pp. 110-11. 
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the introduction of printing presses in 1850 to help the 

6 1 
overworked copists. In addition, because of the in-

creased volume of business, rainutes from the Board of 

f\ 2 
Trade meetings ceased to be kept after 1853. Actually, 

board meetings became rarer as greater responsibility was 

assumed by the president and the joint secretaries. 

One reason for the increased size and activity of 

the Board in the 1850's was the added responsibility in 

marine matters given to it by parliament in 1850. The 

Merchant Marine Act of 1850, and subsequent consolidating 

merchant raarine acts, created many of the functions of the 

modern Bcard of Trade. The granting of extensive marine 

powers to the Board did not come easily, however. Though 

the original bill was not passed until 1850, there had been 

considerable need and agitation for such a bill earlier. 

In the 1830's the British raerchant raarine was the 

largest in the world but also one of the most dangerous; 

during the decade ten thousand lives as well as five hun-

6 3 
dred ships were lost. Many of these losses were the 

result of the negligence and complacency of the owners, 

61 
E. W. Cohen, The Growth of the British Civil 

Service, 1780-1939 (Hamden, Conn.: Archon Books, 1965), 
p. 125. 

Sraith, The Board of Trade, p. 52. 

p. 30. 

6 3 
Prouty, The Transformation of the Board of Trade, 
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builders, raasters, and seamen. British shipowners, in a 

depressed condition in the thirties and forties, raet Araer-

ican competition by cutting costs rather than making 

improvements. Too little was spent on maintenance, safety 

devices, and life-saving equipment. In addition, ship 

masters and mates were too often underqualified. Their 

training was frequently inadequate, and there was no 

examination procedure to test their corapetence. Seamen 

were subjected to poor food, bad quarters, and irregular 

pay. The rate of desertion was high. Seamen also reported 

that navigational aids were inadequate, lighthouses too 

64 few, and charts maccurate. 

The merchant marine problem was first seriously 

considered in 18 36 by a select committee on shipwrecks 

65 established by parliament. The chief parliaraentary 

spokesraan for marine reform was James Silk Buckinghara. 

Buckinghara, a meraber of the select coraraittee in 1836, 

claimed the total cost to Great Britain resulting from 

shipwrecks was around 9 00 lives and about £2,836,000 in 

6 6 
property. In the opinion of the select committee of 

1836, two steps were vitally needed to ensure greater 

Ibid., pp. 32-3. 

Jane H. Wilde, "The Creation of the Marine 
Department of the Board of Trade," The Journal of Trans-
port History, II (1956), 194. 

6 6 -rl_ • J 

Ibid. 
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safety at sea. First, a maritirae code or the consolidation 

of previously enacted raarine laws was needed. Second, and 

raost iraportant, a single departraent of governraent had to 

be given the responsibility for the enforcement of the 

^ 67 maritirae code. 

In 1837 Buckingham was instruraental in drafting 

and proraoting a bill iraplementing the suggestions of the 

select committee. Although he voiced his arguments 

strongly in parliaraent, they fell largely upon deaf or 
r p 

uncaring ears. Some of the strongest opposition to the 

bill carae frora Charles Poulett Thorason, president of the 

Board of Trade. In particular, Thomson objected to the 

provision in the bill that required a compulsory examination 

for merchant marine officers, clairaing it was "an unjust 
69 interference with the rights of the shipping interest." 

Another major factor against the bill was the opposition 

of the shipping interest. The merabers of the General Ship-

owners Society claimed that the bill's compulsory regula-

tions "would be fraught with consequences so pernicious in 

themselves, and so subversive of the best interests of 

British Maritirae Commerce, that it would be their duty 

^^lbid., p. 195. 
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69 
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70 
strenuously to resist any such attempt." The bill was 

easily defeated, 176 to 28, with about half of the members 

71 of the select comraittee votmg agamst it. 

Following the defeat of the raerchant raarine bill, 

the Board of Trade received increasing numbers of requests 

for tests of competence for raerchant raarine officers. In 

March 1842 a nuraber of raembers of parliament and shipowners, 

headed by Robert Fitzroy, later governor of New Zealand 

and formerly commander of the Beagle, approached the Earl 

of Ripon, president of the Board of Trade, with new pro-

posals for improving the merchant marine. Their plan was 

to establish boards in various british ports to administer 

72 qualifymg exammations to ship masters and raates. Ripon 

was interested in the suggestion, but he wanted to wait for 

73 further evidence to prove the raeasure's necessity. 

In 184 3 a second parliaraentary coraraittee was 

appointed to investigate the cause of shipwrecks. Its 

conclusions were essentially the sarae as those of the 

74 committee of 1836. Gladstone, a member of the comraittee 

70 
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and the vice-president of the Board of Trade, was uncer-

tain as to the best way to deal with the problera. He 

agreed there was strong sentiraent for legislation, but he 

also felt that consideration needed to be given to the 

75 shipowners. The General Shipowners Society reraained 

firraly opposed, and no action was taken on the 1843 report. 

In the mid-1840's the Board of Trade and parliam.ent 

became involved in a flurry of railway bills, and the raer-

chant marine question slipped into the background. In 

1845, however, by an order in council, the Board began a 

system by which merchant marine officers raight volunteer 

to undergo examination, but by the end of 1846 only about 

200 persons had passed the examination. 

In 1847 there were additional investigations 

regarding the conditions of British seamen, and more con-

verts were won to the cause of merchant raarine iraproveraent. 

By 1848 the Board of Trade was actively pushing for reforra. 

Its president, Henry Labouchere, clairaed that either a 

marine division of the Board of Trade or an independent 

raarine board "would be most valuable in dealing with all 

questions that relate to the mercantile marine of the 

"^^^Hansard, LXV (1843), 766-7. 

76 
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77 country." Labouchere stated in parliament that he hoped 

the shipowners could be speedily convinced that it was to 

their advantage for the government to act quickly to end 

78 the evils outlined by the parliamentary comraissions. 

Subsequently, on July 12, 1849, Labouchere presented two 

bills to the House, incorporating the governinent' s plan 

79 for raerchant raarme reforra. Ultiraately the plan was 

erabodied in one bill, and the struggle for approval began. 

The shipping interests still opposed governraent 

regulation. Labouchere stated, in a letter to the Tiraes 

on March 4, 1850, that although he agreed with a policy 

of non-interference with business, he felt strongly that: 

To say that it is to be left to chance whether 
a grossly ignorant and incompetent master or 
mate shall be allowed to take charge of a ship, 
crew, and cargo, and that the sailor shall be 
abandoned to all frauds to which the crimpage 
system subjects him without protection, after 
a fatal experience has demonstrated the mis-
chief of these practices, appears to me to be 
utterly inconsistent with the duty of Parliament 
and of the Government.80 

Finally, after this and other such stout defenses, the 

bill passed parliament and went into effect on January 1, 

1851. 

89 
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The merchant Shipping Act contained 124 clauses. 

It was drafted by T. H. Farrer, who was destined to iraple-

ment it when he becarae the marine secretary of the Board 

of Trade. Araong the main provisions of this act were the 

creation of the marine department of the Board of Trade 

and the transfer of all powers of the Adrairalty relating 

to the raerchant raarine to the Board. Local raarine boards 

were created at the raajor port cities, and a compulsory 

81 
examination was required of all masters and mates. In 

the aftermath of the act's passage, there remained some 

opposition by seamen, whom the Times characterized as in 

82 "ignorant antipathy" to the new systera. However, within 

a few months the opposition died, and a new era, both for 

the raerchant shippers and the Board of Trade, began. 

Throughout the 1850's there were additional acts 

which consolidated and further defined the raarine responsi-

bilities of the Board of Trade. By 1855 the Board's marine 

department had such duties as the appointment of surveyors 

authorized to board and inspect steam vessels for adherence 

to safety regulations, the tabulation and investigation of 

all sea accidents, and the control of local merchant marine 

boards. In addition, the marine department established a 

81 
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navigational school in London, supervised and operated all 

lighthouses, registered and raeasured all British raerchant 

ships, exarained all masters and mates, conducted an acci-

dent prevention program, and dealt with wrecks and 

83 salvage. 

Although the marine functions acquired by the 

Board of Trade in 1850 were the most important, there were 

other activities which also played a part in the formation 

of the modern Board of Trade. The compiling of statistics 

was a duty that became more important with each passing 

year. In 1840 an act was passed that not only gave the 

Board the responsibility of collecting railway statistics, 

but also added to it the job of railway inspection. This 

duty was later given to a group of railway comraissioners, 

but after 1851 it was returned to the Board of Trade. 

Also, in 1852 a departraent of practical art was established, 

which exhibited practical designs in woven fabrics, metal-

work, ceramics, and wood carvings. In 185 7, the Board 

lost this function when funds from Prince Albert's Great 

Exhibition were used to purchase land in Kensington for 

a Museura of Manufacturers. The Board became exclusively 

responsible for a Designs and International Copyright 

Office set up in 1839. The president of the Board, in 

8 3 
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particular, was to work with the Foreign Office to make 

international agreeraents to protect authors frora the theft 

84 of their works. 

The raarine legislation of the 1850's also gave the 

Board of Trade sorae power to regulate overseas emigration. 

The Colonial Land and Eraigration Coramission, established 

in 1836, was put under the supervision of the Colonial 

85 Office in 1840. Although the Colonial Office assumed 

the responsibility for this commission, one of the assistant 

secretaries of the Board of Trade served as a comraissioner. 

Therefore, the Board had an active role in an advisory 

capacity. In 1847 a marine act was passed to facilitate 

and to regulate the transportation of emigrants. This act 

led to a confusion of authority, and an amending act was 

passed the next year dealing with emigrant ships. This act 

of 1848 was guided through parliament by Henry Labouchere, 

87 president of the Board of Trade. The marine acts of 1850 

and 1854 were further attempts to clarify emigrant shipping. 

Ultiraately, the responsibilities of the Colonial Land and 

Emigration Commission were reduced, and in 1872 many of its 

84 
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8 8 
duties and powers were transferred to the Board of Trade. 

Finally, the raerchant raarine legislation of the 

1850's gave the Board the power to administer the Merchant 

Searaen's Fund. The select coraraittee of 1836, which had 

inquired onto the causes of shipwrecks, had recomraended 

the establishraent of searaen's savings banks and shelters 

for disabled searaen. There were additional investigations 

in 1840 and 1844, the latter chaired by Gladstone. Agita-

tion continued when nothing was done, but it was not until 

the Merchant Marine Act of 1850 that adequate provisions 

for the supply and welfare of merchant searaen, succor for 

disabled searaen, and aid for the widows of seamen were 

89 
placed under the exclusive control of the Board of Trade. 

In the late 1850's and early 1860's, the Board of 

Trade also became actively involved in foreign relations. 

During his last ministry, it was not uncommon for Palraerston 

to refer foreign coraraercial negotiators directly to the 

90 Board of Trade. Even m the years before 1850, it was 

usual for all correspondence dealing with foreign trade 

to be referred directly from the Foreign Office to the 

^^Blakeley, The Colonial Office, p. 108. 

89 
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91 
Board of Trade. 

The most famous example of the Board of Trade's 

involvement in foreign affairs was the Cobden-Chevalier 

treaty of 1860, which was designed to reduce tariff bar-

riers between Great Britain and France. After the treaty 

was signed, there still remained the work of negotiating 

a tariff schedule. Sir Louis Mallet of the comraercial 

department of the Board of Trade was one of the most 

92 

important of the British tariff negotiators. During 

the course of the negotiations, the British delegation in 

Paris was in direct communication with the Board of Trade, 

which, in turn, was in communication with representatives 

of the mercantile community, such as the charabers of com-

merce of Great Britain. In later years, after the passage 

of the treaty, the Board of Trade felt heavy pressure and 

opposition from the British merchants and manufacturers, 

who felt too raany trade concessions had been given to 
93 France. 

In 1864, a select coraraittee began an inquiry into 

91 
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the "arrangement between the Foreign Office and the Board 

of Trade with reference to the trade with foreign nations." 

The comraittee had to decide between two possible courses 

of action. Either the whole responsibility for commercial 

negotiations should be given to the Foreign Office, or the 

Board of Trade should be allowed to communicate with con-

suls in foreign countries to gather trade information. 

Strangely enough, the Board of Trade had earlier favored 

94 
the former and the Foreign Office had favored the latter. 

Ultiraately, the latter course was chosen, and Louis Mallet 

and his commercial department played an important part in 

commercial negotiations between 1865 and 1870. Fo.r exampla, 

Mallet and his department played a role in the conclusion 

95 of the commercial treaty with Austria m 1867. 

The Board of Trade's commercial negotiating arrange-

ment carae to an end, however, in the 18 70's. In December 

1871 Mallet, in a meraorandum to the president of the Board 

of Trade, explained that the existing situation had become 

untenable. He felt his usefulness as head of the commercial 

96 
department had dirainished in regard to foreign affairs. 

94 
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The Foreign Office had, after 1864, created its own com-

mercial department, and, thus, in 18 72 the business of the 

Coramercial department of the Board of Trade was transferred 

97 to its Foreign Office counterpart. 

The Board of Trade not only acquired new duties in 

the 1850's, but its organization and business routine also 

began to change. In 18 54, as a result of the Northcote-

9 8 
Trevelyan Report on the refom of the British civil 

service, the Board of Trade, as well as other government 

departraents, was forced to consider open competitive exami-

nations for appointment to the civil service. The main 

purpose of this famous report, leading to the birth of the 

raodern civil service, was the destruction of patronage and 

the division of labor between those clerks who did raechan-

99 ical and those who did intellectual work. 

The Northcote-Trevelyan Report did not have as rauch 

of an irapact on the Board of Trade as it did on other 

departraents. Corapared with departments such as the War 

Office, where patronage played a large part in staff 

97 
Smith, The Board of Trade, pp. 68-9. 
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selection and efficiency was lax, the Board of Trade had 

an efficient patronage system that was absolutely necessary 

if the Board was to handle its voluminous business. The 

clerks at the Board of Trade were often less aristocratic 

than in other departments and were maintained and promoted 

only as long as they did a good job. 

Although the Board of Trade had a patronage system 

mixed with efficiency, before 1855 candidates for positions 

at the Board required only a simple nomination. In 

addition, the Board of Trade did not logically separate 

upper and lower clerks by virtue of the performance of 

102 mtellectual or mechanical duties. James Booth, secre-

tary of the Board of Trade, in his written stateraent to a 

1854 parliamentary committee investigating civil service 

reorganization, said: 

In the mercantile marine and railway branches 
of that office especially, there is a very 
large amount of work of a routine character, 
demanding for its performance no higher quali-
fications than steadiness, ordinary intelli-
gence, the power of writing a good hand, and 
familiarity with the common rules of arithmetic. 

Therefore, continued Booth, "these placed should be filled 

by men whose arabition does not look beyond a very moderate 

Prouty, The Transformation of the Board of Trade, 
p. 101. 

Maurice Wright, Treasury Control of the Civil 
Service, 1854-1874 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), p. 66. 

102 
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competence . . . [and] would be content cheerfully to 

remain there with the prospect of getting from 801. to 

1801. a year." Hence, Booth argued that a person of this 

nature could not expect to earn as rauch as one who per-

103 forraed intellectual duties. 

The Northcote-Trevelyan suggestions that were 

irapleraented made changes, but only gradually at the Board 

of Trade. The major reform suggested by the 1854 report 

was the introduction of competitive examinations for civil 

servants. Examinations of two varieties were organized at 

the Board. For the first class, upper class, or ordinary 

clerk, an exammation was conscructed requirmg the 

applicant to show proficiency in handwriting, dictation, 

arithmetic, a foreign language, digesting letters, and 

geography. The second class, lower class, or supplementary 

clerks were expected to have a lesser degree of proficiency 

• • • 1 0 5 

m handwritmg, dictation, gramraar, and arithmetic. A 

gradual adoption of the examination plan at the Board is 

indicated by the records. No competitive examination was 

103 . . 
"Reports, Papers, and a Treasury Mmute Relatmg 
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55," no. 1870, p. 128, Parl. Paps., 1854-55, XX. 

104 
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given by the Board of Trade in either 1855 or 1856. During 

that period, however, four supplementary clerkships were 

granted. In 185 7 there was one competition held for three 

candidates vying for two openings. In 1858 there was again 

only one corapetition. In 1859 there were three corapeti-

tions held for openings in the supplementary clerk estab-

lishment. Frora these gradual beginnings the system of 

competitive civil service examination was instituted at 

the Board of Trade. 

The second raajor change advocated by the Northcote-

Trevelyan Report was a distinct separation between clerks 

who did raechanical and those who did intallectual work. 

The Board of Trade had traditionally allowed its clerks 

more responsibility for making decisions than was allowed 

in many other governmental departments. Nonetheless, the 

Board led the way in strict separation of duties for its 

upper and lower clerks. As a result, there was some dis-

satisfaction among the Board's clerks because many felt 

superior to the work they were required to do. The problera 

was in defining what was intellectual and what was raechan-

ical work. As George Arbuthnot of the Board of Trade 

explained to a select committee on civil service appoint-

ments on March 22, 1860, there was "the impossibility of 

"Report from the Select Commission on Civil 
Service Appointments," c. 440, p. 12, Parl. Paps., 1860, 
IX. 
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defining the work by any arbitrary rule, when you come to 

anything above mere copying." 

The dissatisfaction because of division of labor 

became more apparent in 1863. In that year the Board of 

Trade reported to the Treasury that, while the number of 

the upper division clerks had reraained about the sarae since 

1857, the nuraber of lower division or supplementary clerks 

had almost doubled. "The greater proportion of the latter 

were, in fact, eraployed upon the sarae description of busi-

ness as the [superior] Clerks." This led to "some confu-

sion and blending of classes of officers whose functions 

were intended to be left distinct." 

Also in 1863, and again in 1866, there were Trea-

sury inquiries into the Board of Trade establishment. The 

same major conclusion was reached on both occasions. 

Originally the Board of Trade had been organized as a con-

sulting body. The trend in the nineteenth century, however, 

was for the Board to assume more executive functions, 

necessarily gaining specific duties. For example, nineteen 

new duties assumed by the Board were detected by a Treasury 

committee in the three years between its Board of Trade 

•̂ ^̂ lbid. , pp. 69-70. 
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109 inquiries. Therefore the inquiry of 1866 reported 

that: 

The difficulties usually experienced in 
recoraraending changes in the organisation 
of the Office have, in this instance, been 
increased by the two-fold nature of the 
functions perforraed by the Board of Trade, 
naraely the consultative and executive.110 

The growing functions of the Board of Trade as well as 

the^ recoraraendations of the Northcote-Trevelyan Report 

necessitated structural changes on the Board. 

In 1866-7 a Treasury coramittee headed by George 

Ward Hunt, financial secretary to the Treasury, and Sir 

Steven Cave, M.P. from Shorehara, proposed a revision of 

the structure of the Board of Trade. Two recommendations 

V7ere made. First, there was a question about the office 

of vice-president of the Board. The committee's report 

argued that the vice-president had "fallen into the unsat-

isfactory state of an irresponsible officer." He had no 

specific duties, especially when the president was present. 

Therefôre, a parliamentary secretary was suggested to re-

place the vice-president. Secondly, it was recommended that 

the number of departments at the Board be increased from 

four to six. Thus the comraercial, raarine, railway, and 

109 . • 
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establishraent departraents grew to become the commercial 

and miscellaneous, the railway, the harbour, the raarine, 

the statistical, and the financial departments. Éach 

112 
of the six was allowed an adequate staff, especially 

after the Treasury recomraended at least a 50 percent in-

113 crease m the size of the Board's establishment. 

The revision of 1866-7 attempted to modernize the 

structure of the Board of Trade and bring it more in line 

with the structure of other governmental departments. The 

duties of the Board remained essentially the same, and 

they were merely divided and put under more specific de-

partments. The following discussion will explain more 

fully the composition and construction of the modernized 

Board of Trade and the role of its several departments in 

colonial administration. 

In 1872, the commercial and statistical depart-
ments were combined and an establishment department was 
added. 

112 
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CHAPTER II 

CONSTRUCTION AND COMPOSITION OF THE 

BOARD OF TRADE 

During the nineteenth century, the Board of Trade 

was actually not a board at all. In the previous century, 

there were groups of state officials and ecclesiastics who 

collectively served as the Board of Trade. By the mid-

nineteenth century, however, the Board was embodied in the 

person of the president, assisted by his parliamentary 

secretary and parmanent staff. In 1850 a former Board 

president stated that the president was aware of the "en-

tire business of the depártraent" and not responsible to 

any higher Board Authority. Despite the fiction of an 

actual board, the construction and composition of the Board 

of Trade in no way diminished its effectiveness. 

The Board of Trade had a series of homes, but after 

1846 it was located in the government building it shared 

with the Privy Council, the Treasury, and the Home Office 

"Minutes of the Evidence taken Before the Select 
Coramittee on Official Salaries," no. 611, p. 84, Parl. 
Paps., 1850, XV. 

37 
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2 

on the corner of Whitehall and Downmg streets. There 

were agencies administered by the Board located in other 

places, but the Board's main headquarters was at Whitehall 

Gardens. The Board's clerks and officials norraally arrived 

at the office at eleven to begin their working day. They 

V7ere not required to sign in each day, but punctuality was 

expected. Depending on the current work load, the clerks 
3 

departed at either five or six. The staff norraally re-
4 

ceived a month holiday m the summer. The number of 

clerks and staff members varied from time to time, but as 

the century progressed, the Board's work load tended to 

increase; hence, the size of the staff increased. 

The normal business of the Board was conducted by 

correspondence. The working procedure of the Board of 

Trade usually began with the arrival of a letter from 

another governmental office, country, colony, or individual, 

and ended when a proper reply had been made to that letter. 

Incoming letters were taken first to the registry room by 

clerks who arrived earlier than the rest of the staff. 

2 
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They would open and sort each item and send it to the 

5 
departraent of the Board to which it related. There the 

letter would be dealt with by lower-class clerks, who 

would forward it to an upper-class clerk and finally to 

the assistant secretary. If that officer felt it was 

necessary he would forward the letter to the president. 

At every step along the route of the letter, or action in 

question, each clerk and officer could write a minute, 

which was a recommendation, comment, or direction on the 

letter, or action, designed to serve as an internal memo-

randum or instruction. Action, usually in the forra of a 

letter, would bn taken on the minute or recommendation of 

the highest officer who minuted the paper. All letters 

from the Board of Trade vrere signed by the departraental 

secretary or his assistant. The Board's rainute sheets 

becarae formalized and were even copies by other departments 

After 18 72, for example, the minute sheets of the Colonial 
7 

Office were patterned after those of the Board of Trade. 

If a letter or report from the Board had special merit, or 

5 
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if more than the normal number of copies were needed, 

copying machines were used to reproduce the required nirai-

8 
ber of copies. T. H. Farrer stated in 1873 that the Board 

had for years used the copying press "for everything that 

it [was] capable of being applied to," and thus the office 
9 

saved over -blOOO per year in clerical labor. The Board 

of Trade was one of the first governmental offices to use 

the copying press, beginning around 1850 at the marine 

department and eventually in all the departments. 

The procedure at the Board of Trade was very rou-

tine and simple owing to the large amount of business con-

ducted by correspondence. Attempts were continually made 

to siraplify Board of Trade procedure. In 1888 Robert 

Giffen related that, although the existing procedure was 

sometimes "cumbrous," the Board was nevertheless attempting 

to "do the best we can, to send as few papers higher up as 

we can, and to see that there is not too much minuting and 

useless labour going on below." Compared with the other 

governraental offices he was farailiar with, however, Giffen 

had to adrait that there was rauch less red tape at the 

p 
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Board of Trade. 

Constructed not as a board, the Board of Trade was 

actually a group of departments, each overseen by an 

assistant secretary, who, in turn, was responsible to the 

president. As the responsibilities of the Board increased 

during the nineteenth century, its size also increased. 

The revisions of 1866-7 had enlarged the number of depart-

ments from four to six. The greater nuraber of departments, 

with increased duties, naturally meant a larger staff. The 

personnel of the Board increased steadily frora twenty-three 

persons in 1830 to over 7000 at the end of World War 1. 

The commercial department was one of the original 

agencies of the Board of Trade. Before 1872 its principal 

13 duty had been the negotiation of commercial treaties, a 

duty that was then assumed by the newly-created commercial 

department of the Foreign Office. Nonetheless, the Board 

of Trade remained concerned with comraercial treaties, but 

only in a consultative capacity. In 1872 the coramercial 

department was corabined with the statistical departraent. 

"Report of the Royal Coramission on Civil Estab-
lishments," c. 5545, p. 332, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 

1 p . , 

-̂  See discussion m Chapter I. 
13 
An example was the Cobden-Chevalier Treaty with 

France in 1860. 
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that had originally been created in 1832. This comraer-

cial and statistical departraent was in charge of raatters 

relating to foreign as well as colonial tariffs and custoras 

duties. In addition, it supervised the compilation of 

statistical returns and reports relating to the same foreign 

and colonial tariffs and customs duties. Araong the reports 

and returns it prepared that involved imperial affairs were 

the statistical abstract for the colonies, the digest of 

colonial statistics, and the returns of foreign and colo-

15 nial import duties. 

The railway departraent was originally constituted 

in 1840. In 1846 a separate Board of Railway Commissioner.'S 

was established, with the president of the Board of Trade 

as a member. This commission diminished the duties of the 

Board's railway departraent, until, in 1851, the powers of 

the coramission reverted back to the railv/ay department of 

the Board of Trade. Ostensibly, the main duties of the 

railway department were the inspection of newly-constructed 

railways before they were opened to the public and the 
1 r 

investigation of railway accidents. Other raajor duties 

14 
A confidential report prepared by the Board of 

Trade in July, 19 03, on its construction and development, 
the Board of Trade index, the Round Roora of the Public 
Record Office, p. 8. 

Ibid. 
1 r 

" F a r r e r raeraorandura," Hicks-Beach P a p e r s , p . 8. 
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of the railway departraent included the granting of erainent 

doraain to enter on land when beneficial to the public 

safety, the raanageraent and control of certain raetropolitan 

17 gas companies, and various copyright functions. The 

railway department's interest in these areas extended to 

the colonies as well. 

The marine department was first established as an 

independent branch of the Board of Trade in 1850. In that 

year, following the repeal of the Navigation Acts, the 

merchant navy was regulated by the Merchant Marine Act. 

The raarine department of the Board of Trade was designated 

18 to adrainister the provisions of this act. The act was 

concerned with the corapulsory examination of masters and 

mates, and the establishment of shipping offices for the 

hiring and discharging of seamen. Increased responsibility 

was added in 1854 with the passage of another merchant 

shipping act. In short, the business of this department 

grew so volurainous that, in the revisions of 1866-7, it 

was divided into the revised raarine department, the harbour 

19 department, and the financial department. The duties of 

the revised marine department included the establishraent 

of merchant marine offices, the exaraination of ship masters 

•'•'̂ lbid. , pp. 8-9. 

•^^lbid., p. 9. 

Ibid. 
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and mates and the issuance of certificates of competency 

for masters and mates in Britain as well as in the colonies, 

and the instruction of consuls and colonial officers in 

matters concerning ships and seamen, arising from corre-

spondence with the Foreign Office, the India Office, and 

the Colonial Office and from various colonial acts and 

20 ordmances. 

The harbour department, as has been previously 

mentioned, was a sub-division of the original raarine depart-

ment. It did not emerge as a separate branch until the 

revisions of 1866-7. Its name indicates that it was con-

cerned with the physical adjuncts to navlgatd.on. However, 

T. H. Farrer, chief permanent secretary to the Board of 

Trade, said in 1880, that "various other matters have from 

tirae to tirae been added, which render its present name 

21 somewhat of a misnoraer." More specifically, the harbour 

departraent was concerned with navigable harbors and channels 

such as Holyhead, Rarasgate, and Dover, the systera of light-

houses in Britain and in the colonies, and the registry of 

. . . . 22 

British and colonial ships. 

One unusual function of the harbour departraent 

resulted from the Weights and Measures Act of 1878. 

Ibid. 

^-^lbid. , p. 11 

22 
^^lbid. 
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According to that act, the harbour department was to assist 

the Standards Office, being given the job of providing and 

maintaining standards of reference for weights and measures. 

Also, the harbour departraent was involved in the testing 

and examination of weights and measures used for trade and 

scientific purposes. One specific exam.ple of this func-

tion was the role that the Board of Trade played in the 

coinage system in Great Britain and the empire. It was 

the Board of Trade that made the trial plates and weights 

used to verify the gold and silver content of British 

23 
coms. 

Another offspring D£ the original marine departraent 

was the financial department. Originally that section of 

the marine department was concerned v/ith the Merchant Sea-
24 men' s Fund, but follov7Íng the revisions of 1866-7, it 

became a separate departraent with considerably different 

duties. Basically, the financial department audited the 

cost of operating the Board of Trade and subraitted reports 

to the Treasury for approval. It also kept accounts to 

help control the receipts and expenditures of the different 

departraents, as well as keeping accounts of certain specific 

25 activities of the Board of Trade. 

23 
Ibid., p. 12. 

24 
See below for definition. 

25 
"Farrer raeraorandum," Hicks-Beach Papers, p. 14. 
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One major interest of the financial department was 

the payment of money out of the Merchant Seamen's Fund to 

distressed seamen. That fund was collected from dues 

levied on all ships leaving English ports, the dues being 

deterrained by the nuraber of lighthouses the ship passed. 

26 
The more lights a ship encountered, the higher the levy. 

Also of concern were the wages and effects of deceased 

seamen. The latter were collected by the financial depart-

ment from consuls abroad and from Indian and Colonial 

Office officers (who were held accountable for thera to the 

Board of Trade) and distributed to the next of king. Re-

garding the forraer, the financial departraent was involved 

with accounts frora over 14 0 consuls and colonial officers 

for sending aid to distressed searaen and returning them 

27 home. 

Finally, among the branches of the Board of Trade, 

there was the establishraent departraent. This departraent 

was priraarily involved with the internal functioning of 

the Board of Trade. It was interested in such activities 

as the maintenance of the Board of Trade library, the 

preparation of parliamentary papers and additional copies 

of docuraents, the posting of Board of Trade correspondence. 

2 6 
"Report of the Royal Commission on Civil Estab-

lishments," c. 5545, p. 290, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 
27 

"Farrer meraorandum," Hicks-Beach Papers, p. 14. 
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2 8 
and the supervision of the internal establishraent. 

Although forty persons were employed by this department, 

the great majority were only lower-class clerks, who, pre-

suraably, did little raore than the copying, posting, and 

registering of documents. 

The raajority of the staff of the Board of Trade 

were either upper or lower-class clerks. The Board had 

maintained such a clerical distinction long before the 

civil service reforras of the 1850's. The number of clerks 

grew rapidly during the second half of the nineteenth cen-

tury. In 1849 the Board had only seven first-class and six 

29 
second-class clerks. In 1866 the Board had increased the 

total number of clerks to about 130, with only about one-

30 half of that number employed full time. By 1888 there 

31 were 89 lower-class and 23 upper-class clerks. By 1892 

the Board maintained 101 second-class and 19 first-class 

32 clerks. The trend at the Board was to decrease the number 

2 8 
Board of Trade, "Distribution of Business and 

Staff," April 1, 1892, Hicks-Beach Papers, PC/PP/61/8, p. 6. 
29 
"Minutes of the Evidence taken Before the Select 

Committee on Official Salaries," no. 611, p. 85, Parl. 
Paps., 1850, XV. 

30 
"Civil Service Writers: Select Comraittee Report 

with Proceedings and Minutes," no. 370, p. 17, Parl. Paps., 
1873, XI. 

31 . . . . 
"Report of the Royal Coraraission on Civil Estab-

lishraents," c. 5545, p. 288, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 
32 

"Distribution of Business and Staff," Hicks-
Beach Papers. 
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of first class-clerks and suppleraent the nuraber of second-

class clerks with boy clerks, boy copists, abstractors, 

and civil service copists, who were not included in the 

totals for second-class clerks. The largest nuraber of 

clerks was eraployed in the financial and coraraercial depart-

raents. For exaraple, the coraraercial departraent had about 20 

clerks engaged in the preparation of the Board of Trade 

Journal, and the financial departraent had a like number who 

33 checked the accounts of liquidated companies. 

One of the personnel concerns at the Board of Trade, 

and throughout the civil service, was the impleraentation 

of the civil service reforras of the 1850's. The Board of 

Trade prided itself on using a systera of merit promotion 

long before it became a concern of the reforraers of the 

1850's. The Board was especially proud of its system of 

promotion from within; all the clerks had the possibility, 

depending on their individual capabilities, of being pro-

34 moted to the highest level. The systera of civil service 

examination was impleraented after the reforras of the 1850's, 

creating the distinct possibility of having some of the 

better positions at the Board filled by outsiders. None-

theless, the Board had no qualras about proraotion frora 

33 
Ibid., pp. 2-3. 

34 
"Civil Service Writers: Select Committee Report 

with Proceedings and Minutes," no. 370, p. 17, Parl. Paps., 
1873, XI. 
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within, therefore providing incentive for better work from 

its clerks. In several cases the system of proraotion frora 

within enabled sorae clerks beginning at the lowest levels 

to rise through the ranks and ultiraately becorae departraent 

heads. Arthur Stonehara of the financial departraent and 

Thomas Gray of the marine department were two such raen. 

One factor in proraotion at the Board of Trade was 

seniority. Some of the older officials, such as Farrer, 

felt that a certain number of years of service should be 

required before a person was entitled to any of the higher 

positions, but once a man had served his apprenticeship, 

which Farrer soraetiraes raentioned as ten years, he should 

3 6 
be entitled to any opening for which he was qualified. 

Some of the newer officials, such as Henry Calcraft and 

Robert Giffen, were not so concerned that seniority be 

37 followed. Ultimately the younger men's views prevailed, 

and, as the years passed, the Board tended to distinguish 

between clerical grades less and less. By the beginning 

of the twentieth century, the most important consideration 

38 for filling a position was an individual's qualifications. 

35 . . . . 
"Report of the Royal Comraission on Civil Estab-

lishments," c. 5545, p. 282, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 

Ibid., p. 385. 

"^^lbid., p. 282. 
38 
Board of Trade, confidential report, 19 03, p. 7. 

I^R* "-"" • '""•"" 
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The manner by which clerks were assigned their 

tasks at the Board of Trade differed somewhat frora many 

other government offices. At the Board there was less 

concern over what classification a clerk possessed. There 

was not a designated list of tasks forbidden to the lower-

class clerks. Jobs were often assigned on an individual 

basis, with the assistant secretary of a departraent assign-

ing a job to the person he thought best qualified to under-

39 take it, regardless of the clerk's clerical rank. 

The jobs assigned to the various Board of Trade 

clerks were varied. Docketing and registering letters, 

keeping papers, bookkeeping, checking accounts, corapiling 

statistics, and extracting were all part of the daily rou-

40 tine of the clerks at the Board of Trade. Of all the 

jobs at the Board, however, the m.ost burdensorae one was 

copying. For this reason it was resented by raany of the 

41 clerks at the Board. Despite the great need" for copymg, 

the clerks often felt that it did not sufficiently tax 

their capabilities. Since the Board paid by the piece, a 

39 
"Civil Service Writers: Select Committee Report 

with Proceedings and Minutes," no. 370, p. 24, Parl. Paps., 
1873, XI. 

Ibid., p. 23. 

See the written testiraony submiitted by a com-
mittee of lower-division clerks in "Civil Service Inquiry," 
c. 1113-1, pp. 320-1, Parl. Paps., 1875, XXIII; and in 
"Report of the Royal Coramission on Civil Establishments," 
c. 5545, pp. 368-70, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 
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clerk often had to do large amcunts of boring work to earn 

a living. For this reason, the Board favored its plan of 

proraotion frora within its ranks, which encouraged lower-

division clerks, who were dissatisfied with their jobs, to 

seek higher positions and therefore escape the drudgery of 

40 
copying. " If no incentive was provided, Farrer feared 

that it raight be difficult to prevent lower-division clerks 

43 from leaving the civil service. 

Another solution to the copying problem attempted 

by the Board of Trade was the hiring of fulltirae copists. 

These copists would not be required to have the intellec-

tual qualificatLons of the Board's clerical class, and 

they presuraably would not become so easily dissatisfied 

with their work. In 18 87 the Board employed 45 men copists 

44 and thirteen boy copists. In 1888 Henry Calcraft stated 

that he preferred men copists. He also indicated that the 

copists were raore useful if, instead of being used strictly 

as copists, their tirae was divided between copying and the 

45 postmg of letters and papers. 

42 
"Civil Service Writers; Select Coraraittee Report 

with Proceedings and Minutes," no. 370, p. 17, Parl. Paps., 
1873, XI. 

^^lbid., p. 19. 

"Report of the Royal Commission on Civil Estab-
lishments," c. 5545, p. 284, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 

45 ^lbid. 
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A study made in 1874 indicated how time-consuraing 

copying was at the Board of Trade. The study was a sum-

mary of the copying for the nine months ending Septeraber 

30, showing the quantity copied by each departraent during 

46 the sarae period. The breakdown also gave some indica-

tion of which departments were the largest and busiest. 

The marine department led the way with 60,348 pages copied 

in the nine-raonth period. The next closest was the finan-

cial department with 31,408 pages. Following in order 

came the railway, the statistical and commercial, the 

harbour, and establishraent departraents. In all, the nine-

month period produced 127-486 pages copied, requiring 7971 

hours, and costing £.1128 18s. 3d. These figures repre-

sented an average of 14,165 pages copied per month, or 852 

pages per day at a cost of íi5 6s. 6d. 

By the late 1880's, the trade union moveraent had 

made very little headway among the clerks at the Board of 

Trade. Robert Giffen, as assistant secretary of the sta-

tistical and comraercial department, stated in 1888 that he 

did not think there was rauch trade union activity at the 

Board. Personally, he had always "deprecated any of the 

clerks, in whom he was disposed to take an interest. 

^^"Civil Service Inquiry," c. 1113-1, p. 321, Parl 
Paps., 1875, XXIII. 
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47 joining in any such trades unions." When asked by the 

Ridley Comraission of 18 88 the best way to discourage trade 

unionisra araong the raerabers of the civil service, he replied 

4 8 
that the solution was easy proraotion for qualified clerks. 

At this stage, therefore, the Board of Trade had not 

adopted a particularly liberal attitude toward the union 

moveraent, over which the establishraent of the labour sub-

departraent in 189 2 was soon to give it. When the labour 

departraent was established, it was headed by Robert Giffen. 

Finally, in regard to the staffing probleras at the 

Board of Trade, there was the question of woraen clerks. 

Giffen was also asked in 1888 about the possibility of 

using women at least as copists at the Board. Giffen ex-

pressed some surprise that the use of women was not more 

coraraon in the governraent offices. He had firsthand knowl-

edge of woraen working with men in statistical offices in 

the United States and "apparently getting on first rate 

49 and domg very well." He believed that women were un-

doubtedly capable of doing "neat and good work" and that 

they should be used more frequently for routine work. 

VJhen asked if women were used at the Board of Trade, he 

"Report of the Royal Comraission on Civil Estab-
lishraents," c. 5545, p. 343, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 

Ibid. 

"^^lbid. , p. 346. 
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had to adrait that they were not because such a practice 

would require "arrangeraents specially for their accomrao-

dation." In Washington he had noticed that a feraale staff 

necessitated the use of a matron in the office to "super-

intend the female staff specially." Such arrangeraents 

would be necessary, Giffen speculated, before a female 

50 staff could be adopted at the Board of Trade. 

One consideration that was closely related to the 

staff of the Board of Trade, and especially the quality 

of that staff, was the salary scale. On several occasions 

throughout the latter half of the century, the clerks and 

officials at the Board comraented favorably on the salaries 

51 paid by their office. A study conducted m 1874-5 re-

vealed that the rainiraura average salary for an upper-class 

clerk at the Board of Trade was fc362, which corapared favor-

ably with such other governraent offices as the Office of 

Works, the Post Office, and the Local Government Board, 

52 
which paid only £194, £182, and £224 respectively. In 

1875 a comraittee appointed by the lower-class clerks of 

the Board of Trade subraitted a letter to the Playfair Cora-

mission, characterizing the clerical staff at the Board as 

50 
Ibid., p. 347. 

51 
For another viewpoint see Blakeley, The Colonial Office, p. 86. 

^^"Civil Service Inquiry," c. 1113-1, p. 321, Parl 
Paps. , 1875, XXIII. 
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53 "one of the best paid in the service." In 1888 Robert 

Giffen testified before the Ridley Coraraission on Civil 

Establishraents that the salaries paid by the Board of 

Trade corapared favorably with sirailar non-governraental 

. . 54 
positions. Giffen actually had little reason for com-

plaint, for in 1892, he, as well as the other assistant 

secretaries at the Board, received L1200. In that same 

year, second-class clerks ranged in salary from about B250 

to as much as fc400. First-class clerks ranged from £440 to 

L600. The chief perraanent secretary, Henry Calcraft, earned 

55 £1800. Although some Board of Trade salaries were set by 

parliament, the Board officials determined the salaries of 

the clerical staff. Even the Treasury did not have any 

influence in determining salaries at the Board of Trade, 

so long as it operated within its budget. 

In discussing the establishment of the Board of 

Trade, the influence and power of the Treasury raust be 

remembered. Throughout the latter half of the nineteenth 

century, Board officials frequently criticized the Treasury 

^^lbid., p. 369. 

54 . . . 
"Report of the Royal Coraraission on Civil Estab-

lishments," c. 5545, p. 331, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 
55 

"Distribution of Business and Staff," Hicks-
Beach Papers, p. 1. 

"Report of the Royal Commission on Civil Estab-
lishments," c. 5545, p. 290, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 
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57 for its excessive control. Perhaps the best example of 

the irritation caused by Treasury control was the 1872 

letter frora T. H. Farrer to Sir Ralph Lingen, permanent 

secretary to the Treasury: 

I do not see why official war should not go 
along with personal peace and friendship; and 
official war is thus carried on with least 
detriment to the public service. 

But I think you deceive yourself about the 
Treasury. Undoubtedly they have assumed more 
and more power; and their language is less and 
less civil and more and more dictatorial. And 
on the other hand the business is so far as I 
can judge less well done than it used to be. 
There is no public office where there are (as 
far as our experience goes) such delays and 
such blunders. It gives one the impression 
that young men without knowledge and experience 
have got into places too high for them. And 
there is undoubtedly an impression in the 
service that the Treasury clerks take uncommonly 
good care of themselves, whilst they snub other 
Departments. 

You will find that these impressions—or sirailar 
irapressions—prevail araongst the best men at 
this office, the Colonial Office, the Privy 
Council Office, tlie Admiralty, the Post Office, 
etc, etc, to an extent as it seems to rae I 
have never known before. And I do not agree that 
this is a good thing. Econoray and efficiency must 
be worked out from within and cannot be forced 
upon an office by the Tréasury from without. And 
the wholesome state of things is when the best raen 
in each office look to the Treasury as their helper 
against clairas and proceedings which they know 
better than anyone to be iraproper.5 8 

57 
For the Colonial Office's view of Treasury con-

trol see Blakeley, The Colonial Office, pp. 134-51. 
5 Q 

Farrer to Lingen, 18 72, cited by Sir John Woods, 
"Treasury Control," Political Quarterly, XXV (October-
December, 1954), 375-6. 
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In 1873 Farrer related that the Board of Trade was forced, 

against its will, to increase its salaries by a system of 

59 routine proraotions. Farrer's estimate of Treasury control 

perhaps mellowed over the years. In 18 88, two years after 

his retirement as chief permanent secretary at the Board 

of Trade, he reflected to a parliamientary investigating 

comraittee that Treasury control ought to be greater, not 

less, if it was exercised intelligently by able raen. As 

far as his own relations with the Treasury were concerned, 

he stated that "naturally we have had our official quarrels, 

yet on the whole I have never had any difficulty in dealing 

with the heads of the Treasury." 

Other Board of Trade officials shared Farrer's 

original dislike of the excessive interference by the Trea-

sury. In 1888 Henry Calcraft said that officials at the 

Board had been "brought at issue very often with the Trea-

sury." He also stated that in some instances Treasury 

control was not the raost econoraical raethod of conducting 

business. One example cited by Calcraft concerned the 

publication of the Board of Trade Journal. Two years 

elapsed between the time when the publication was 

59 
"Civil Service Writers: Select Comraittee Report 

with Proceedings and Minutes," no. 370, p. 22, Parl. Paps., 
1873, XI. 

"Report of the Royal Coraraission on Civil Estab-
lishraents," c 5545, p. 382, Parl. Paps., 1888, XXVII. 
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coramissioned and the receipt of the Treasury's approval. 

The Treasury then "went into the raost rainute details as 

to the exact number of pages which might be printed in a 

month, and every conceivable detail that you can imagine." 

Calcraft also felt that Treasury criticisms of the Board's 

62 department chiefs did more harm than good. In a nut-

shell, then, Calcraft's basic feeling was that "Treasury 

6 3 
control is in too great detail at the present tirae." 

Robert Giffen was another Board of Trade official 

dissatisfied with the Treasury's relations with his office. 

I think that altogether the Treasury control 
in the offices with which I ara acquainted, 
that is to say, the Ministerial Departments 
at Whitehall, leads to a great deal of waste 
of time in correspondence, because the Trea-
sury choose to go into the discussions of the 
policy of matters, even minor raatters, leaving 
very little discretion to the department itself, 
and in sorae way or other it seems to me that 
the Treasury instead of relying upon this 
departmental control, as they phrase it, would 
do much better to rely frankly and fairly upon 
a department like the Board of Trade itself, 
and not upon its own officials.64 

It seemed to Giffen that the various governmental offices 

such as the Board of Trade, possessed much raore expertise 

in specific matters than did the Treasury. The Treasury 

^•^lbid. , p. 285. 

Ibid., p. 286. 

^^lbid., p. 291. 

Ibid., p. 333. 
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should therefore rely on the judgment of the various 

offices. If the head of an office, such as the president 

of the Board of Trade, approved an expenditure for his 

office, the Treasury should accept his judgraent; otherwise 

irritating delays would occur. For example, in July 18 87 

Giffen obtained the Board's approval for an extended pro-

gram of gathering labor statistics. Treasury approval was 

needed, but by April 1888 still no reply had corae frora the 

Treasury, even though the Board had broached the question 

fi 5 

several tiraes. Giffen reiterated that "Parliaraent should 

rely upon the perraanent officers of the Board of Trade for 

economy in that office as upon the permanent officers of 
6 6 

the Treasury for economy in the Treasury." 

Despite the friction with the Treasury, the flex-

ible structure of the Board of Trade allowed it to conduct 

its growing business with efficiency. The duties of the 

Board expanded rapidly during the latter half of the nine-

teenth century, and, as the duties of the Board grew, the 

size of the staff also expanded. During this period, the 

Board was fortunate in having a number of capable men, who 

were able to cope with the Board's new duties and oppor-

tunities. The following discussion highlights some of the 

Board of Trade's most capable officers and their contribu-

tion to an office of ever increasing importance. 

^^lbid., p. 334. 

^^lbid. 



CHAPTER III 

SELECTED OFFICIALS AT THE BOARD OF TRADE 

Throughout the latter half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, the Board of Trade was ably served by its staff. 

Most of the individuals who worked at the Board were anon-

yraous raen doing obscure jobs in an orderly fashion. Araong 

the great raajority of anonyraous, however, a few raen becarae 

well-known and respected public figures. Sorae were famous 

before they came to the Board, and others were raade faraous 

by their work at the Board. Some were never famous at all, 

yet they deserve raention because of their contributions as 

civil servants. This study is not the place for full biog-

raphies. The raore faraous Board of Trade officials already 

have able biographers. It is worthwhile, however, to 

exaraine several raen who served at different levels at the 

Board of Trade and attempt to emphasize their abilities 

and achieveraents. Sorae were raore efficient and iraaginative 

than others, but, on the whole, they all contributed to the 

generally high level of perforraance of one of the less 

glamorous governraental departraents. 

John Bright becarae president of the Board of Trade 

in Gladstone's first Liberal ministry (1868-1874). He had 

already achieved national fame before 1868. Asa Briggs 

60 
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suraraarized his career as follows: 

John Bright was the raost important figure in 
the history of mid-Victorian radicalism. His 
career spans the period from the free-trade 
agitation of the 1840's to the home-rule dis-
pute of the 1880's. His life is in itself a 
chapter of English history.l 

By 1868 Bright had already fought many battles for 

reforra; yet, he had a few reraaining. As a sober Quaker, 

he was not the most likely candidate for the spotlight of 

high political office. His trepidation over accepting the 

presidency of the Board of Trade is indicated by a letter 

to Gladstone, written shortly after he had been offered a 

position in the cabinet. His apprehension is easily 

discernable: 

I have had no sleep, from which you may imagine 
the mental disturbance I have suffered frora our 
long conversation of last night. Nevertheless, 
I am driven to the conclusion to take the step 
to which you invite rae, surrendering ray incli-
nation and judgraent to your arguraent. 

I shall do the best I can, but I fear I shall 
disappoint you. 

If you can now make any arrangement that will 
set me at liberty—I shall rejoice—if not— 
then you may consider rae at your service.2 

Bright, with his fears of failure, was prophetic; he did 

not make an outstanding president of the Board of Trade. 

Asa Briggs, Victorian People: A Reassessment of 
Persons and Themes, 1851-67 (New York: Harper & Row, 
1963), p. 197. 

^Bright to Gladstone, December 5, 1868, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44112. 
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Because of his religion and eccentric ways, Bright 

was never a comfortable meraber of the Gladstone cabinet. 

His convictions were deraonstrated early; on Deceraber 9, 

186 8, the Earl of Kiraberley recorded that, when the new 

ministers were sworn in before the Queen at Windsor, Bright 
3 

"made his affirmation without kneeling." Thereafter, Earl 

Granville, who was colonial secretary in the Gladstone 

ministry, took Bright in tow and attempted to sraooth over 

sorae of his radical edges, which raight offend Queen 

Victoria. When Bright balked at wearing any type of uni-

forra for a state occasion, it was Granville who obtained 
4 

a dispensation for him. On another occasion, at a state 

dinner in Victoria's presence, Granville tried to involve 

Bright in conversation with the Queen. Bright told a 

story. "This," related Granville, "amused the Queen, and 

all went on raerrily. She talked to hira for a long tirae, 

and the old rouê evidently touched sorae ferainine chord, 

for she was much pleased with him; and saw him again the 

5 
next morning." 

Despite Granville's efforts, Bright's rough edges 

3 John Wodehouse, The First Earl of Kiraberley, A 
Journal of Events During the Gladstone Ministry, 1868-
1874, Caraden Society Miscellany, XXI (1958), p. 1. 

4 
Granville to Bright, December 17, 1868, Bright 

Papers, Add. MS 43387. 

5 
Granville to Gladstone, December 31, 1868, Glad-

stone Papers, Add. MS 44166. 
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were never fully smoothed. Consequently, until he resigned 

from the Board of Trade in 1870, Bright reraained the raisfit 

of the Gladstone ministry. It was, therefore, not uncoramon 

for Bright to refuse a simple dinner invitation. On Feb-

ruary 8, 1869, Bright explained to Gladstone that he would 

have been happy to attend a dinner except for "two words" 

in the invitation. "The fact is that I have no 'Full 

dress' or 'court dress,' & the more I think about it, the 
c 

less I am disposed to have any." 

John Bright was not one of the most capable or 

successful of the presidents of the Board of Trade. In 

addition to his inability to mix well socially, he suffered 

from a prolonged illness during his tenure at the Board of 

Trade. Because of Bright's health, T. H. Farrer, the 

Board's chief perraanent secretary, inforraed Gladstone in 

February 18 70 that Bright could not do any work before 

Easter. Even then Farrer doubted that Bright could handle 

the routine work of the Board in addition to his parlia-

mentary duties. Farrer believed that the Board needed some 

member of the governraent who would "do the real work, and 
7 

represent the Office in the Cabinet, and with the public" 

George Shaw-Lefevre, later Lord Eversley, the parliaraentary 

^Bright to Gladstone, February 8, 1869, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44112. 

"̂ Farrer to Gladstone, February 21, 1870, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44425. 
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secretary to the Board of Trade, was the raan who actually 

ran the Board during Bright's final raonths in office. 

Shaw-Lefevre becarae so accustoraed to running the Board 

that he was hesitant to step down as acting head when 
p 

Bright resigned and was replaced by Chichester Fortescue. 

Although Bright was not a particularly effective 

president of the Board of Trade, he did have strong ideas 

relating to the erapire, which occasionally put hira at odds 
9 

with sorae of his colleagues m the cabinet. Bright was 

strongly opposed to iraperial expansion, and he believed 

that the erapire already at hand should be held by the 

loosest possible ties. He favored granting responsible 

government to as many colonies as possible, and he felt 

that once a colony became self-governing all of Britain's 

financial obligations should be ended. 

In 1869 Bright's isolated position in the cabinet 

on colonial affairs was clearly shown. The Dominion of 

Canada, coraposed of Quebec, Ontario, New Brunswick, and 

Nova Scotia, had been proclaimed on July 1, 1867. Shortly 

thereafter the Nova Scotian legislators, overwhelmingly 

p 

Shaw-Lefevre to Gladstone, January 4, 1871, Glad-
stone Papers, Add. MS 4415 3. 

9 A more complete account is in Jaraes L. Sturgis, 
John Bright and the Erapire (London: University of London 
Press, 1969). 

Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
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opposed to the confederation, atterapted to take Nova Scotia 

out of the new union. Joseph Howe, an influential Nova 

Scotian editor, served as the repeal spokesman in Canada, 

while Bright took up the cause in Britain, which had 

strongly supported the creation of the Dorainion. It was 

Bright who presented the petition frora Nova Scotia to the 

12 House of Coramons. The English governraent planned to 

modify the general provisions of the British North Araerica 

Act, but Bright opposed the whole plan. In January 1869 

Granville wrote to Bright, mentioning the plan for change 

and stating that "the only cause for hesitation that re-

mained was the strong opinion which I know you entertain 

upon the subject. I believe that opinion is not shared by 

the great majority of the Cabinet, and it is not probable 

that you would wish for delay unless you have hopes of your 

13 own policy being adopted." Three days later, Bright 

responded: 

I conderaned the original Act as a gross violation 
of all principles on which our Colonies have been 
governed for 2 5 years back, & as a great wrong to 
the Colony of Nova Scotia. . . . I Greatly fear 
that if we compel Nova Scotia to submit, we shall 

Kenneth McNaught, The Pelican History of Canada 
(London: Penguin Books, 1969), pp. 139-40. 

•'•̂ 3Hansard, CXCII (1868), 1658. 

•^^Granville to Bright, January 14, 1869, Bright 
Papers, Add. MS 43387. 
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create a feeling of hostility. . . . It should 
not be forgotten that the co onies of Nova 
Scotia & New Brunswick are very near to the 
New England states.l4 

Bright continued to deraur, yet allowed Granville to do 

what he thought best. 

Bright was not always consistent in his colonial 

views, however. In 186 9 the president of Prince Edward 

Island's legislative council, knowing of Bright's huraani-

tarian nature, appealed to Bright to intervene and prevent 

a convict from being executed. Bright was sympathetic to 

the plea, but felt he raust first advise Lord Granville, 

the colonial secretary, of his intention. Bright explained 

to Granville that he wished to intervene if at all possible 

because, "I believe all hanging to be unphilosophical & 

15 unchristian." Granville replied that he too hated the 

thought of an execution, but he felt that the Colonial 

Office "ought not to intervene." Granville could not see 

any reason "for interfering with the ordinary course." 

Granville furthermore chided Bright, reminding hira that 

"it is the duty of the local Executive to decide these 

questions and that he had no business to refer home on the 

"̂ B̂right to Granville, January 17, 1869, Granville 
Papers, P.R.O. 30/29/52. 

•̂ B̂right to Granville, April 2, 1869, Granville 
Papers, P.R.O. 30/29/52. 
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"16 matter. 

Finally, in November 18 70 due to poor health, 

Bright resigned his position at the Board of Trade. In 

his diary Bright recorded the event simply: Wrote to Mr. 

17 Gladstone resigning office." Bright was an exceptional 

man, who, unfortunately, did not make an exceptional 

administrator at the Board of Trade. 

Chichester Fortescue followed John Bright as presi-

dent of the Board of Trade. Although not nearly so famous 

upon arriving at the Board as Bright, he proved to be a 

more able administrator. He was certainly not unknown in 

national politic:s.- for he had already been junior lord of 

the Treasury, parliamentary undersecretary for the colonies, 

and chief secretary for Ireland. More iraportant was the 

credit that he shared with Gladstone for the Irish Land Act 

18 of 1870. In June 1870, Fortescue mentioned to Granville 

that he would like to have the vacant secretaryship. Gran-

ville mentioned this to Gladstone. Gladstone replied that 

he had told Fortescue that there was nothing to prevent him 

from "trying his claira," but, said Gladstone, "I did not 

•'"̂ Granville to Bright, April 3, 1869, Bright Papers, 
Add. MS 43387. 

"'•'̂R. A. Walling, ed. , The Diaries of John Bright 
(New York: Williara Morrow Co., 1931), p. 345. 

C. E. Hughes, ed., Suppleraent to the Dictionary 
of National Biography (3 vols.; Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1902), II, 227. 
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say & I could not have said anything which could approach 

1 9 to a promise or to givmg anyone an expectation. " In 

the end, the colonial secretaryship went to the Earl of 

Kimberley, and Fortescue became the president of the Board 

of Trade. 

One of Fortescue's main strengths at the Board of 

Trade was the vigor with which he defended Board policies 

during question time in the House of Commons. On numerous 

occasions his authoritative and precise answers reflected 

20 
well on his office. On the other hand, Fortescue was 

willing to admit ignorance, if such was the case. In Sep-

tember 1872 Gladstone asked Fortescue to help the Foreign 

21 Office negotiate a commercial treaty with France. 

Fortescue replied that the Board was anxious to help, but 

there was no one currently at the Board conversant with 

22 tariff and mternational comraercial stipulations. 

Fortescue's previous experience in Ireland was 

evident during his tenure at the Board of Trade. On 

several occasions he questioned Granville concerning the 

19 
Gladstone to Granville, copy, June 29, 1870, 

Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44167. 
^°3Hansard, CC-CCX (1870-73), passira. 

21 • . 
The Foreign Office took over that responsibility 

from the Board of Trade in 1872. 
22 
Fortescue to Gladstone, September 14, 1872, Glad-

stone Papers, Add. MS 44123. 
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23 
impleraentation of the Irish Land Act. In Noveraber 18 73, 

when a vacancy occurred in the Board of Trade secretariat, 

Fortescue suggested filling the position with an Irish 

24 
Catholic if at all possible. Because Fortescue was 

farailiar with the Irish situation, he used his position 

at the Board of Trade to crusade for the Irish. 

By January 1874 the Liberal governraent was, as 

25 
Gladstone related to Granville, "reduced to irapotence." 

In that same raonth, parliament was dissolved and elections 

were called. By February the end of the Gladstone govern-

ment was in sight. It was a piteous Fortescue who wrote 

to Gladstone on February 7, saying: "I presume we are 

virtually out of office. I write a line in the middle of 

the most severe and harassing contest I have ever had. . . 

2 6 
My election is on Thursday, & my success doiibtful." 

Fortescue did lose his seat on the House of Commons and the 

presidency of the Board of Trade, but he was made Lord 

Carlingford and assuraed his seat in the House of Lords. 

Joseph Chamberlain is an example of a man who had 

^•^Granville to Galdstone, June, 1870, Gladstone 
Fapers, Add. MS 44167. 

Fortescue to Gladstone, November 30, 1873, 
Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44123. 

^^Philip Magnus, Gladstone: A Biography (New York: 
E. P. Dutton, 1964), p. 226. 

Fortescue to Gladstone, February 1, 1874, 
Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44123. 
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earned great farae before he served at the Board of Trade. 

He later achieved even greater farae, but unlike Bright, 

Chamberlain proved to be a very successful adrainistrator. 

Following the elections of 1880, a second Gladstone govern-

ment was formed. Charaberlain, who a few years earlier had 

forraed a political alliance with the radical Charles Dilke 

in an attempt.to reforra the Liberal Party, was contacted 

by Dilke in 1880 about the forthcoraing cabinet positions. 

Dilke believed that both he and Charaberlain should obtain 

posts in the cabinet. 

I also think that we are far raore powerful 
together than separated, and that we are in 
a position to make our own terms. The real 
difficulty will arise if they offer the 
Cabinet to one of us, and high office outside 
it with a proraise of the first vacancy in it 
to the other.2 7 

In the end this occurred, Charaberlain received the presi-

dency of the Board of Trade, and Dilke becarae only the 

undersecretary of the Foreign Office. 

When Charaberlain arrived at the Board of Trade, 

T. H. Farrer raentioned his superior's lack of understanding 

of econoraics. Within a few raonths, however, Farrer reversed 

some of his original impressions of Chamberlain. In June 

1880 Granville noted that, "Farrer says that Chamberlain is 

27 
Dilke to Chamberlain, copy, April 5, 1880, Dilke Papers, Add. MS 43885. 
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2 8 
the best & quickest chief he has had since Milner-Gibson." 

Throughout his public career, Charaberlain's loyalty 

to his staff was famous. This loyalty was demonstrated by 

the procurement of Farrer's K.C.B. On April 16, 1881, 

Chamberlain first approached Gladstone on the matter, 

clairaing that Farrer "deserved sorae recognition." Chamiber-

lain further argued that "I do not think the state has any 

29 
more loyal or intelligent servant." Gladstone demurred 

at first, because Farrer had already been offered the C.B. 

in 1871 and had rejected it. It was customary to receive 

the C.B. before becoming K.C.B. 

Two weeks later Charaberlain raade another entreaty. 

He adraitted that Farrer had rejected the C.B., but "his 

standing in the service would I think fully justify his 

30 
appointraent now to the knighthood of the sarae order." 

In a further letter in July, Chamberlain cited other cases 

in which exceptions to the normal procedure were raade for 

the K.C.B. He stated in conclusion that, although Disraeli 

did not like Farrer for some reason, John Bright would fully 

28 
Granville's note, cabinet minutes, June, 1880, 

Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44642. 

^^Chamberlain to Gladstone, April 16, 18 81, Glad-
stone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 

•^^Charaberlain to Gladstone, April 29, 1881, Glad-
stone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 
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31 
support his candidacy. In the midst of the controversy 

and correspondence, Edward Hamilton, Gladstone's private 

secretary, consistently urged his superior to follow 

3 2 

strict procedure and refuse the knighthood to Farrer. 

Chamberlain had to use the ultiraate threat, resig-

nation, to secure an honor for farrer. When in August 18 83 

the knighthood was still withheld, Chamberlain chose to 

interpret this as indicative of Gladstone's lack of confi-

dence in him. In a sharply worded letter, Chamberlain in-

formed Gladstone that if Farrer was turned down again, "I 

shall be forced to conclude that I have not succeeded in 

gaining ^our confidence, and I raust ask you to consider 

whether in this case I can continue to hold my present 

position with any advantage to the public service." Hamil-
33 ton then recomraended a baronetcy. The truth, as Harailton 

confided in his diary, was that Gladstone was araused by 

Chamberlain's threat of resignation. The Prirae Minister 

tried to reassure Charaberlain by saying that "the resources 

31 
Charaberlain to Gladstone, July 1, 1881, Gladstone 

Papers, Add. MS 44125. 
32 
Hamilton's ramutes written on the back of several 

of Charaberlain's letters to Gladstone, April-July, 1881, 
Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 

33 
Charaberlain to Gladstone, August 16, 18 83, Hamil-

ton's minute, August 17, Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 
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of civilisation are not exausted." Farrer got his 

baronetcy in 1883. 

VThile at the Board of Trade, Chamberlain played 

an important role in Gladstone's Irish policy. Although 

Chamberlain consistently opposed the granting of home rule, 

he did use his position as president of the Board of Trade 

to speak out in favor of the Liberal Irish policy in gen-

35 eral. In the secret negotiations which resulted in the 

Kilraainham Treaty between Charles Parnell and Gladstone, 

3 6 
it was Charaberlain who negotiated on behalf of Gladstone. 

Chamberlain kept in close touch with Parnell and the other 

Irish M.P.s and often discussed Irish policy with them. 

In June 18 82 Charaberlain reported to Gladstone, after an 

accidental raeeting with Parnell in the lobby of the House 

•of Coraraons, that if the Gladstone governraent rejected all 

the Irish proposals, Parnell would be unable to keep his 

37 Irish party frora vigorous opposition. Fmally, Chamber-

lain's interest in Ireland was evidenced in connection with 

the Bankruptcy Act that he sponsored in 18 83. Chamberlain 

D. W. R. Bahlman, ed., The Diary of Sir Edward 
Harailton, 1880-1885 (2 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1973), p. 473. 

35 
Several exaraples of this occurred in February, 

1882. Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 

Magnus, Gladstone, p. 300. 

•^"^Chamberlain to Gladstone, June 7, 1882, Glad-
stone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 
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reported to Gladstone that although the Board of Trade 

could not give its full support to the bill, he personally 

38 favored extending it to include Ireland. 

Chamberlain, who later becarae a very influential 

colonial secretary, was greatly interested in colonial 

affairs during his tenure at the Board of Trade. He often 

revealed this interest to politicians such as former Board 

39 president John Bright. In addition to his official in-

volvement with Ireland, Chamberlain also served on a cabi-

40 net committee concerned with West Africa. The Earl of 

Derby, the colonial secretary, solicited Chamberlain's 

opinion in the area of colonial affairs on ac least one 

occasion, when he requested a list of names frora which to 

select judicial appointees for the colonies. Charaberlain 

41 was glad to supply a list of naraes for Derby. 

Although Chamberlain was an important raember of the 

cabinet, it would be a mistake to overstate his importance. 

Edward Hamilton, certainly no friend of Charaberlain after 

the Farrer knighthood episode, was questioned in 1882 about 

^^Charaberlain to Gladstone, August 2, 1883, Glad-
stone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 

39 
Charaberlain to Br igh t , 1885-6, Chamberlam Papers , 

JC/5 /7 /1-72 , passim. 
40 
Cabinet minute, October 25, 1883, Gladstone 

Papers, Add. MS 44644. 
^•^Chamberlain to Derby, September 29, 18 83, Derby 

Papers, 920 Der 20. 
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Chamberlain's iraportance by the Queen's private secretary, 

Sir Henry Ponsonby. In order to clear up any raisunder-

standing, Kamilton was emphatic He feared that the Queen 

might believe that Chamberlain was "Mr. Gladstone's right 

hand man & advisor." Hamilton therefore responded to Pon-

sonby: "If such a belief is entertained by Her Majesty it 

is an erroneous one. . . . I can hardly reraember any occa-

sion on which he has been called into 'special counsel.'" 

One problem that Gladstone had with Chamberlain in 

his cabinet was the indiscretion of sorae of Chamberlain's 

speeches. Hamilton compalined that Chamberlain failed "to 

see that one may think a good many things to which one 

cannot with propriety give utterance. This failure in 

43 Chamberlain shows a want of gumption." After one Cham-

berlain speech, in Birmingham in 1883, Hamilton related 

that Gladstone told Ponsonby that he deeply regretted 

Chamberlain's action and that "sorae steps are to be taken 

44 to adramister a little monition to Chamberlain." By 

1884 Harailton was often exasperated with Charaberlain. It 

is not surprising to find in Harailton's diary the corament 

that "one will soon begin to think he is not worth all the 

42 
Harailton to Ponsonby, May 10, 1882, Ponsonby 

Papers, Add. MS 45725. 
43 
Bahlraan, The Diary of Sir Edward Hamilton, p. 530 

44 
Ibid., p. 451. 
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45 trouble he gives." 

Although Charaberlain's office was concerned pri-

marily with questions of trade and industry, his person-

ality and interests caused the Board of Trade also to 

become involved in colonial political problems. During 

the latter half of the century, Africa tended to come in-

creasingly under the scrutiny of the British government. 

At various times when African questions arose, the advice 

and interest of the Board of Trade was present. One raain 

question, which arose in the raid-1880's, was Gerraan inter-

vention and annexation in Africa. Some historians have 

suggested Germany was interested in Africa, not for terri-

torial expansion, but to enable her to serve as an arbiter 

46 between France and Great Britain. Regardless of the 

reason, between 1883 and 1885 a German presence was estab-

lished in Southwest Africa, Togoland, the Caraeroons, and 

East Africa. 

A close watch was kept on Gerraan activities in 

Africa by the Colonial Office and the Board of Trade. In 

September 18 84 Chamberlain becarae worried about increased 

German interest in the Cameroons. He asked the foreign 

secretary, Lord Granville, whether Britain should establish 

^^lbid., p. 541. 

Roland Oliver and John Fage, A Short History of 
Africa (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1962), p. 185. 
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a protectorate over the Cameroons in order to head off the 

possibility of German interference with British trade in 

47 
the area. Chamberlam's concern fell on deaf ears, and 

the Germans were permitted to establish their own protec-

torate over the Cameroons. 

In 18 84 a question also arose over Bechuannaland. 

The British had been forced to recognize the independence 

of the Transvaal in 18 81, and within a few years Britain 

was faced with German annexations in southwest Africa. 

Bechuannaland was located approximately between the German 

holdings and the independent Boer republics. Charaberlain 

and the Board of Trade kept informed of the situation on 

48 Bechuannaland, and Sir Edward Hamilton noted that Cham-

berlain was "displaying himself in quite Jingo colours on 

the South African state of things," feeling that "the time 

49 has come for decisive steps." 

Faced with the threat of a German-Boer alliance, 

the British were roused into action. Sir Charles Warren 

was sent into Bechuannaland with a small force of 5000 men 

to protect British interests. Before the events were con-

cluded, Chamberlain contacted Lord Derby, the colonial 

Chamberlain to Granville, SeptemJDer 24, 18 84, 
Granville Papers, P.R.O. 30/29/120. 

^^Chamberlain to Dilke, October 1, 1884, Dilke 
Papers, Add. MS 43886. 

AQ 

Bahlraan, The Diary of Sir Edward Harailton, p. 695 
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secretary, and proposed the course that was ultiraately 

adopted: 

I hope that the Buchannaland question has 
really been settled in fair terras. Yet, in 
any case, I hope you will consider the expe-
diency of sending Warren to go to the spot 
with a sufficient escort to see for hiraself 
that all is satisfactory. 

I think it will have a good effect if the 
Iraperial authority is raade manifest to the 
Boers by his presence in some force. 

Otherwise I feat there will be misrepresen-
tations & yr. expedition will have produced 
no permanent result.50 

The Warren expedition aroused considerable criti-

cism. There was the question in some rainds whether or not 

the British were siraply involved in a land grab. Sir 

Hercules Robinson, the British High Commissioner for South 

Africa who had negotiated the settlement with the Boers in 

1881, suggested holding Warren in check. Chamberlain then 

contacted Lord Derby expressing the Board of Trade opinion 

of Robinson's comment: 

Having had the opportunity of talking the ̂-, 
Bechannaland question over with Mr. Ashley 
I have come very strongly to the opinion the 
discretion of General Warren ought not to be 
interferred with. It seems to rae safer to 
rest on his responsibility than to accept Sir 
H. Robinson's subbestion & run the risk of 
Warren's throwing up his task. 

^^Charaberlain to Derby, Noveraber 28, 1884, Derby 
Papers, 9 20 Der 20. 

•̂̂ Evelyn Ashley, son of the Earl of Shaftesbury, 
was parliamentary undersecretary at the Colonial Office. 
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the present feeling in the House & in the 
country is very much in favour of giving 
Warren a free hand.52 

Warren was allowed to continue on his course, and on Sep-

tember 30, 18 85, a British protectorate was established 

over Bechuannaland. The extent of Chamberlain's influence 

in this situation is debatable; what is certain, however, 

is that Chamberlain's and the Board of Trade's interest 

was great. 

Finally, in 1885, Chamberlain and his political 

ally, Charles Dilke, resigned their positions in Glad-

stone's government because of their opposition to the 

renewal of the Irish Coercion Act of 18 82. Chamberlain 

received accolades from two of his former subordinates at 

the Board of Trade. A. E. Bateman of the commercial depart-

ment clairaed that "Mr. C. was about the first president to 

favour any personal investigations being made by his staff 

53 in coraraercial questions." T. H. Farrer related to Robert 

Meade of the Colonial Office that Charaberlain was "the best 

5 4 chief I ever had." Considering Farrer's standing at the 

Board of Trade, this was the ultiraate compliment. 

Between 1866 and 18 86 the raost important permanent 

^^Chamberlain to Derby, March 17, 18 85, Derby 
Papers, 920 Der 20. 

•̂̂ J. L. Garvin, The Life of Joseph Chamberlain (4 
vols; London: Macmillan & Co., 1932), II, 411-12. 

^"^lbid., III, 17. 
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official at the Board of Trade was Thomas Henry Farrer. 

He began his 36 year career at the Board on 185 0 as an 

under-secretary. After 1866, when he becarae chief perraa-

nent secretary to the Board of Trade, his personality 

dominated that office until he retired, and even for years 

afterward. He was scrupulously honest, as one conteraporary 

observor confirraed: 

He set an example, happily not required in the 
Civil Service, of pecuniary scrupulosity. He 
found soon after being appointed to the Board 
of Trade that the interests of that department 
touched so many sides of life that it was al-
most impossible not to be charged with favour-
itism to 'the interests.' Consequently he sold 
all British investments of every character, and 
did not hold any during his period of office.55 

To Roger Prouty, Farrer was "a model of the Civil Servant 

who encouraged the Government to set up a system whereby 

men of his ability and integrity would serve the Govern-

ment."^^ 

Farrer revealed something of himself to Gladstone 

on two separate occasions, when the question of his knight-

hood arose. In July 1871 Farrer refused the Corapanionship 

of the Bath, but he assured Gladstone that "there is noth-

ing I value raore than the confidence and good opinion of 

those whom I have had the honour to serve: and there is 

55 . 
Sir Algernon West, Contemporary Portraits (New 

York: Sraith, Elder & Co., 1932), p. 70. 
56 
Prouty, The Transforraation of the Board of Trade, 

p. 98. 
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5 7 

no one whose good opinion I value raore than your own." 

Ten years later, when Charaberlain was proraoting hira for 

the K.C.B., Farrer subraitted a letter to Charaberlain, who 

in turn sent it to Gladstone. In part, the letter ex-

plained Farrer's sentiraent about the knighthood: "I cannot 

bear the notion of seeming to be begging for a thing of 

this kind, even frora Mr. Gladstone . . . and I do not want 

him, who has so rauch on his hands, to have any trouble 
5 8 about so small a raatter." There is no reason to suspect 

that Farrer was feigning admiration, and, thus, the exchange 

typifies the unselfish, loyal civil servant, satisfied only 

in doing his jcb properly. 

There is no indication that Farrer ever performed 

his duties other than properly. Certainly Farrer was the 

most iraportant figure at the Board of Trade, sometimes, 

because of his expertise, overshadowing even the Board's 

president. It was not surprising then that Chamberlain 

notified Granville in August 1884 that while he was gone 

on holiday for a month the Board would be "ably handled by 

Farrer." Moreover, Chamberlain directed that any papers 

of correspondence frora the Foreign Office should go 

57 
Farrer to Gladstone, July 3, 1871, Gladstone 

Papers, Add. I-IS 44431. 
5 8 
Farrer to Charaberlain, July 15, 1881, Gladstone 

Papers, Add. MS 44125. 
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59 
directly to Farrer. 

Finally, in 1886, Farrer resigned from the Board 

of Trade. By that date, Chamberlain had been replaced by 

6 0 
A. J. Mundella as president of the Board of Trade. 

Farrer, in resigning, emphasized that he was unwilling to 

leave the Board without a capable replacement, and he was 

therefore willing to remain until such a replacement was 

61 
found. After 1886, Farrer remained the standard of cora-

parison at the Board of Trade. His successors as chief 

permanent secretary to the Board, Henry George Calcraft 

and Courtenay Boyle, lived in his shadow until his death 

in 1899. Farrer remained active in public life after 1886, 

and on occasion he offered his advice to the Board of Trade. 

Within two years after his retireraent, Farrer also published 

6 2 
two books relating to econoraic topics. 

After he left the Board, Farrer also reraained, to 

sorae degree, concerned with iraperial affairs. In 1893 he 

served as an advisor to the India Office, and, in the sarae 

^^Charaberlain to Granville, August 18, 1884, Gran-
ville Papers, P.R.O. 30/29/117. 

^^Ensor, England, 1870-1914, p. 609. 

^•'•Farrer to Mundella, April 15, 1886, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44258. 

^^The nine voluraes of the Farrer Papers, preserved 
at the London School of Econoraics, concerning Farrer's 
career subsequent to his tenure at the Board of Trade give 
the raost coraplete picture of his later life. 
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year, he sat on a comraission investigating Indian cur-

6 3 
rency. While on holiday in Egypt in 1896, he took tirae 

to write to Joseph Chamberlain, his old chief at the Board 

of Trade and now colonial secretary: 

Anti-Jingo as I ara, and heartily convinced 
that we ought, if possible to have kept out 
of Egypt, ray present irapression is that we 
cannot possibly leave it: that the Egyptians 
cannot govern theraselves: and that the sooner 

^ it is understood that we raean to stay, the 
better it will be for the good government of 
the country and for the success of the work 
which our excellent officers are doing there. 

Even a few months before his death, Farrer was still cor-

responding with his forraer colleagues at the Board of Trade 

on colonial topics. 

Farrer v/as succeeded at the Board of Trade by Henry 

George Calcraft, who was not one of the raost illustrious 

of the Board's chief perraanent secretaries. Following in 

the wake of Farrer raade Calcraft's failings even raore con-

spicuous. Calcraft carae to the Board in 186 8, recommended 

by Granville, because Calcraft admired John Bright and 

66 
wished to serve under him. Calcraft is infrequently men-

tioned by conteraporary observers, and one can only conclude 

6 3 
Farrer Papers, London School of Econoraics. 

64 
Farrer to Chamberlam, January 25, 1896, Chamber-

lain Papers, JC/5/30/13. 
^^Farrer to Giffen, March 24, 1898, Giffen Papers, I 

^^Granville to Bright, December 6, 1898, Bright 
Papers, Add. MS 43387. 
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that he was an average, though corapetent, civil servant. 

Algernon West explained that Calcraft, though "not natu-

rally industrious," was "a conscientious and able offi-

6 7 
cial." Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, when requesting a K.C.B. 

for Calcraft frora Lord Salisbury, coramented: "Though of 

course he has not Farrer's ability & knowledge, his comraon 

sense [and his] capacity for getting on with raen makes hira, 

6 8 
I think, a rauch better official." 

In May 189 3 Calcraft retired frora the Board of 

Trade. Farrer, who was still influential at the Board, 

was asked his opinion of the current personnel situation. 

He responded by saying: "The condition of the Board of 

Trade, as regards to its superior officers, is, I fear, 

not at all what one could desire; and it is for this, as 

well as for other reasons, especially desirable at the 

present raoment to put into Calcraft's place as strong a 

69 
man as you can find." Farrer could only suggest the 

names of Sir Robert Giffen and Sir Courtenay Boyle. After 

eliminating Giffen because of personal reasons, Farrer 

assessed Boyle as follows: 

^"^Sir Algernon West, Recollections, 1832-1886 (2 
vols.; London: Smith, Elder & Co., 1899), II, 77. 

^^Hicks-Beach to Salisbury, April 25, 1890, Salis-
bury Papers. 

69 
Farrer to Algernon West, May 7, 189 3, Gladstone 

Papers, Add. MS 44517. 
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Of Courtenay Boyle I have less general knowledge— 
and much less direct personal knowledge. His 
energy is [illegible] great; but I doubt whether 
his judgment is first rate; and, still more, 
whether his raanners and teraperament are such as 
to make hira work well either with the service 
or the public 

Farrer then explained that he could raake no further recora-

mendations because: "When we get into the seventies and 

70 are on the shelf we lose sight of the younger men." 

Courtenay Boyle was selected as chief permanent 

secretary to the Board of Trade despite Farrer's unflat-

tering estimation. Boyle had come to the Board in 18 86 

after serving as secretary to the Irish viceroy and assist-

ant to the Local Government Board. Like Calcraft, Boyle 

had difficulty in filling Farrer's shoes. Though dilligent 

he never had the same impact on the Board as other former 

permanent secretaries. On more than one occasion he placed 

himself in a poor light by using his influence in atterapting 

to obtain a civil service position for his black-sheep 

brother. Several years before he carae to the Board of 

Trade, he petitioned the Earl of Derby's secretary to sub-

mit his brother's name for the colonial secretaryship of 

71 Gibraltar. After he becarae permanent secretary to the 

Board of Trade he troubled Robert Meade, his counterpart 

Ibid. 

71 
Boyle to Antherns, Deceraber 6, 1883, Derby Papers, 920 Der 20. 
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at the Colonial Office, by again trying to place his 

brother. Meade finally offered Boyle's brother a position, 

which he first rejected and then finally accepted. Boyle 

then tried to bargain with Meade over his brother's salary. 

Exasperated, Meade reported to his superior, Lord Ripon, 

that because of the unsettled question of salary, he was 

72 

"happy to say that we have got rid of Boyle." This 

incident did not reflect well on the Board of Trade and 

did nothing to ease relations between the Board and the 

Colonial Office. When Courtenay Boyle resigned in 19 01 

and was replaced by Sir Francis Hopwood, raany agreed that 

the Board would be a better place. 

One final figure at the Board of Trade, Sir Robert 

Giffen deserves to be mentioned in greater detail, even 

though he was never chief permanent secretary. Giffen 

became assistant secretary in charge of the commercial and 

statistical department in 1876, and he remained at that 

position until 1897. The understanding of statistics and 

the preparation of statistical reports was Giffen's special 

strength. Throughout his career, he was called upon by 

many raajor politicians to prepare figures to support their 

arguraents in parliaraent. 

Throughout much of their careers, Giffen and Cham-

berlain were friends and political allies. They had a 

72 
Meade to Ripon, Septeraber 18, 189 3, Ripon Papers, 

Add. MS 43557. 
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close working relationship while Charaberlain was president 

of the Board of Trade. Once, in 1881, when Giffen asked 

for a raise in salary, Charaberlain corapliraented him to 

Gladstone: "Mr. Giffen is a very able official—he has 

the confidence of the public & his withdrawal would cer-

tainly be unpopular as well as a great loss to the Board 

73 of Trade." On another occasion, in 1882, Charaberlain 

remarked to Charles Dilke that his instructions to a 

British official in Egypt were based, to a large extent, 

74 on the helpful criticisms of Giffen. 

On the other hand, Giffen and Farrer, the two 

strongest personalities at the Board of Trade, did not 

always get along. They were intolerant of one another, 

an intolerance extending past Farrer's tenure at the Board 

of Trade. In 189 3, when Farrer was asked to suggest a re-

placement for Calcraft, he made the following remark about 

Giffen: "Giffen is, in ray opinion, wholly unfit. Though 

an extremely able man as a writer and thinker, he is a very 

poor administrator, and, above all, he has not the tone and 

temper of absolute loyalty to the service which raakes the 

75 best men proud of belonging to it." 

73 
Chamberlain to Gladstone, Noveraber 1, 1881, Glad-

stone Papers, Add. MS 44125. 
Charaberlain to Dilke, December 12, 1882, Dilke 

Papers, Add. MS 43885. 

75 
Farrer to Algernon West, May 7, 189 3, Gladstone 

Papers, Add. MS 44517. 
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Among his duties at the statistical department, 

Giffen was involved with keeping statistics and records 

on the erapire. His 21 years career was filled with the 

compilation of imperial records. One early example of in-

volvement in imperial questions was a confidential paraphlet 

prepared in 1879 on the gold backing of the Indian Rupee. 

A Farrer memorandum on this pamphlet indicates that this 

was one of the first occasions when the two raen disagreed 

, . ^76 m an economic subject. 

Giffen's abilities as a statistician were well-known 

outside the Board of Trade, and he was occasionally asked 

for his figures and advice. On several occasions Gladstone 

availed himself of Giffen's services. In November 1882 

Gladstone asked for some inforraation on the Suez Canal and 

77 Giffen was quick to respond. Several weeks later Giffen 

furnished Gladstone with some additional information on the 

canal, because he knew that the prirae rainister was raaking 

a speech in the House of Coraraons that hight on the British 

use of the Suez Canal. Giffen therefore sent Gladstone a 

30-page report proving that a higher percentage of British 

76 
Farrer raemorandura, June 5, 1879, Farrer Papers, V. 

"̂ "̂ Giffen to Gladstone, November 14, 1882, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44477. 
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trade passed through the canal than was previously sus-

78 
pected. This incident indicates that Giffen was willing 

to go beyond what duty required, and explains why he was 

so highly regarded by his political superiors. On still 

other occasions Giffen supplied Gladstone with inforraation 

79 
on such topics as the average incoraes in India, and the 

8 0 
import-export trade of Ireland. 

Giffen also supplied other political figures with 

information and statistics. Chamberlain on several occa-

sions asked for Giffen's opinion on governraental plans 

concerning Ireland. Giffen responded with the farsighted 

view that the Irish situation could be improved if the 

British government would buy out the Irish landlords and 

81 
redistribute the land among the Irish peasants. 

While president of the Board of Trade, Sir Michael 

Hicks-Beach also made great use of Robert Giffen. In 

December 1888 Hicks-Beach inquired about Giffen's view-

point on the possibility of the governraent agreeing to 

7 8 
The figure was not around 9 percent, but closer 

to 13 percent. Giffen to Gladstone, Noveraber 27, 1882, 
Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44477. 

"^^Giffen to Gladstone, March 2, 1883, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44479. 

^^Giffen to Gladstone, March 31, 1886, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44496. 

81 
Giffen to Charaberlain, January 7, 1886, Charaber-

lain Papers, JC/5/33/2. 
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coin gold and silver, raaking them legal tender at a speci-

fied ratio. He also desired Giffen's opinion of the plan 

of buying unliraited araounts of silver and holding it frora 

the raarket. Giffen prepared a lengthy report on bi-

metallism, without comraenting on the atterapt to drive up 

82 
the price of silver. In February 189 0 Hicks-Beach asked 

Giffen to evaluate the membership of a gold and silver con-

vention to which Giffen also belonged. Among the delegates 

who favored bi-metallisra, Giffen listed Arthur Balfour and 

Louis Mallet. Araong those who were monometallist, Giffen 

listed, with notation, Farrer Hershell ("probably ignorant 

of the whole subject") and T. H. Farrer ("uncertain & very 

8 3 
ignorant of subject"). 

Years later, when Hicks-Beach was Chancellor of the 

Exchequer, Giffen and Hicks-Beach were on the opposide sides 

of a question. In 1902 Giffen, who was then "highly re-

garded as an expert in such raatters," published a criticisra 

of Hicks-Beach's budget of 1901, with a plea for "broad-

84 ening the basis of taxation." The criticisra of the 1901 

budget is a good exaraple of why Giffen was so respected as 

an economist. 

^^Giffen to Hicks-Beach, December 22, 1888, Hicks-
Beach Papers, PC/PP/6 7. 

^^Giffen to Hicks-Beach, February 20, 1890, Hicks-
Beach Papers, PC/PP/6 7. 

84 Ensor, England, 1870-1914, p. 349. 
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With statistics from the Board of Trade at his 

fingertips, he published prolifically in articles, tracts, 

books, and letters to newspapers. Illustrative of the 

articles written by Giffen was his "Coraraercial Union between 

the United Kingdora and the Colonies (1891)." Although its 

circulation was restricted to civil service circles, it 

proraoted Giffen as a factually accurate opponent of "pref-

erential fiscal arrangeraents" between Britain and her 
p r 

colonies. As editor of the Journal of the Royal Statis-

tical Society from 1876 to 1891, he contributed to that 

publication frequently. Giffen also helped found the 

Econoraic Society and submitted six articles to the Econoraic 

Journal between 1891 and 1906. 

Giffen also published several longer works on eco-

nomic subjects. In 1880 he published Essays in Finance, in 

1892 The Case against Bimetallism, and in 1904, Economic 

Enquiries and Studies. Gladstone had glowing praise for 

Giffen's work against bi-metallisra and wrote as much in a 

letter which Giffen preserved with pride: "I thank you very 

much for your work and I rejoice you have planted by it a 

solid bulwark against an error, both mischievous and stupid 
86 

according to my way of looking at the matter." 

^^A copy of the tract, dated February 9, 1891, is 
found in the Hicks-Beach Papers, PC/PP/61/6. 

^^Gladstone to Giffen, August 27, 1892, Giffen 
Papers, I. 
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Giffen also expressed his opinions strongly to the 

Tiraes. In his letter of Deceraber 17, 1897, he defended 

free trade, clairaing that free trade had not hurt Britain 

but had kept her on top. Protectionisra, he clairaed, would 

8 7 
die out; it was the "old order." On another occasion, 

in 1903, he strongly opposed raaking separate comraercial 

treaties with .Britain's various colonies. Instead, he 

felt, there should be a uniforra free trade throughout the 

empire. After all, he continued, "there is less risk to 

the cause of free-trade in an open discussion with the col-

onies than in a blind refusal to discuss the matter at 

all."^^ 

Until his death in 1910, Giffen was considered one 

of Britain's economical and statistical experts. Following 

his death, an obituary notice appeared in the Economic 

Bulletin. According to the notice, Giffen's two greatest 

contributions were his "financial criticisras of Mr. Glad-

stone's scherae of Horae Rule for Ireland," which were con-

sidered "raost powerful and damaging," and his opposition 

89 to the "policy of preference for colonial imports." 

(April, 1910). 

87 
The Times (London), December 17, 189 7. 

^^The Times (London), May 28, 1903. 

89 
Henry Higgs, "Notice," Economic Bulletin, III 
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The death of Giffen marked the end of the "old 

guard" at the Board of Trade. Other faraous persons were 

soon to be associated with the Board, such as David Lloyd 

George, Winston Churchill, Sidney Webb, and Sir Stafford 

Cripps, but they all belonged in spirit to the twentieth 

century. The passing of the raajor nineteenth-century 

figures at the Board of Trade raarked the end of a corapact, 

personalized office, dorainated by such personalities as 

Farrer and Giffen. By the twentieth century, the Board 

was too big and irapersonal to be dominated by any individual 

personality. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE BOARD OF TRADE AND COMMERCE 

The promotion of British comraerce was one of the 

prirae functions of the Board of Trade. This responsibility 

becarae increasingly iraportant in the late nineteenth cen-

tury as trade patterns began to change. Great Britain 

reraained a free trade nation, but rauch of Europe and the 

United States swayed toward protectionisra. As tariff bar-

riers carae to restrict Britain's foreign markets, she began 

raore closely to consider how to promote trade with the 

empire. The Board of Trade, actively involved in Britain's 

attempt to improve her position in world trade, inevitably 

becarae raore involved with colonial commerce. The Board's 

regulation of commerce in the empire involved a variety of 

important duties. Therefore, it was not surprising that 

in the area of colonial coramerce the Board of Trade, not 

the Colonial Office, became the aurhoritative governmental 

department. 

The most comraon form of coraraunication between the 

Board of Trade and the colonies on coraraercial raatters was 

the circular letter inforraing them of the latest British 

Kubicek, The Administration of Imperialisra, p. 161 

94 
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comraercial regulations and developments. On the other 

hand, the Board frequently asked to be inforraed of the 

latest colonial coramercial regulations. In July 1897 the 

Board attempted to facilitate this exchange of information 

by establishing a commission designed to collect data on 

market conditions in the colonies. In 1901 the comraission 

was still in operation, and Joseph Chamberlain requested 

that the colonies keep their reports raore up to date by 

2 

usmg either the telegraph or first-class mail. The colo-

nial reports sometiraes indicated that local regulations 

would affect the business of British corapanies operating 

in the colonies. Therefore, in 1903, colonial secretary 

Lyttelton, at the request of the Board of Trade, asked the 

colonies for inforraation on the nature and extend of "Colo-

nial Legislation affecting the position of Corapanies estab-
3 

lished in the Mother Country." 
In 1886 the Board of Trade Journal was established 

to assist coraraunication between the Board and the coramer-
4 

cial comraunity. It also provided a means by which the 

colonies might circulate information about their own com-

mercial activities. In 1890 the Board asked Lord Knutsford, 

2 
Charaberlam to a l l c o l o n i e s , March 30, 1901, C.O. 

323 /453 . 
Lyttelton to all colonies, December 28, 1903, C.O. 

323/484. 
4 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 70. 
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the colonial secretary, for inforraation from the colonies 

for publication in the Board of Trade Journal. Knutsford 

responded with the following in a circular letter to the 

colonial governors: 

I should be glad if you would supply direct to 
the Board of Trade for the purpose of publica-
tion in the official 'Board of Trade Journal,' 
such information as may be procurable respecting 
any regulations affecting British Commercial 
Travellers in the Colony under your Government, 
and respecting any Customs Regulations in force 
as to the introduction of Traveller's patterns 
or samples.5 

On this and all other occasions when the colonies were 

urged to contribute to the Board of Trade Journal, each 

colony was heartily thanked for its contribution. 

Another example of the exchange of coraraercial in-

formation between the Board of Trade and the colonies was 

the attempt to gather information on customs duties. In 

1892 Sir Robert Giffen of the Board expressed the view that 

the Colonial Office had been soraewhat remiss in "reminding 

the Colonial Authorities that all stateraents of Customs 

Duties transmitted for their use should specify the dates 

7 at which they were in force and the Acts, etc iraposing 

the several rates of duty, and should bear the signature 

5 
Knutsford to all colonies, January 6, 1890, C.O. 

323/376. 

6 BofT to colonies, March-May, 1890, B.T. 12/28. 
7 
The underlining was added by a Colonial Office 

clerk. 
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p 

of the Officer responsible for their accuracy." In 

defense of the Colonial Office, Edward Wingfield replied 

that the Colonial Regulations did not require his office 

9 
to forward this inforraation to the Board of Trade. In 

other words, Wingfield suggested that the Board of Trade 

should comraunicate directly with the respective colonies 

on such tariff matters, without going through the Colonial 

Office. On the same day as Wingfield's reply, a Colonial 

Office memorandura was sent to the Board of Trade rein-

forcing the same idea. 

In the early 1890's, the Board of Trade pressed 

for the organization of an intelligence agency to study 

European coramercial negotiations. The Board of Trade be-

lieved that the government could more actively "facilitate 

the supply of such [trade] inforraation and raake it raore 

widely available." If such a committee were established, 

the Board wanted the Colonial Office to be represented on 

it. In July 1897 Joseph Charaberlain agreed to the appoint-

ment of such a committee and selected Charles P. Lucas as 

the Colonial Office representative. Wingfield believed 

^Giffen to Wingfield, July 2, 1892, C.O. 323/389. 

^Wingfield to Giffen, draft, August 10, 1892, C.O 
323/389. 

10 
CO to BofT, August 10, 1892, C.O. 323/389. 

•'""̂ BofT to CO, April-May, 1897, C.O. 323/416. 
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that Colonial Office participation would be useful in 

furnishing information from the colonial officers and 

representatives "as to the supply and deraand and other 

conditions of the raarkets in their respective districts; 

and as to the opportunities which they afford for the 

12 introduction and developraent of British trade." 

In 1897 a "Commerical Intelligence Branch" was 

also organized at the Board of Trade. It worked closely 

with the Foreign Office and consular officers in obtaining 

comraercial information. As late as 1900, however, this 

intelligence service was largely ignored in the overseas 

territories of the empire. Consequently, British traders, 

who were increasingly aware of foreign competition in 

imperial markets, felt the need to establish official 

machinery for collecting commercial intelligence in the 

colonies as well as in European countries. The Colonial 

Office balked at the suggestion, however, fearing that the 

colonies would resent the appointment of permanent British 

officials whose purpose would be the advancement of British 

trade."'"-̂  

A comproraise solution seemed to be the appointment 

of an "Advisory Committee on Comraercial Intelligence" with 

"^^Wingfield to Hopwood, draft, July 20, 1897, C.O 
3 2 3 / 4 1 6 . 

13 Sra i th , The Board of T r a d e , p p . 7 5 - 6 . 
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colonial representation. Such a committee was formed in 

19 01, but colonial representation on it was delayed. 

Finally, in May 19 05 Sir Francis Hopwood, chief permanent 

secretary to the Board of Trade and later permanent under-

secretary of the Colonial Office, asked Charles Lucas of 

the Colonial Office whether the noraination of representa-

tion frora the Australasian and South African Colonies was 

14 possible. Lucas replied that Alfred Lyttelton, the 

colonial secretary, was araenable to the idea of colonial 

representation on the Advisory Coraraittee on Coraraercial 

Intelligence. Lucas enquired whether "it would be possible 

for the Board to arrange for the appointment of four Colo-

nial representatives so as to allow one each for Australia 

and New Zealand, besides one for Canada and one for the 

15 South African group." Although the Board had the power 

to make such appointraents, nothing further was done for 

several years except to establish teraporary coramercial 

missions in South Africa, Canada, Australia, and New 

Zealand and to nominate a number of "Imperial trade 

^ 4. "16 correspondents. 

In later years, permanent British commercial 

323/508. 

•̂ "̂ Hopwood to Lucas, May 23, 1905, C.O. 323/508. 

"'"̂ Lucas to Hopwood, draft, July 3, 19 05, C.O. 

1 r 

Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 76. 
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officers were established in four major self-governing 

17 colonies. The Board of Trade was largely responsible, 

through its Coramerical Intelligence Branch, for providing 

trade information and intelligence about the colonies and 

for the colonies. Norraally the Board would work through 

the Colonial Office, but that office would alraost always 

defer to the wishes of the Board of Trade. 

Although the Board of Trade usually supplied cora-

mercial information to the other departments of the govern-

ment, this was not always the case. In the area of merchant 

trade and customs duties, it was often necessary to supply 

inforraation for the Board of Trade. In a circular letter 

of 1884, the colonial secretary, the Earl of Derby, urged 

the colonies promptly to send their statistical returns to 

the Board of Trade. He also drew their attention to the 

Board's request that it receive directly and proraptly 

stateraents of changes in custoras laws, iraport and export 

18 duties, or any other taxes levied on trade and shipping. 

The Board of Trade had pressed the Colonial Office to make 

this request so that the Board would not lose touch with 

the prevailing trade and customs situation in each of the 

colonies as compared to the imperial and world-wide condi-

tion. 

323/357. 

"̂ l̂bid. , p. 77. 

"'"̂ Lord Derby to all colonies, April 30, 1884, C.O. 
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By 19 03, when the position of British trade had 

eroded appreciably, the Colonial Office became curious 

as to whether the colonies might be contributing to the 

decline. One possibility was that there was too rauch 

inter-colonial trade, whereas what Britain desired was 

19 more trade between the colonies and the mother country. 

In 1903 the Colonial Office inquired of the Board of Trade 

about the possibility of creating a restricted trading cora-

munity between the different parts of the empire. The 

Board of Trade was unsure, and it asked the law officers 

whether Britain had the power "to impose the necessary 

prohibitions or restrictions upon shippiig belonging to 

20 countries which do not give reciprocity in this raatter." 

The law officers, R. B. Finlay, Edward Carson, and Henry 

Sutton, decided that the Imperial government did not have 

the power "to restrict the trade between the United Kingdom 

and the Colonies and Inter-Colonial trade without fresh 

21 legislation." Reading this opinion would have been a 

blow to anyone who favored imperial preference. 

In all such discussions, the Board of Trade, despite 

19 
See Chapter VIII for a case study of imperial preference. 

20 Bateraan to Oraraaney, August 7, 19 03, C.O. 323/4 84. 

Royal Courts of Justice to BofT, July 17, 1903, 
C.O. 323/484. 

2: 
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its certain responsibilities in the area of colonial com-

merce, attempted not to infringe upon the responsibilities 

of the Colonial Office. The Board was not aggressive, 

therefore, in its dealings with the colonies. It did not 

try to take over the duties of the Colonial Office even in 

areas, such as comraerce, where it probably had raore 

expertise. 

An example of the Board's sense of strictly drawn 

lines of responsibility occurred in 1880. The question 

had arisen in a cabinet meeting whether or not comraercial 

treaties with the colonies should be handled exclusively 

by the Board of Trade. In a carefully prepared memorandura 

for Gladstone, Farrer stated eraphatically that the "Colo-

nial Office raust be the sole organ of coraraunication with 

the Colonies." Gladstone was, however, concerned lest 

inter-office conflict disrupt coraraercial transactions 

between the Board of Trade and the colonies in which the 

Colonial Office was serving as the interraediary. Farrer 

did not believe that such a conflict was likely to occur: 

With the Colonial Office no such difficulty has 
arisen, chiefly, I believe, because the Colonial 
Office have felt free to act as they pleased 
without consulting the Board of Trade, and have 
consequently asked advice only where they really 
wanted it - - advice, it may be added, which, 
when asked, has been willingly given and thank-
fully received.22 

22 
Farrer memorandura, confidential, January 29, 

1880, Gladstone Papers, Add. MS 44189. 
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Despite Farrer's assurances to Gladstone, there is 

evidence the coraraercial topics did occasionally result in 

considerable friction between the Board of Trade and the 

Colonial Office. Before 1872 the Board of Trade was the 

unchallenged advisor to the Colonial Office on all coraraer-

cial treaties. In that year, however, the Board proposed 

that it should relinquish sorae of its iraperial coraraercial 

duties to the Foreign Office and concentrate raore on doraes-

23 

tic commerce. Lord Kiraberley, the colonial secretary, 

was pleased with the proposed arrangeraent and indicated to 

his subordinates that "we must consult the FO regularly 

as we have the Bd of Trade on questions of Treaties." An 

indication of possible discord crept into his minute when 

he added that the Foreign Office would be "safer guides 
24 on the whole that the Board of Trade." By February 14, 

1872, the arrangeraents had been raade. The Board of Trade 

indicated, however, that the Colonial Office was still 

25 
welcorae to contact the Board on statistical matters. 

Frederic Rogers felt that his office should accept the 

26 
Board's offer. Lord Kimberley, however, believed that 

^•^Farrer to Herbert, February 2, 1872, C.O. 323/308 

^^Kiraberley's minute of February 9, 1872, on Farrer 
to Herbert, February 2, 1872, C.O. 323/308. 

^^BofT to CO, February 14, 1872, C.O. 323/308. 

^^Robers's minute of February 15, 1872, on BofT to 
CO, February 14, 1872, C.O. 323/308. 
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the Colonial Office should rely on the Foreign Office in 

2 7 

most situations. "We raust be very careful on this point." 

Despite Kiraberley's reservations, the Colonial Office 

28 agreed to accept the Board of Trade's offer. 

Although the Board of Trade surrendered some of 

its comraercial treaty responsibilities, it nevertheless 

continued to keep records on current conditions. Taking 

advantage of this, the Colonial Office, in 1891, forwarded 

a letter it had received from Sir Charles Tupper, the High 

Commissioner for Canada, requesting a copy of a report of 

the Trade and Treaties Comraission. Unfortunately for inter-

agency relations, Robert Giffen responded that the Board 

refused Tupper's request, because the report was confiden-

tial and, if Tupper was given a copy, the other Agents 

29 General would also need one. The Colonial Office was far 

from satisfied with this answer. One clerk minuted opposite 

Giffen's explanation that the report was confidential and 

therefore unavailable: "And why not, if given to the H. 

Comraons." 

A final example of friction between the two offices 

^^Kimberley's minute of February 17, 1872, on BofT 
to CO, February 14, 1872, C.O. 323/308. 

^^CO to BofT, copy, February 21, 1872, C.O. 323/308 

^^Giffen to Herbert, May 9, 1891, C.O. 323/384. 

30 
Handwritten marginal note, Ibid. 
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occurred in 1898, when A. E. Bateman asked the Colonial 

Office to provide copies of certain colonial customs acts. 

F. R. Round of the Colonial Office believed that Bateraan's 

request was out of the question. The araount of work in-

volved in compiling a "coraplete collection" of colonial 

custoras laws raade the project too burdensome. Round did 

offer, however, to try to provide the Board of Trade with 

mformation on specific problems on colonies. Bateman 

was certainly within his office's authority, but by 1898 

the volurae of colonial acts rendered his blanket request 

for inforraation prohibitively troublesome to the Colonial 

Office. 

The matter did not end with Round's reply. Early 

in 1899, Bateraan was again requested by his superiors to 

ask the Colonial Office to furnish the customs acts under 

32 consideration. The day after Bateman's letter arrived, 

a minute was circulated around the Colonial Office and 

there were discussions concerning what could be done. One 

clerk was certain that the Board was regularly supplied 

with all colonial commercial laws, and Round agreed. The 

Colonial Office's ultimate decision was simply to tell the 

33 Board of Trade to ask elsewhere for copies. This 

•̂ •'"Round to Bateraan, draft, May 15, 1898, C.O. 
323/442. 

32 Bateman to Round, January 6, 1899, C.O. 323/442. 

^^CO minute, January 7, 1899, C.O. 323/442. 
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decision prompted Bateman to seek a personal interview with 

Round. Following a discussion of the problera, Round per-

mitted Bateman to add a paragraph to a circular letter 

concerning the Statistical Abstract containing his request 

for the specified customs laws. Round concluded that per-

haps "this is the best way out of the difficulty." It 

not only enabled the Board to obtain its inforraation, but 

it helped to preserve good relations between the Board and 

the Colonial Office. 

Despite rainor differences between the two offices, 

the Colonial Office was well aware that commercial topics 

were the forte of the Board of Trade. Therefore, when 

such subjects presented themselves, there was little like-

lihood that the Colonial Office would disagree with the 

Board. Discord between the two offices over these raatters 

was infrequent. For exaraple, in 1889 Mr. Jeffrey Brewers 

of Edinburgh asked the Board for assistance in his trading 

operations in foreign countries and in the colonies. The 

Board contacted John Braraston at the Colonial Office, who 

suggested that Brewers should write the various consuls 

for help. Before raaking any additional reply, Braraston 

asked his colleagues if they had any inforraation or sugges-

35 
tions that raight be relayed to Mr. Brewers. Charles 

34. 

'Bramston to Adrian, November 5, 1889, C.O. 

^Round's minute, January 8, 1899, C.O. 323/442. 

35, 

323/376. 
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Adrian replied that the Colonial Office could not "assist 

any particular firm in its trading operations with the 

colonies, the Secretary of State finding it very necessary 

to abstain from any such intervention in colonial mercan-

36 
tile matters." The Colonial Office was not trying to be 

obstructive; it simply desired to follow established policy. 

The Board of Trade could expect nothing less. 

One minor comraercial area in which the Board of 

Trade had wide experience was bankruptcy. Under Joseph 

Chamberlain's Bankruptcy Act of 1883, a bankruptcy depart-

ment was established at the Board of Trade. Ancillary to 

that department were a number of "'official receivers" who 

worked in conjunction with officers of the county courts. 

When a debtor filed for bankruptcy, these official receivers 

sometimes became trustees with the power to administer the 

37 case through the courts. In 19 0 0 the Board and the Colo-

nial Office attempted to facilitate procedure in the colo-

nies by extending the British system throughout the erapire. 

Colonial officers entitled "Trustees in Bankruptcy" were 

to be appointed in the various colonies. The Colonial 

Office invited the Association of Charabers of Coraraerce to 

inspect the replies received from the colonial governors, 

36 
Adrian to Bramston, November 12, 18 89, C.O 323/376. 

37 Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 173. 
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who had been sent memoranda informing them of the proposal. 

With the Board of Trade, the Colonial Office, the governors, 

and the Association of Chambers of Comraerce all cooperating, 

the hope was that bankruptcy procedure could be unified 

throughout the empire. Courtenay Boyle noted the joint 

Colonial Office and Charaber of Commerce association effort 

and stated that the Board would "be glad in due course to 

be made acquainted with the further observations of the 

38 
Association." The Colonial Office and the Board of Trade 

worked closely in this attempt to benefit the colonies. 

Although most of colonial banking was directed frora London, 

by 1900 the feeling had developed in the colonies that they 

39 
should have perraanent bankmg mstitutions of their own. 

Therefore, the bankruptcy proposal was resisted in the 

colonies and was not pursued to fruition at this tirae. 

More controversial than bankruptcy was the question 

of colonial tariffs, which directly threatened British cora-

merce. One important tariff dispute involved the Austra-

lian colonies. By 1871 these colonies had produced "the 

first approach towards federal action," entering into agree-

ments providing for the duty free adraission of their 

40 
products into any Australian colony. These agreeraents 

38 

'CHBE, I I I , 1 9 9 . 

B o y l e t o Omraaney, O c t o b e r 2 5 , 1 9 0 0 , C .O . 3 2 3 / 4 5 3 . 

39 

" ^ ^ l b i d . , p . 1 8 4 . 
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were the Australian response to British trade treaties 

with foreign countries which gave Britain advantageous 

trading privileges. The Australians wanted to insure that 

the Iraperial Governraent would not try to restrict their 

right to enter into reciprocal trade agreeraents or inter-

fere with intercolonial fiscal legislation. "̂  The Austra-

lian tariff agreeraents becarae a raajor issue at the Colonial 

Office. In December 18 71 the Earl of Kimberley, the colo-

nial secretary, received an opinion on the question of the 

tariffs from the Board of Trade. Kimberley then recommended 

the letter to the attention of Gladstone, saying that it 

represented "a very good sunmiary of the arguments from our 

point of view." Kimberley felt his options were either to 

reject the Australian demands, to concede thera uncondi-

tionally, or to allow the demands under the conditions sug-

gested by the Board of Trade. "If we should resolve to 

concede the limited demands now made," Kimberley asked 

Gladstone, "ought we to annex the conditions suggested by 

the Board of Trade?" Gladstone replied: "Frankly, I do 

43 n 
not as yet see my way." Ultimately Kimberley and 

Ibid. 

Kimberley to Gladstone, December 26, 1871, Glad-
stone Papers, Add.^MS 44224. 

"̂ •̂ Gladstone to Kimberley, December 29, 1871, Glad-
stone Papers, Add. MS 44224. 
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Gladstone decided to bring the raatter before the cabinet.'̂ '̂  

Farrer presented the Board of Trade position in a 

memorandura prepared for the cabinet. The principle was 

whether the proposed trade concessions given by the Aus-

tralian colonies to one another would violate any coraraer-

cial treaties Great Britain had with other countries. 

Farrer reported that the Board did not think that this was 

the case. The treaties exarained by the Board were loosely 

worded, explained Farrer, and did "not provide for all 

possible contingencies in an exact raanner." There was 

nothing in any of thera, continued Farrer, stipulating "that 

privileges given by a colony to a neighbor, and withheld 

from the rest of the Empire, must be given to the foreign 

45 signatory of the Treaty." 

The Australian tariff question was left unsettled 

throughout 1872. In February 1873 Kimberley, however, 

advised Gladstone that: "My own opinion is that there is 

no alternative but to grant them the liberty to act as they 

46 desire." Finally, in 1873 a bill was passed by the 

British parliament that gave the Australian colonies what 

they were asking for in tariff arrangements. Kimberley 

44 
^^lbid. 

45 
Farrer meraorandura, February 6, 1872, Gladstone 

Papers, Add. MS 44224. 
"^^Kimberley to Gladstone, February 16, 1872, Glad-

stone Papers, Add. MS 44225. 
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felt that "we should assume that the colonies know their 

own business better than we know it." Britain's policy 

was decided mainly by the decisions of the cabinet raerabers, 

but Farrer's concurring opinion played a part in the pas-

sage of the Australian Differential Tariff Act of 1873. 

A later exaraple of cooperation between the two 

offices in tariff matters came when the Colonial Office 

requested copies of correspondence between the Board and 

the Treasury respecting the Tariff Bureau Conference. 

Henry Calcraft sent Robert Herbert the requested inforraa-

tion, and, in addition, asked for the Colonial Office view-

48 point on the correspondence. Following an exchange of 

ideas on the conference, the Colonial Office, in 1891, 

asked the Board of Trade for advice on how it raight pay 

for its share in the International Tariff Bureau. It was 

desirable that the Colonial Office raaintain its raerabership 

in that agency, to be able to inform the colonies on trade 

conditions. The Board of Trade replied that the Colonial 

Office ought to pay its share in one lump siora directly to 

49 the Board of Trade. The Board, already a raeraber of the 

Bureau, was willing to help the Colonial Office with the 

12/28. 

12/30 

^^Cited by CHBE, III, 185. 

"^^Calcraft to Herbert, copy, April 22, 1890, B.T. 

"^^Calcraft to Herbert, copy, January 21, 1891, B.T. 
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details of the payment. 

Several months later, the Colonial Office again 

contacted the Board of Trade on an iraportant tariff raatter. 

The United States had just passed the McKinley Tariff to 

appease American protectionists, damaging the trade patterns 

that had previously existed between the United States and 

Canada. The Colonial Office saw this as an opportunity to 

promote more favorable commercial arrangements between 

Canada and the West Indian colonies, and it sought the 

approval of the Board of Trade. Specifically, the Colonial 

Office hoped to organize a commercial comraittee to proraote 

trade between the previously mentioned colonies. The 

Colonial Office wanted the Board of Trade to participate 

in the construction of and serve on the proposed comraittee. 

Calcraft explained to Herbert that the Board was willing 

to serve on such a comraittee as an advisor, but it had 

some reservations about the proposed coraposition of the 

committee. The Board viewed the West Indian Comraittee as 

"a comparatively small and special coramercial interest 

only," and therefore, the Board felt that it should not be 

represented on the Coraraittee. As an advisor, the Board's 

views would "naturally be heard with careful attention by 

the Coraraittee."̂ ^ The Board did not say that the coraraittee 

12/30. 
^^Calcraft to Herbert, copy, March 21, 1891, B.T. 
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was uniraportant, but that the Board could better serve as 

advisor. 

Another area in which the Board of Trade served as 

an advisor on colonial questions was regarding coraraercial 

treaties. The most controversial question surrounding 

comraercial treaties was the extent to which the colonies 

were bound by British treaties. This question of the appli-

cation of British coraraercial treaties to the colonies becarae 

critical in 1891. In that year, South Australia inforraed 

the Colonial Office that it did not necessarily wish to be 

"a party to such Treaties as raay be entered into be Great 

Britain with Foreign powers." In response, the Colonial 

Office asked the Board of Trade for inforraation on "any 

injuries to the Commercial interests of a Colony that have 

been caused by the Colony remaining outside Coraraercial 

51 Treaties." The Colonial Office was concerned whether 

the colonies would fall under general tariff rates or under 

the raost-favored nation clause inserted into many British 

commercial treaties. 

The Board of Trade's answer was not what the Colo-

nial Office needed to support its attempt to convince South 

Australia to remain under the coverage of British treaties. 

The Board reported that raost countries, including Russia, 

51 
Quoted frora a letter from Calcraft to Herbert, 

March 18, 1891, C.O. 323/384. 
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Germany, Holland, Belgium, and the Scandinavian countries, 

levied only one tariff rate. Colonies not included in 

British treaties, therefore, would still pay the same rate. 

Some other countries, such as France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, 

and Roraania, did have higher tariff rates for countries 

(or colonies) outside the raost-favored nation clause. The 

coramerce between the British colonies and these countries, 

however, was very small, and those colonial exports con-

sisted mainly of raw materials free of duty. The Board of 

Trade conclusion, therefore, was that no serious harm would 

come to colonies operating outside Great Britain's 

52 
treaties. The Co].onial Office v/as unable to quell the 

Australian desire to deal directly with foreign countries. 

The day had already arrived, said Dilke in 1890, that "the 

colonies have practically a supreme voice in making commer-

53 cial treaties with foreign countries." 

The Board of Trade also served as a coraraercial 

advisor to the Foreign Office on colonial questions. In 

1896 Salisbury questioned C. T. Ritchie, the president of 

the Board of Trade, on coraraercial relations with Tunis. 

France had gained a protectorate over the area in 1881, 

when the Bey had been unable to maintain economic and 

Ibid. 

^^Cited by CHBE, III, 179. 
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political stability. Great Britain preferred a French 
55 to an Italian mfluence there. Salisbury was concerned, 

however, with British commerce with Tunis and the raainte-

nance of Britain's coraraercial treaty with Tunis. Ritchie, 

however, replied that he and the perraanent staff of the 

Board of Trade did not place any "great imLportance" on the 

maintenance of Britain's coraraercial treaty with Tunis.^^ 

Even though the French foreign minister, Gabriel Hanotaux, 

put pressure on the British in Tunis from time to tirae, 

there was no serious confrontation stemraing frora French 

Tunisia and British Egypt. The Board of Trade estiraation 

was correct that commercial relations with Tunis were not 

the highest of British priorities. 

Another commercial topic on which the Board of 

Trade provided advice was currency. For example, in 189 3 

Lord Ripon, the colonial secretary, asked Farrer, who had 

retired frora the Board of Trade but still served on the 

Indian Currency Coramittee, about the effects of Indian 

currency changes on the rest of the empire. The price of 

silver, the basis of India's currency, had dropped 

54 
Alexander Sedgwick, The Third French Republic, 

1870-1914 (New York: Thoraas Crowell, 1968), pp. 91-2. 
^^Ensor, England, 1870-1914, p. 84. 

Ritchie to Salisbury, Deceraber 21, 1896, 
Salisbury Papers. 

57 
Sedgwick, The Third French Republic, pp. 105-6. 
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drastically, and the Indian Currency Coramittee has used 

the occasion to try to up-date the Indian financial struc-

5 8 
ture. Among other recoraraendations, the coraraittee had 

suggested that India discontinue the free coinage of silver 

59 and adopt the gold standard. Lord Ripon, forraerly a 

viceroy to India, was naturally concerned about the effect 

of these changes on the rest of the erapire. The situation 

was further complicated by the repeal in the United States 

6 0 
of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act. Therefore, explained 

Ripon to Farrer, "in these circurastances, I naturally turn 

to the Indian Currency Coramittee for guidance & help, and 

I venture to ask whether you could be so kind as to give 

all your assistance in arriving at some conclusion as to 

the nature of advice I should give to the Colonial Govern-

61 
ments concerned." The Board of Trade was represented on 

the Indian Currency Coramittee not only by Farrer, but also 

by Sir Robert Giffen. The recomraendations of the comraittee 

were irapleraented in 1899, when the gold standard was 

5 8 
Percival Spear, A History of India (London: 

Penguin Books, 1965), II, 146. 
C Q 

Paul Knaplund, The British Erapire, 1815-1939 
(New York: Harper and Row, 1941), p. 506. 

The repeal of the silver act released raore 
American silver on the world market which tended to drive 
down the price of silver. 

61 
Ripon to Farrer, confidential, June 17, 189 3, 

Farrer Papers, vol. II. 
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adopted in India. Farrer, in the meantime, had inforraed 

Ripon about the possibility of India adopting the gold 

6 3 

standard and about the possible effects in the colonies. 

Finally, the Board of Trade frequently offered 

advice concerning Britain's import-export trade. Routine 

questions on this subject were often answered by the Board 

for the benefit of Imperial agencies such as the Colonial 

Office. For example, in 1879 Sir Michael Hicks-Beach 

requested the Board send the Colonial Office copies of the 

forms that were used in the colonial import-exports 

accounts. Giffen, answering for the Board of Trade, sup-

plied the forms, which he suggested should be substituted 

for those already in use. The Board stressed that the 

Colonial Blue Books should distinguish between foreign and 

domestic exports in the tables of articles at the end of 

each volurae. The new forras were an atterapt to secure that 

distinction. Giffen added that the Colonial Office's 

attention should be directed to the changes in the new 

forms requiring separate iraportand export accounts for 
64 payraents in gold and silver. This exchange between the 

Colonial Office and the Board of Trade is representative 

6 2 
Sir John Claphara, An Econoraic History of Modern 

Britain (3 vols.; Carabridge: At the University Press, 
1951), III, 20. 

6 3 
Farrer to Ripon, June-August, 189 3, Farrer Papers, 

vol. II. 
"̂̂ Giffen to Herbert, January 23, 1879, B.T. 12/14. 
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of the routine raanner in which inforraation and advice was 

exchanged between the two offices. 

Another sirailar exaraple of Board of Trade involve-

ment in colonial import-export raatters occurred in 1881. 

A suggestion had been raade that the self-governing colonies 

proraote corapetition with sugar producing areas by removing 

bounties on the export of sugar. The Colonial Office asked 

the Board of Trade for its opinion on the matter. Giffen 

replied that the consent of the respective colonies should 

first be obtained; Kimberley should send a circular dis-

patch to the governors of those colonies for that purpose. 

6 6 
The Colonial Office followed the Board's advice. The 

West Indian colonies, with a one-crop sugar economy, 

favored the retention of the bounties, but free traders 

in Britain argued that bounties were only artificial ad-

vantages that encouraged reciprocal tariffs levied against 

Great Britain. The free trade argument was dominant, and 

negotiations in 1881 produced no results. A similar pro-

posal in 1886 raet the sarae fate. A special sugar arrange-

ment between the West Indies and the United States was 

atterapted in 1890-1. That particular treaty might have 

been successful, some have speculated, had it not been for 

the strong opposition of Farrer and Giffen, who were 

^^Giffen to Herbert, January 19, 1881, C.O. 323/348. 

^^CO to colonies, January 29, 1881, C.O. 323/348. 
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6 7 
typical of the free trade spirit at the Board of Trade. 

The prospect of a codified and unified set of com-

mercial laws for the empire becarae a Colonial Office objec-

tive in the early 1890's. Any such venture naturally 

involved the Board of Trade. In 1892 such an effort was 

atterapted, the Colonial Office approached the Board for 

its advice on the appointraent of a Royal Commission to 

study the question. Giffen reported that the Board was 

"favourably disposed to the codification and assimilation 

of Comraerical Law throughout the British Erapire," but the 

Board doubted that the question was "yet ripe." Because 

the raatter involved coraplicated legal questions, the Colo-

nial Office's legal advisors should deterraine the feasi-

bility of the plan. The Board did agree, however, to sup-

6 R 
port the Colonial Office's recoraraendations. This atterapt 

at unification and codification, like so many other imperial 

plans, was frustrated by the unwillingness of the self-

governing colonies to have their sovereighty diminished. 

In dealing with all of these coraraercial topics, 

it was essential that the Board of Trade keep itself well 

inforraed. If the Board was to advise the Colonial Office, 

6 7 
B. A. Brown, The Tariff Reforra Movement in Great 

Britain, 1881-1895 (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1943), p. 46. 

^^Giffen to Braraston, Noveraber 10, 1892, C.O. 
323/389. 
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for example, on the subject of foreign trade, it needed 

to be aware of the latest trade information. This the 

Board tried to do. In 1897 there was a proposal that 

Britain send a trade coraraission to South America. The 

Foreign Office indicated to Salisbury that it should direct 

the trade mission. When C. T. Ritchie, president of the 

Board of Trade, heard of the Foreign Office's assertion, 

he protested strongly, claiming that the right of directing 

the trade raission rightfully belonged to the Board of Trade. 

69 Salisbury had to agree. It was this kind of forcefulness 

by the Board that gave it a position of more prorainence in 

the late nineteenth century. 

As the century progressed, the Board of Trade raore 

and raore became the governmental agency most informed on 

commercial intelligence. By early in the twentieth century, 

even the Foreign Office came to rely on foreign coramercial 

70 
information that was supplied by the Board of Trade. In 

the 1890's the Board's data-gathering facilities were en-

hanced by the Trade and Treaties Coraraittee, introduced by 

the Board of Trade and the previously raentioned Commercial 

Intelligence Branch. The former, staffed largely by raera-

bers of the Board, reported British dealings with other 

^^Ritchie to Salsibury, Noveraber 22, 189 7, Salis-
bury Papers. 

70 Sraith, The Board of Trade, p. 73. 
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European countries in an effort to safeguard British trade 

interests. The latter, established in 1897, served as a 

clearing house for trade inforraation as well as initiating 

inquiries into the state of overseas raarkets and corarauni-

71 catmg the results to the coraraercial public This type 

of trade inforraation was used extensively by the Colonial 

Office during the tenure of Joseph Charaberlain. The Board 

was aware of the Colonial Office's needs in the coraraercial 

area and urged it to appoint commercial officials of its 

own. The Colonial Office finally did so in 19 01 at the 

72 

prompting of the Board of Trade. 

Despite attempts by the Colonial Office to estab-

lish an information service on commercial raatters of its 

own, Charaberlain was still forced to rely on information 

sources outside his office. At the Colonial Conference of 

June 19 02, for example, Charaberlain stressed the iraportance 
73 of colonial coraraercial raatters. His reraarks were based 

74 
largely on figures supplied to hira by the Board of Trade. 

The Board of Trade was the center of the British 

p . 160 

Ibid. 

72 
Kubicek, The Adrainistrat ion of Imperialisra, 

73 
See full discussion m Chapter VIII. 
Kubicek, The Adrainistration of Iraperialisra, 

p. 163. 
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effort to increase its coraraerce. As the century progressed, 

a serious atterapt was raade to increase British trade with 

the colonies. This attempt naturally led to a greater 

Board of Trade involvement with the colonies, in addition 

to its traditional advisory role. In addition, as the 

Board was drawn more deeply into the promotion of overseas 

commerce, it also becarae raore interested in the raeans by 

which such coramerce was conducted. It inevitably became, 

therefore, greatly concerned about questions related to 

the British and colonial merchant marine. 



CHAPTER V 

THE BOARD OF TRADE AND MERCHANT SHIPPING 

Parliament placed many specific regulatory duties 

on the Board of Trade involving raerchant shipping. Conse-

quently, rauch of the contact between the Board and the 

colonies ersulted frora the duties specified by the Merchant 

Shipping Acts of 1850 and 1854. In some cases the Board 

was raerely an advisor to the colonies and the Colonial 

Office on raerchant shipping raatters. On the other hand, 

because of the act of 1854 and subsequent consolidating 

acts, the Board did have specified raerhcant raarine duties 

which included the erapire. The Board of Trade, therefore, 

was the Iraperial agency raost responsible for shipping 

regulations and their execution throughout the erapire. As 

such, the Board of Trade played a significant role in the 

area which was most responsible for linking the empire. 

As an advisor on raarine affairs, the Board of Trade 

maintained a cordial working relationship with the Colonial 

Office. When Thoraas Gray, assistant secretary for the 

marine department of the Board of Trade, wrote to Frederic 

Rogers early in 186 8 asking if it would be permissible for 

the Board to correspond directly with "the officers in the 

123 
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British Possessions abroad," Rogers's reply was more 

than generous. Rogers explained that he and Lord Granville, 

the colonial secretary, had agreed that there was no further 

need for Gray to coraraunicate with the colonies through the 

Colonial Office. Rogers indicated to Gray that "in the 

future the Board of Trade would coraraunicate directly with 
2 

colonial officers." With this kind of understanding 

between the two offices, it was easy for the Board of Trade 

to undertake its merchant m.arine duties. 

Despite the understanding reached between Rogers 

and Gray, the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office main-

tained a forraal posture toward one another, and each tried 

to keep the other inforraed on raatters of joint concern. 

For instance, in Noveraber 18 89 Charles Braraston of the 

Board of Trade notified Edward Wingfield that an order in 

council had been issued concerning a revision of the Mer-

chant Shipping Act of 1869. Did the Colonial Office, 

Braraston asked, have any objections to the Board advising 
3 

the colonies of the upcoraing revision? True to forra, 

Wingfield replied that the Colonial Office had no 

"̂ Gray to Rogers, January 11, 1868, C.O. 323/290. 

^Rogers to Gray, draft, March 10, 1868, C.O. 323/ 
290. 

3 
Braraston t o W i n g f i e l d , Noveraber 8, 18 89 , C.O. 
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objection. 

It was also coraraon for the Colonial Office to 

inforra the Board of Trade of forthcoraing actions. A 

typical exaraple of this kind of Colonial Office considera-

tion occurred in October 1894. Edward Wingfield informed 

the Board that Lord Ripon, the colonial secretary, was 

"about to address a circular dispatch to the Governors of 

the Colonies forwarding to them copies of the Merchant 

Shipping Act of last session (57 & 58 Vic c.60) and I am 

to inquire whether there are ano observations or explana-

tions respecting any of the provisions of the Act which the 

Board would wish to have to communicate to the Governors 

when sending out the Act." The Board had no observations 

or explanations, but it did appreciate the maintanance of 

courtesy between the two agencies. 

A final and very important example of inter-office 

accord was a development in 1869, a proposed revision of 

the raerchant shipping acts of the 1850's. Of particular 

concern was the regulation of the colonial coasting trade. 

The Board of Trade, the governraental agency raost involved 

with raerchant shipping, assumed the lead in drafting the 

revisionary bill. However, T. H. Farrer did confer with 

Wingfield to Bramston, copy, November 22, 18 89, 
C.O. 323/376. 

323/397. 
^Wingfield to Hopwood, October 10, 189 4, C.O. 
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Frederic Rogers on the wording of the bill. In March 

Farrer sent Rogers a long letter stating, point by point, 

his disagreeraent with the existing draft. He wondered if 

Rogers would support the changes he was going to suggest 

and if Rogers had any changes of his own. Farrer offered 
7 

to discuss the raatter with him. Rogers did suggest some 

changes in wording, and Farrer sent back a grateful reply, 

8 admitting that Rogers's wording was an iraproveraent. 

When the final revisions to the raerchant shipping 

bill were corapleted, Farrer notified Rogers the bill would 
9 

be submitted to parliament. Earl Granville had no objec-

tions, and on April 21, 1869, he introdu^ed the bill in the 

House of Lords. Parliament, in the raidst of the struggle 

over the Irish Church Bill, did not accept the bill in 

its original draft. On June 3 Frederic Rogers inforraed 

the Board of Trade that an araended draft of the bill was 

finished and that a circular letter had been sent to the 

^Farrer to Rogers, February 12, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 

^Farrer to Rogers, March 6, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 

^Farrer to Rogers, April 17, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 

^Farrer to Rogers, April 20, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 

•'•̂ Granville's rainute, April 21, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 

Low and Sanders, The History of England During 
Reign of Victoria, p. 178. 
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12 colonies notifying them of the changes. This new bill 

also ran into trouble in parliament, where the storm was 

still raging over the Irish Church Bill, and the marine 

bill was delayed. In 1871 there was still no new raerchant 

shipping bill. The Earl of Kiraberley, Granville's suc-

cessor as colonial secretary, was brought up to date by 

Thomas Gray on earlier Board of Trade and Colonial Office 

13 discussions concernmg the merchant shipping bill. 

Throughout 1871 the Board and the Colonial Office corres-

14 ponded regularly about clauses m the shippmg act. It 

was not until 18 72, however, that the merchant shipping 

act was finally passed. 

The Merchant Shipping Act of 1872 did not replace 

the acts of the 1850's; rather it served as a transitionary 

act between those acts and the major revision of 1894. 

Whenever new raaritirae legislation was passed, the Colonial 

Office usually requested that the Board of Trade explain 

how the new act would affect the colonies. In 1875 Lord 

Carnarvon, the colonial secretary, asked the Board for a 

clarification of which provisions of the act of 1872 applied 

to the colonies. Thoraas Gray supplied Carnarvon with the 

295. 
•'-̂ Rogers to BofT, draft, June 3, 1869, C.O. 323/ 

"'"̂ Gray to Kimberley, 1871, C.O. 323/305. 

"̂ B̂ofT to Co, CO to BofT, 1871, C.O. 323/305. 
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15 information, and Carnarvon, m turn, circulated a copy 

1 6 
of Gray's reply to all the colonies. 

Although the raerchant marine act of 1872 was the 

major piece of shipping legislation of the 1870's, there 

was an additional act passed in 18 76 regarding merchant 

shipping. Carnarvon, again, sought advice on the new ship-

ping act. Edward Stanhope, vice-president of the Board of 

Trade, raentioned, in addition to the inforraation on the 

shipping act, that representatives were on their way from 

Canada for personal discussions on sorae of the provisions 

of the new act. It was the Board's opinion that no definite 

answer could be given to Lord Carnarvon's original request 

until the Board had discussed the act with the Canadian 

17 representatives. Both the Canadian representatives and 

the Colonial Office were ultiraately informed by the Board 

of Trade of the routine terms of the Merchant Marine Act 

of 1876. 

All of the raajor raarine acts and their revisions 

gave the Board of Trade primary responsibility for such 

maritime problems as shipwrecks, salvage, and casualties. 

Beginning in the 1850's, the Board had been empowered to 

•'"̂ Gray to Herbert, October 13, 1875, C.O. 323/322. 
1 /r 

Carnarvon to all colonies, October 22, 1875, C.O. 
323/322. 

•̂ "̂ Stanhope to Herbert, March 25, 1876, C.O. 323/ 
327. 
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help prevent shipwrecks by examining the seaworthiness of 

ships and inspecting their equipraent and life-saving 

18 devices. By the mid-1870's, for example, the Board 

employed slightly over one hundred surveyors, who inspected 

ships to prevent unsafe ships from setting out to sea. 

All wrecks could not of course be prevented, and 

it was therefore the Board of Trade's responsibility to 

keep the British overseas possessions current with the 

lastest developments concerning shipwrecks and salvage. 

In 1868 Thoraas Gray asked Frederic Rogers if it would be 

perraissible for the Board to send a circular letter on 

salvage and shipwrecks to the British officers in the 

20 possessions aborad. Rogers had no objection, and the 

sarae month Gray sent the individual colonies the latest 

21 figures on collisions, wrecks, and casualties. It became 

the practice of the Board of Trade to send wreck and 

22 
casualty figures to the colonies on a regular basis. 

18 
A. W. Kirkaldy, British Shipping: Its History, 

Organisation and Iraportance (New York: E. P. Dutton, 
1914), p. 262. 

19 
Thoraas Gray's testiraony, July 18, 1873, "Royal 

Coramission on Unseaworthy Ships," c 853, p. 370, Parl. 
Paps., 1873, XXVI. 

^^Gray to Rogers, October 19, 1868, C.O. 323/290. 

21 
Gray to all colonies, copy, October, 1868, C.O. 3 2 3 / 2 9 0 . 

22 Gray t o H e r b e r t , O c t o b e r 1 7 , 1872 , C.O. 3 2 3 / 3 0 8 . 
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Similarly, it was a normal Board practice to try to keep 

the colonies informed of the latest rules and regulations 

issued for the prevention of collisions at sea. Such rules 

would apply to all British ships, based in Great Britain 

23 or elsewhere. 

In 1880, amidst unusual circumstances, C. C. Trevor 

of the Board of Trade's harbour department contacted Robert 

Herbert on a particular raatter of salvage. A nuraber of 

barrels of petroleum had washed ashore from a wreck off 

Heligoland. Lloyd's of London had asked the Board if it 

might have the rights to the barrels, and, further, if a 

systera raight be organized by which Lloyd's might have the 

rights to all salvage throughout the British overseas pos-

sessions. In reply to a question by Herbert, Trevor stated 

that "the Board of Trade do not think the government have 

any power or right to make such a general agreement as that 

referred to." Edward Wingfield later contacted Lloyd's, 

repeated the Board of Trade's position, and concurred in 

it.25 

Lloyd's made other similar entreaties, but they 

were to no avail. In July, 18 80, Herbert mentioned to 

323/344. 

^^Gray to Herbert, August 20, 1884, C.O. 323/357. 

^^Trevor to Herbert, May 26, 1880, C.O. 323/344. 

^^Wingfield to Lloyd's, draft, June 4, 1880, C.O. 
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C. C. Trevor that Lloyd's had asked the Colonial Office 

to instruct the colonies to select Lloyd's as often as 

possible to be receiver of colonial wrecks. The Colonial 

Office, unclear as to its course of action, asked the 

Board of Trade for advice. Trevor replied that it appeared 

"to this Board that Lloyd's agents are the Servants, not 

of a Government, but of an institution representing under-

writers." It would seera iraproper to the Board of Trade, 

concluded Trevor, for the Colonial Office to support Lloyd's 

2 6 
proposal. Following the Board's advice, Herbert contacted 

Lloyd's and expressed the sentiraent of the Board of Trade, 

27 almost using Trevor's exact words. 

Another example of the Board of Trade working in 

the matter of colonial shipwrecks and salvage involved a 

dispute between Barbadoes and Queensland in 1888. Passen-

gers frora Barbadoes had been shipwrecked in Queensland, 

and the question arose whether an indemnity should be paid 

to the shipwrecked passengers by the Queensland governraent. 

The Colonial Office contacted the Board of Trade on the 

matter. Thoraas Gray agreed with the Colonial Office posi-

tion that one colonial governraent could not expect to be 

inderanified by another. The concurrence of the Board of 

323/344. 

^^Trevor to Herbert, July 29, 1880, C.O. 323/344. 

^^Herbert to Lloyd's, draft, August 17, 1880, C.O. 
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Trade settled the question. The Board would administer 

the effects of any dead searaen, but the private passengers 

2 8 
would have to fare for themselves. 

In the event of a wreck off Great Britain or one 

of the colonies, the salvage was normally handled by an 

officer frora, or appointed by, the Board of Trade. The 

wreck "receiver" or "wreck comraissioner" placed the salvage 

under protective custody until a formal inquiry had deter-

mined the proper owner. The inquiry might take place in a 

court of law or a Board of Trade hearing. Appeals could 

be made directly to the Board of Trade. During the latter 

part of the nineteenth century, there was an average of 

29 
slightly less than fifty such inquiries per year. The 

cause of the wreck was also determined. The cause was often 

a defect in the ship's hull or in equipment or machinery, 

but some of the officials at the Board of Trade believed 

30 
that the greatest cause of shipwrecks was bad sailors. 

The Board of Trade, therefore, did what it could to improve 

the quality of British sailors. 

The Board had considerable control over the sailors 

both during and after a voyage. The signing on and the 

^^Gray to Wingfield, April 23, 1888, C.O. 323/372. 

^^Sraith, The Board of Trade, pp. 119-120. 

•̂ T̂horaas Gray' s testiraony, March 13, 1874, c 1027-
II, p. 862, "Royal Commission on Unseaworthy Ships," Parl. 
Paps., 1874, XXXIV. 
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discharging of a crew took place at a marine office under 

31 
the scrutiny of a Board of Trade official. Likewise, 

many sailors received their wages frora one of the thirty 

32 offices under the direct control of the Board of Trade. 

The Board of Trade was also concerned with the relationship 

between the officers and searaen. An exaraple of this con-

cern came in 18 86, when a circular letter was sent to the 

colonies by Colonel Frederick Arthur Stanley, the colonial 

secretary. This letter stated that the Board of Trade had 

requested inforraation on Lascars and other Asiatics serving 

as searaen in colonial ports or on British raerchant vessels 

proceeding to destinations outside of the United Kingdora. 

The Colonial Office requested the colonies to send this 

inforraation directly to the assistant secretary of the 

marine departraent of the Board of Trade, not to the Colo-

nial Office. 

In 189 7 Walter J. Howell of the raarine department 

of the Board of Trade and Sir Robert Meade of the Colonial 

Office discussed the raatter of searaen discharged in British 

colonial ports. Howell raentioned that the question had 

arisen whether discharged seamen could be released in 

323/361. 

31 
Kirkaldy, British Shipping, p. 268. 

32 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 118. 

33 
Stanley to all colonies, January 2, 1886, C.O. 
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colonial ports, or whether this would violate sec 188 of 

the Merchant Shipping Act of 1894. Howell wished the Colo-

nial Office to poll the various colonies on the subject to 

see if they felt such discharges would violate local cus-

34 toms. Withm a week a circular letter was issued by 

35 Joseph Chamberlain asking for the requested inforraation. 

The Board of Trade had a definite responsibility 

for distressed searaen, who were covered by the shipping 

act of 1872. The 1872 regulations were soraewhat different 

from earlier ones. The latter act gave the Board of Trade 

wide-ranging powers over the repatriation and relief of 

36 distressed seamen. To keep the colonies as current as 

possible on the changes in law, Thoraas Gray requested in 

1872 that Robert Herbert distribute a copy of the new form 

of order for distressed seamen to all colonial officers in 

the British possessions. They needed to be familiar with 

37 the forra m case they had to use it. 

In March 1879 a question arose over discharged 

colonial sailors who were stranded in Great Britain. The 

Colonial Office proposed that the Board of Trade, because 

"̂̂ Howell to Meade, April 5, 1897, C.O. 323/416. 

35 
Charaberlain to all colonies, April 13, 1897, C.O. 323/416. 

36 Kirkaldy, British Shipping, p. 262. 

^^Gray to Herbert, May 11, 1872, C.O. 323/308. 
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38 of its prior relationship with the Seamen's Fund, should 

pay the return passage of stranded colonial sailors. To 

that proposal, Thoraas Gray returned the following frosty 

reply: "English seamen who have become distressed in any 

Colony through shipwreck, are sent home to the United 

Kingdora at the expense of the Iraperial Governraent, and that 

therefore it appears only just that the Colonies should act 

in the sarae way by their searaen who have becorae distressed 

39 in England owmg to the same course." Herbert replied by 

saying that the Colonial Office still felt that the Board 

of Trade should assume responsibility for such stranded 

40 sailors and shoald apply to the Treasury for funds. 

Three months later, Gray gave a coraplete answer to 

Herbert's suggestion that the Board of Trade should pay for 

repatriating colonial searaen. Gray explained that in the 

preceding twenty-seven raonths, 127 distressed colonial sea-

men had been assisted by the Shipwrecked Mariner's Society 

at a cost of £84 15s. These figures indicated that the 

niiraber of distressed searaen was not oppressively large. 

What usually happened, continued Gray, was that instead of 

seeking relief for their passage horae, sailors norraally 

323/339. 

38 
See Chapter II. 

3Q 

Gray to Herbert, March 12, 1879, C.O. 323/339. 

^^Herbert to Gray, draft, March 29, 1879, C.O. 
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sought eraployment in Great Britain until they could pay 

for their own passage. Gray feared that, if the Board of 

Trade undertook to send colonial seamen home, "many seamen 

would seek for relief and a passage horae at the expense of 

the Governraent who would otherwise find raeans to provide 

for themselves by working their passage home, laziness 

would be encouraged, and destitution increased." The Board 

of Trade's recomraendation was, therefore, that the Ship-

wrecked Mariner's Society should be requested to raaintain 

their existing arrangeraents for the relief of the sailors, 

and raake their clairas for repayraent frora the respective 

colonies through the Colonial Office rather than through 

41 the Board of Trade. 

By July 18 79 the Colonial Office was won over to 

the Board of Trade's position on the repatriation of dis-

tressed searaen. On July 8, Robert Herbert acknowledged 

that since there were no provisions for the repatriation 

of shipwrecked sailors, it appeared to Sir Michael Hicks-

Beach, the colonial secretary, that the sailors should be 

sent horae at the expense of their own colonies. Further-

more, explained Herbert, the colonial secretary planned 

to explain to the colonial governraents the Colonial 

Office's judgraent. If the Board of Trade had any sugges-

tions or instructions that it wished inserted into Sir 

•̂̂ Gray to Herbert, June 14, 1879, C.O. 323/339. 
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Michael's coramunication to the colonies, they would be 

42 
welcomed. The Board was concerned that Hicks-Beach 

define carefully in his comraunication who was considered 

to be a "colonial searaan." In his circular letter to all 

colonies, Hicks-Beach defined colonial seamen as those 

seamen who "last served on a Colonially registered ship." 

The Board of Trade had jurisdiction over sailors 

who deserted abroad. Crews were signed on at Board of 

Trade administered offices; thus, sailors who were not 

present at the end of the voyage becarae one of the troubles 

to be handled by the Board of Trade. The Board also had 

responsibility for colonial sailors who deserted. The 

authorities in each of the colonies had to be inforraed of 

the Board's desertion regulations. In February 1899 the 

Board planned to send a dispatch to the colonies informing 

them of the latest regulations concerning the desertion of 

colonial sailors. The Board asked colonial secretary Cham-

berlain to make suggestions or concur in the draft in its 

44 current form. Chamberlain's concurrence arrived shortly 

45 thereafter. 

"̂ Ĥerbert to BofT, July 8, 1879, C.O. 323/339. 

Hicks-Beach to all colonies, August 12, 1879, 
C.O. 323/339. 

^^I.B. Walker to Francis Graham, February 22, 1899, 
C.O. 323/442. 

"̂ Ĝrahara to Walker, March 1, 1899, C.O. 323/442. 
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Another raerchant-marine topic which concerned the 

Board of Trade was the installation of submarine tele-

graphic cables. Such cables were of vital interest to 

both the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office. The cables 

served as an expeditious link between Whitehall and the 

colonies. A specific case involving them arose in 1886, 

when the Colonial Office requested the Board of Trade's 

help and opinion on the draft of a bill concerning a sub-

46 marme cable to Cyprus. The Board of Trade exarained the 

bill and reported to the Colonial Office that it had no 

objection to the proposed bill in its then forra. The 

expense of raaintaining Cyprus had, however, becorae burden-

48 some in the mind of sorae raerabers of the governraent and 

the thought of paying for a cable to Cyprus overrode its 

advantage. The Colonial Office project was therefore can-

celed. 

Another example of the Board of Trade and the 

Colonial Office's cooperating in the drafting of legisla-

tion for cables occurred in 1899. At that tirae the Colo-

nial Office proposed a bill that would forra a coramittee 

"to deal with questions of landing rights for telegraphic 

Meade to Trevor, draft, February, 18 86, C.O. 
323/364. 

'̂ '̂ Trevor to Meade, March 4, 1886, C.O. 323/364. 

"^^CHBE, III, 188. 
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cables on the coasts of the United Kingdom." According to 

the Colonial Office plan, the Board of Trade was to appoint 

a meraber to serve on the coraraittee. On April 25 the Board 

notified the Colonial Office that it concurred with the 

plan, and it proposed to appoint its chief perraanent secre-

tary, Sir Courtenay Boyle, as its representative on the 

49 committee. 

By the end of the next year, the bill had passed 

parliament and was in operation. Prior to this date raost 

cable laying had been privately financed, but Joseph Cham-

berlain at the Colonial Office was eager for closer com-

munication with his charges overseas, and he encouraged 

participation in cable projects by both the Iraperial and 

50 colonial governraents. Partly due to the cable committee 

instigated by the Colonial Office, a Pacific Cable Bill 

was passed in 1901. Although there was considerable oppo-

sition from private concerns, a Pacific cable was laid 

from Vancouver Island to New Zealand and Queensland. The 

required construction capital was furnished jointly by 

51 
Great Britain, Nev/ Zealand, Canada, and Australia. 

The way for this cable had, in part, been paved by 

the work of the subraarine cable coraraittee sponsored by the 

"̂ B̂ofT to CO, April 25, 1899, C.O. 323/442. 

^^CHBE, III, 474. 

^•'-Ibid. 
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Colonial Office but chaired by Courtenay Boyle of the Board 

of Trade. In Septeraber 1900 Chamberlain had informed all 

of the concerned colonies by circular letter that chairraan 

Boyle was concerned with "all arrangements, licences or 

concessions under which Colonial Governments have granted 

landing rights to Cable Companies, and of all acts of Colo-

nial Legislatures confirming such agreements." Therefore, 

Charaberlain requested the colonies to send Boyle all such 

52 agreements, concessions, and acts. The committee, usmg 

the replies received from Chamberlain's letter, was able 

to deterraine the feasibility of the Pacific cable project. 

A Board of Trade service involving the mercantile 

marine that was used by the Colonial Office and the colo-

nies was the compilation of navy lists. Strictly as an 

information service, the Board sent m.ercantile navy lists 

to those colonies which seemed to have a use for thera. In 

1869 the Board determined to poll the colonies to discover 

the value of these lists and to decide if they should con-

tinue to be sent. Thomas Gray first asked Frederic Rogers 

53 if the colonies were using the lists. Rogers did not 

have any indication at hand, and he therefore cent a cir-

cular letter, under Lord Granville's signature, to all the 

52 
Chamberlain to all colonies, September 21, 1900, C.O. 323/442 

53 Gray to Rogers, June 24, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 
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colonies, instructing thera to send their replies directly 

54 
to the Board of Trade. Within a few raonths the Board 

reported to the Colonial Office that thus far the colonies 

had indicated the wish for the lists to continue.^^ 

As raentioned earlier, cordial relations were raain-

tained between the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office 

over the years. This proved to be helpful in all areas 

of overlapping responsibility, including the raerchant 

marine. Frora time to time, the Board found it useful to 

vary the normal procedure and to communicate directly with 

the colonies. For example, in 1891 the Board desired, in 

the interests of speed, to correspond directly with various 

colonies on shipping matters. The Colonial Office readily 

gave its permission and was gracious enough to prepare for 

the Board of Trade a list of the colonial officers abroad 

involved with shipping. The Colonial Office offered addi-

tionally to transmit periodically to the Board revised 

56 lists of its officers. The Board undoubtedly desired 

updated lists and was appreciative of the Colonial Office 

efforts. 

The Board of Trade needed directly to contact 

^"^Granville to all colonies, July 17, 1869, C.O, 
323/295. 

55 Gray to Rogers, October 20, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 

^^CO to BofT, October 30, 1891, C.O. 379/8. 
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officials in the colonies to inform thera of shipping viola-

tions or shipping violators. The detection and prevention 

of violations of shipping legislation was an iraportant 

part of the Board's raerchant shipping duties. For exaraple, 

in 1871 the Board learned that certain colonial officers, 

by passing merchant marine cargo under the wrong starap, 

were violating the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854. Thoraas 

Gray inforraed Robert Herbert of the offense and requested 

Lord Kimberley's permission to inform the guilty colonial 

57 officers of their offenses. Kimberley did not object, 

5 8 and the officers involved were informed. To help avoid 

the confusion that periodically arose ovar the duties of 

colonial shipping officers, in 1873 T. H. Farrer sent 

Robert Herbert 200 copies of the new Merchant Shipping 

Act of 1872 for distribution.^^ 

Another situation involving the Board of Trade, 

the colonies, the Colonial Office, and the Shipping Act 

of 1854 arose in 1873. In May the Earl of Kiraberley sent 

a circular letter to the colonial consuls explaining that 

the Board of Trade had received raany coraplaints of Masters 

of colonial vessels' violating the Merchant Shipping Act 

323/314. 

"̂̂ Gray to Herbert, July 20, 1871, C.O. 323/305. 

^^Herbert to Gray, July 27, 1871, C.O. 323/305. 

^^Farrer to Herbert, January 15, 1873, C.O. 
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of 1854 in regard to the shipment and discharge of searaen 

at foreign ports. The procedure being used at these ports 

was in violation of British standards. The Board of Trade 

was interested because of their responsibility to uphold 

the welfare of British and colonial searaen. Foreign ports 

were out of the jurisdiction of the Board of Trade, but 

British and colonial shipping corapanies, wherever they 

sailed, were not. Consequently, the Board called to the 

attention of the Colonial Office certain Iraperial acts 

under which steps could be taken by the Board to punish 

serious offenders. Therefore, Lord Kiraberley ordered the 

colonial consuls to begin taking action to stop the vio-

6 0 
lators. Robert Herbert later notified Thoraas Gray that 

the colonial consuls had been instructed to report violators 

61 
of the 1854 act to the colonial governraent in question. 

Later the same year, Gray asked Herbert to call 

Kimberley's attention to the third section of the Merchant 

Shipping Act of 1873. That section concerned the scale of 

feet painted on the hull denoting each ship's draft of 

water and indicating if the ship was overloaded. Herbert 

was to remind Kimberley that violation of this section 

carried a fine of -LIOO and that the colonies needed to be 

^^Kimberley to all colonies, May 26, 1873, C.O, 
323/314. 

^•^Herbert to Gray, draft, May 31, 1873, C.O. 
323/314. 
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informed. The Colonial Office sent copies of that sec-

tion of the Act of 1873 to each of the colonies.^^ 

In June 18 76 the Board of Trade received a com-

plaint frora the Agent General for South Australia. This 

officer, who served in a "quasi-diploraatic role," had 

reported the shipraent of dynaraite on eraigrant vessels 

sailing to his colony. In response to the coraplaint, the 

Board explained to the Colonial Office that an impending 

bill would make it illegal not to indicate the presence of 

explosives in cargo holds and that the Agent General for 

South Australia could be assured that the bill would help 

to overcome similar dangers. 

In enforcing the succession of merchant raarine 

acts, the Board of Trade often had courts of inquiry examine 

violations. This procedure concerned the colonies where 

such violations had occurred. Also, questions sometiraes 

arose, within the sphere of influence of the Colonial Office, 

regarding how various sections of the merchant shipping acts 

applied to the colonies. For example, in 1876 there was 

concern as to whether the findings of colonial marine courts 

314. 

323/327. 

^^Gray t o H e r b e r t , Sep tember 8, 1 8 7 3 , C.O. 3 2 3 / 3 1 4 . 

^^CO t o a l l c o l o n i e s , December 3 , 1 8 7 3 , C.O. 3 2 3 / 

64 
Blakeley, The Colonial Office, p. 123. 

^^Gray to Herbert, June 24, August 10, 1876, C.O 
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needed to be confirmed by the colonial governor. Gray 

suggested to Herbert that a notice might be issued to the 

colonies, stating that such a confirraation was necessary 

and should go either through the governor or through the 

6 6 
Colonial Office. Herbert discussed the raatter further 

with Lord Carnarvon, who also agreed, and the colonies 

were then informed. 

In 1880 Sir Arthur Blyth, agent general for South 

Australia, asked the Colonial Office if the British parlia-

ment would be willing to pass legislation establishing 

courts of inquiry for shipwrecks in the colonies. Robert 

Herbert passed Blyth' s question o:.i to the Board of Trade. 

T. H. Farrer responded that it would be "quite impossible 

to frame a Bill for regulating the procedure of Wreck In-

quiries in the Colonies which would suit the circumstances 

of each Colony." Farrer explained that these were raatters 

which depended on the varying institutions and laws of the 

different colonies, and, therefore, should be left to them 

6 fl individually. Herbert relayed Farrer's opinion to Blyth 

saying also that Blyth's suggestion would be encouraged as 

much as possible throughout the colonies without further 

^^Gray to Herbert, August 12, 1876, C.O. 323/327. 
/- '7 

Herbert to Gray, draft, September 20, 1876, C.O 
323/327. 

^^Farrer to Herbert, June 23, 1880, C.O. 323/344. 
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69 Imperial legislation. In this case the Board played a 

role in colonial legislation, negative as it was, prevent-

ing what it considered a bad and unnecessary law from being 

passed. 

By the time Joseph Charaberlain becarae president of 

the Board of Trade, it was concluded that the Board's raer-

chant raarine powers were insufficient. An effort was raade, 

therefore, to expand its pov/ers, especially in the area of 

conducting shipwreck inquiries. The Board attempted to 

elicit support for such an effort from the Colonial Office. 

In November 18 8 3 Gray contacted Herbert to inform him that 

a proposal was being readied by the Board of Trade to ex-

pand its duties under the Act of 1850. Gray also submitted 

"for the information of the Earl of Derby," a copy of a 

stateraent by Joseph Charaberlain stating his proposals for 

legislation, which was to be a coraplete alteration of the 

70 present systera. Basically, the Board of Trade proposed 

stricter control over the British raercantile raarine by 

establishing local raarine courts to answer local raarine 

questions and to inquire into wrecks and casualties. Also, 

the Board proposed to appoint raerchant shipping commis-

sioners to hear appeals frora the local marine courts and to 

examine ships to insure that they met marine regulations. 

^^Herbert to Blyth, July 2, 1880, C.O. 323/344. 

^^Gray to Herbert, November 22, 1883, C.O. 323/354. 
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Both the courts and the comraissioners would fall under the 

jurisdiction of the Board of Trade. •*" Local raarine courts 

and raerchant shipping coraraissioners were to be established 

throughout the empire under Chamberlain's plan, thus the 

appeal for support to the Colonial Office. Even though 

the Colonial Office had no objection to Chamberlain's plan, 

insufficient support frora other sources delayed raajor 

revisions in the raerchant raarine acts of the 1850's until 

72 1894. 

A final exaraple of Board of Trade concern with 

shipping inquiries occurred in 1899. The Colonial Office 

became concerned whether the Queensland Navigation Act of 

1876 and the British New Guinea Act of 1899 were sufficient 

to enable inquiries to be conducted into shipping casualties 

and into the conduct of merchant marine officers. The Board 

of Trade was asked to give an opinion. It answered that 

both acts, especially the British New Buinea Act of 1899, 

were sufficient, but that the Queensland act could be 

araended "in accordance with the suggestions contained in 

the printed Meraorandura on the subject of Shipwreck Inquiries 

which was circulated in the dispatch issued by the Colonial 

71 
Joseph Charaberlain, "Proposals for Establishmg 

Local Marine Courts and Merchant Shipping Commissions," 
October 30, 1883, copy, C.O. 323/354.' 

72 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 108. 
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Office on the 21st March, 1898."^"^ In this instance, the 

Board of Trade commented on colonial legislation and recom-

mended how it could be improved. 

The administration of lighthouses was another Board 

of Trade duty outlined in the marine acts of the 1850's. 

This meant administration of lighthouses in the colonies 

as well as in.Great Britain. In this regard, the Board 

often worked in conjunction with the Colonial Office. In 

186 8 C. C. Trevor of the Board of Trade notified Rogers of 

the Colonial Office that the Board contacted Trinity House 

(the agency in Deptford, Kent, which had earlier adminis-

tered lighthouses) about the types of lighthouse lanterns 

to be considered for future adoption. Trevor also sent ten 

copies of the correspondence to be distributed around the 

Colonial Office. Rogers replied to Trevor that he would 

like 300 copies of the correspondence on lighthouse lanterns 

to distribute to all colonies. Three days later the copies 

had arrived at the Colonial Office and were already on 

75 their way to the colonies. 

The Trinity House (more correctly entitled Trinity 

"^^alker to Wingfield, January 25, 1899, C.O. 
323/442. 

"̂̂ Trevor to Rogers, October 10, 1868, C.O. 323/ 
290. 

7 5 

Rogers to Trevor, October 24, Rogers to all 
colonies, October 27, 1868, C.O. 323/290. 
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House of Deptford Strond) had the responsibility of light-

ing the English coast, lighting and buoying the channels, 

and maintaining and managing the lighthouses, beacons, and 

buoys in England and Wales, the Channel Islands, the adja-

cent seas and islands, and Gibraltar. All Trinity House 

facilities, however, had to submit reports and returns to 

76 
the Board of Trade. Any agencies similar to Trinity 

House in the colonies had to make identical returns to 

the Board of Trade. 

The question of lighthouses in Great Britain and 

the colonies was often discussed on the floor of the House 

of Commons. Chichester Fortescue, during his tenure as 

president of the Board of Trade (1870-1874), was actively 

concerned with lighthouse facilities, and he often reported 

to the House of Commons about various Board investigations 

77 mto better facilities for Great Britam and the empire. 

Evidence of the Board of Trade's concern with light-

houses in the empire is contained in the circular letter 

from the Colonial Office to the colonies on May 11, 1874. 

This letter contained a reprint of a letter from the Board 

of Trade that suggested, araong other things, that "an 

arrangeraent should be raade with the governraents of the 

several colonies to refer all proposals for new Signals 

76 
Kirkaldy, British Shipping, pp. 278-9. 
For an example see: 3Hansard CCV (1871), 338. 
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to that Department and to obtain the approval of the Home 

government before using thera." The circular letter also 

included a stateraent by Lord Carnarvon, the colonial 

secretary, that stressed the need for uniform action: 

In order to carry into effect the suggestions 
contained on the Board of Trade letter in 
which I entirely concur, & request that you 
issue the necessary instructions to the proper 
officers and that you transmit to rae as re-
quested by the Board of Trade copies of all 
local signals in use in the Colony under your 
governraent, indicating at the sarae time those 
which should be inserted in the British and 
Foreign Signal books for use of all Vessels 
trading with the Colony.78 

Within a few days there was a more specific event 

involving the Board of Trade, the Colonial Office, a colony, 

and lighthouses. Farrer notified Herbert that the two 

should raeet at sorae future date to raake "verbal altera-

tions" relative to the local signals approved by the New 

Zealand governraent. More specifically, Farrer wanted both 

Herbert and hiraself to approve the new harbor lights that 

79 had been installed in New Zealand. 

A final example of the Board of Trade's continuing 

interest in the lighthouses and related safety devices in 

the colonies came in 19 01. Walter J. Howell, of the Board 

of Trade, requested Edward Wingfield to ask all colonial 

^^CO to all colonies, draft, May 11, 1874, C.O. 
3 2 3 / 3 1 9 . 

79 F a r r e r t o H e r b e r t , May 14 , 1874 , C.O. 3 2 3 / 3 1 9 . 
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governments "to furnish a list of all life saving stations 

established in the coasts of their respective colonies," 

so the Board would have sorae indication of the signal net-

work throughout the erapire. The Colonial Office replied on 

a letter on March 1 that such a request had been raade, but 

the records indicate that the circular letter stating the 

Board of Trade's request did not actually leave until 

August 30. 

The Board of Trade's concern with checking light-

house conditions in the colonies resulted frora the occa-

sional reluctance of colonies to maintain adequate naviga-

tional signals. Aji example of such a situation occurred 

in Canada in the 1870's. In the United Kingdora part of 

the cost of providing lighthouses fell on the raerchant 

shippers who used thera. Merchant shippers in Canada, how-

ever, resented having to pay part of the cost of lighting 

1000 railes of coastline, and they complained to the Board 

of Trade. Farrer later verified that even though the Cana-

dian merchants were required to help pay for the lights, he 

feared that the ultimate cost would fall on the Canadian 

80 
Howell t o W i n g f i e l d , J a n u a r y 14 , 1 9 0 1 , C.O. 

323 /467 . 
•̂'"Wingfield to Howell, March 1, 1901, CO to all 

colonies, August 30, 1901, C.O. 323/467. 
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82 consumer. 

In addition to lighthouses, the use of interna-

tional signals on vessels of all nationalities was a common 

maritime safety device. Checking international codes was 

one of the more specific responsibilities of the Board of 

Trade. In 18 76, for example, Henry Calcraft, Thomas Gray's 

successor as head of the marine departraent of the Board of 

Trade, sent Lord Carnarvon tv;enty-five copies of a memo-

randura containing the alterations and additions which had 

8 3 been raade in the International Code and Signal Book. 

The Board was attempting to insure that colonial shippers 

would be aware of the latest signals their ships might be 

confronted with on the high seas. Similarly, in 1884, the 

Earl of Derby wished to know whether colonial ships should 

fly their own flags or a British flag. When he asked the 

Board of Trade, Robert Giffen replied that "such vessels 

do not fly a distinguishing flag, but that all British 

Ships, whether registered in the United Kingdom or else-

84 
where, fly the 'Red Ensign' as the National Flag." 

In 1900 the Colonial Office requested from the 

82 
Farrer's testimony, March 13, 18 74, "Royal Com-

mission on Unseaworthy Ships," c.-1027-II, p. 855, Parl. 
Paps., 1874, XXXIV. 

^^Calcraft to Herbert, September 31, 1876, C.O. 
323/319. 

357. 
Giffen to Bramston, August 26, 1884, C.O. 323/ 
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marine department at the Board copies of the International 

Code for colonial vessels. Walter J. Howell of the raarine 

department explained that, since the code was so new the 

Board did not have a sufficient nuraber and that a delay 

would be necessary before additional copies arrived. 

Howell did mention that the Board was "anxious not to have 

to call upon the printers of the New Code for raore copies 

than are absolutely necessary," and he was to inquire 

"whether 10 further copies would not suffice."^^ Charles 

Cox of the Colonial Office answered that since eleven colo-

nies had representative governraents, the Colonial Office 

"would be glad to be furnished (if possible) with 15 
86 

copies." The Board did finally furnish the Colonial 

Office with the requested number of copies as soon as the 

printers were able to fill the Board's order. 

If the system of international signals was to be 

effective, sailors needed to be able to discern different 

colors from a distance. Color blindness tests for sailors 

thus becarae necessary. Under its powers over the British 

merchant raarine, the Board of Trade was involved in the 

testing of merchant raarine officers for color blindness. 

In 1869 an act was passed by the British parliaraent that 

^^Howell to Charles Cox, March 15, 1900, C.O. 
323/453. 

^^Cox to Howell, draft, March 28, 1900, C.O. 
323/453. 
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required such officers to take a color blindness test. In 

1877 the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office agreed that, 

under the act of 1869, the test should be extended to raarine 

officers from some of the colonies. Herbert and Gray deter-

mined that the testing would be raost beneficial to seamen 

from Victoria, Canada, New Zealand, New South Wales, Malta, 

South Australia, and Tasmania. In addition, Gray suggested 

to Herbert that the testing should be extended to "all 

colonies where certificates are issued to officers in the 

Mercantile Marine, whether or not the Act of 1869 has been 

8 7 extended to such Colonies." Here, the two offices working 

together, interpreted the act of 1869 in such a way as to 

extend the intent of the act. Only certified officers were 

required to take the color blindness act. 

Officer certification was another important raerchant 

marine duty of the Board of Trade. This duty was given to 

the Board by the Merchant Shipping Act of 1854. After 

several years of operation, the Board felt the certifica-

tion prograra was successful. Farrer in 1873 expressed the 

view that the system of strict exaraination for officers 

had produced sobriety and a higher standard of education 

8 8 among raarine officers. Thoraas Gray, in the sarae year. 

^^Gray to Herbert, July 27, 1877, C.O. 323/332. 

^^Farrer's testiraony, April 24, 1873, "Royal Com-
mission on Unseaworthy Ships," c 853, p. 23, Parl. Paps. 
1873, XXXVI. 
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indicated that the testing procedure was constantly being 

revised. For example, prior to 1873 it had been possible 

for unqualified officers soraetimes to pass the certifica-

tion process by intensified cramraing. Gray felt that the 

increase in the percentage of failures in 1873 v/as due to 

the revision of the exaraination process "directed to upset 

crararaing." Gray also indicated that by 1873 the Board of 

Trade was adrainistering certification examinations for ship 

89 engmeers. 

It became increasingly difficult for the Board of 

Trade to raaintain standard exarainations for the entire 

empire, however. By the 1890's, Australia had the authority 

to administer her own certification examinations for ship 

masters and mates. In 189 4, therefore, I. B. Walker, under-

secretary to the marine department, sent a meraorandum to 

the Colonial Office suggesting that "steps raight be taken 

to proraote a complete uniformity of system amongst those 

90 Colonies in this respect." An untidy situation would be 

created if each colony had its own standards for qualifying 

ship's officers. Edward Wingfield agreed with Walker, and 

shortly thereafter the Colonial Office indicated in a cir-

cular letter the need for imperial uniformity in officer 

89 
Gray's testiraony, July 18, 1873, "Royal Comrais-

sion on Unseaworthy Ships," c 853, p. 439, Parl. Paps., 
18 73, XXXVI. 

^^Walker to Wingfield, May 11, 1894, C.O. 323/397. 
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certification. With the self-governing colonies becoraing 

increasingly independent and, therefore, less agreeable to 

supervision by the Iraperial governraent, there was little 

that could be done to unify the officer certification 

exarainations. 

In 1900 the Board of Trade inquired about colonial 

legislation involving certified officers aboard British 

ships sailing from one of the colonies. Charles Cox re-

plied to Walter J. Howell of the Board of Trade that the 

Colonial Office had requested copies of the laws, but he 

mentioned that the various colonies were not so willing 

to respond to Colonial office requests as they once had 

been. Therefore, ventured Cox, "should further informa-

tion be desired, I am to suggest than an officer of the 

Board should confer with the Librarian of this Dept. on 

the matter."^^ 

Despite problems with the self-governing colonies, 

the Board of Trade in the early twentieth century was still 

an important source of merchant marine inforraation as evi-

denced by a circular dispatch sent frora the colonial secre-

tary Alfred Lyttelton to all of the colonies. This circular 

contained two copies of the latest revisions of regulations 

3 2 3 / 3 9 7 . 
^•^Wingfield t o W a l k e r , d r a f t , May 1 5 , 1894 , C.O. 

453 
^^Cox to Howell, draft, April 11, 1900, C.O. 323/ 
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pertaining to the exaraination and certification of masters 

and raates in the raercantile raarine. The source of these 

regulations was the Board of Trade. Lyttelton stated in 

his dispatch that he had learned "from the Board of Trade 

that this edition supercedes all previous editions of the 

regulations; and I understand that the Board has sent copies 

Q O 

direct to all such examining Bodies in the Colonies." 

Under the raarine act of 1894, the Board assuraed responsi-

bility for overseeing the examination of candidates for 

pilot's licenses. By a later act of 1913 the Board of 
94 

Trade became the priraary authority for pilot affairs. 

Another merchant marine duty of the Board of Trade 

set out by the various merchant shipping acts was tonnage 
95 

measureraent of both national and international carriers. 

In 1868 Thoraas Gray sent the Colonial Office 400 copies 

of a circular issued by the United States' government stat-

ing that ships bound for the United States must have full 

and complete raanifests of cargo. The Colonial Office was 
96 

instructed to distribute the circular to the colonies. 
Sirailarly Gray warned Rogers that ships frora the colonies 

Lyttelton to all colonies, February 7, 1905, 
C.O. 323/508. 

9 4 
Kirkaldy, British Shipping, p. 276. 

^^Farrer, "The Board of Trade," p. 10. 

96 Gray to Rogers, February 19, 1868, C.O. 323/290 
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had been arriving in the United States with unlawful raani-

festoes. Gray suggested to Rogers that he might warn colo-

nial merchant shippers to be raore dilligent in their atterapt 

97 to stop this practice. Rogers iraraediately sent a circular 

9 8 letter to the colonies with the appropriate warning. The 

dispensing of this type of cargo inforraation was vital for 

smooth trade relations; thus the Board of Trade felt bound 

to warn the colonies. 

Colonial cargo and tonnage problems were frequently 

reported to the Colonial Office, which, on occasion, asked 

the Board of Trade for advice on thera. Since the Board 

usually had copies of colonial legislation relating to this 

topic and was obviously familiar with Imperial guidelines, 

it was a natural choice for the Colonial Office to turn to 

for help. Thus, letters such as the one sent by Gray to 

Herbert in 1871 advising him on the best colonial policy 

99 regarding colonial tonnage were not unusual. The Board 

of Trade also advised the Colonial Office on how the cargo 

and tonnage laws affected other countries and how they 

might relate to the colonies. An example of this occurred 

in 1875, when Gray sent Herbert a copy of an order in 

97 Gray to Rogers, March 15, 1869, C.O. 323/295. 

^^Rogers to all colonies, draft, March 16, 1869, 
C.O. 323/295. 

^^Gray to Herbert, November 13, 1871, C.O. 323/ 
322. 
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council that gave Dutch vessels certain trade advantages 

in tonnage under the Merchant Shipping Act of 1862. Gray 

explained to Herbert, for the benefit of the colonies, 

that the same trade advantages would be extended to vessels 

of other countries if they too adopted British raeasureraents 

100 of tonnage. 

British tonnage was based after 1876 on a bill en-

couraged by Samuel Plimsoll, M.P. frora Derby. Plimsoll 

had been concerned for several years with the loss of life 

owing to over-insured and over-loaded ships. The Merchant 

Shipping Act of 18 76 entrusted the Board of Trade with the 

power of determining a load line on the hull of ships and 

detaining any ship which was overloaded. Although there 

was great opposition to this power of the Board of Trade 

by the raerchant shippers' lobby, on the whole the systera 

1 j -11 102 worked well. 

Whenever revisions were raade in existing raerchant 

shipping regulations, the Board of Trade advised and ex-

plained those revisions that raight affect the colonies to 

officials at the Colonial Office. One such instance arose 

in 1877. There was a new interpretation of section 23 of 

•'"̂ Ĝray to Herbert, Noveraber 8, 1875, C.O. 323/322. 

Low and Sanders, History of England During the 
Reign of Victoria, pp. 276-7. 

102 
Kirkaldy, British Shipping, p. 273. 
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the Merchant Shipping Act of 1876, establishing the raaxiraura 

amounts of deck cargo ships were allowed to carry. This 

was an extension of the Plirasoll legislation of the pre-

vious year. Gray sent Herbert the new interpretation and 

suggested that the colonial officers abroad be inforraed. 

In addition, Gray expressed the Board of Trade's desire 

that "the officers of Custoras in each of the Colonies should 

be instructed to report to the Board of Trade any case in 

which a Ship arrives in the Colonies from the United Kingdom 

carrying Deck cargo in excess of the amount stated on Form 

Surveys 10 4^ in order that the necessary steps raay be taken 

103 in the raatter." Within a few days, the Colonial Office 

. ^ -. ̂ i_ n • 104 mforraed the colonies. 

Another eleraent of raerchant raarine safety of con-

cern to the Board of Trade was the prevention of disease. 

If diseases aboard ship could be prevented, the spread of 

disease throughout the colonies could also be curtailed. 

The Board raade periodic checks of the disease prevention 

regulations in the respective colonies. For example, in 

February 1884, the Board asked the Colonial Office for the 

most current quarantine regulations in the colonies of 

•'"̂ •̂ Gray to Herbert, January 1, 1877, C.O. 323/322. 

•'"'̂ '̂ Herbert to Gray, draft, January 6, 18 77, C.O. 
323/322. 
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105 
Natal and Cape Colony. To dissemmate disease informa-

tion was another method used by the Board for health control 

in the colonies. In 1871 Gray informed the Colonial Office 

that a report on cholera had been issued, and he requested 

that the Colonial Office send this latest information to 

all the colonies by circular letter. 

Finally, the Board of Trade becarae increasingly 

involved in emigration work and the administration of the 

passenger acts. The former responsibility was assumed 

107 from the Colonial Land and Emigration Comraission m 1872. 

At that time there was little imperial interest in eraigra-

tion; thus, any interest that was shown at all was that of 

10 8 the Board of Trade. The Board of Trade felt, for example, 

that it was important to provide information to prospective 

emigrants on conditions in the colonies to which they de-

sired to emigrate. In 19 03, a plan was devised by the 

Board for cooperation between the Iraperial Institute and 

the Eraigrants Information Office. In a letter from A. E. 

Bateman of the Board of Trade to Montagu Omraaney of the 

357. 
•'•̂ T̂revor to Herbert, February 8, 1884, C.O. 323/ 

106^ 

'CHBE, III, 192 

'Gray to Herbert, August 8, 1871, C.O. 323/305. 

107. 

For some examples of the discussion of emigra-
tion in parliament see: 3Hansard CCIX, February 20, 1872, 
773-86; 4Hansard LXXXVI, July 25, 1900, 1164-1264; 4Hansard 
LXXXVII, 661-734. 
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Colonial Office, the forraer explained that the purpose of 

the cooperation was that notice could be displayed at the 

Emigrants Inforraation Office and inserted in the handbooks 

issued to inforra intending eraigrants of the resources of 

1 0 Q the colonies to which they wished to emigrate. 

Closely related to the Board of Trade's emigration 

work was its responsibility for a<±ninistering the passenger 

acts. The prevention of accidents aboard passenger ships 

was a major concern of the Board of Trade. The Board 

obtained this power by the marine legislation of the 1850's 

in the wake of the early emigration rushes of the nineteenth 

century. In one seven-year period, sixty-one ships were 

wrecked, accounting for the loss of nearly 1600 lives. 

After several parliamentary inquiries, the Board of Trade 

was empowered to regulate passenger ships. 

In the area of passenger ship regulation, the Board 

of Trade's jurisdiction extended to the sraallest details. 

Over one hundred surveyors were eraployed by the Board of 

Trade to check passenger ships in such areas as general 

safety, seaworthiness, ventilation, accoraraodations, food, 

484. 

1 09 

Bateraan to Oramaney, March 18, 1903, C.O. 323/ 

Kirkaldy, British Shipping, p. 271. 

There was a series of parliamentary and Royal 
Coramission investigations including those of 1873, 1874, 
1884, 1885, and 1889. 
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medicine, health of erabarking passengers, and the effi-

112 
ciency of the ship's crew. The Board could even set 

standards for the food preparation by requiring ships' 

cooks to be certified by cookery schools approved by the 

113 
Board of Trade. In cases where, as a result of a ship-

wreck, there was a great loss of life, the Board even had 

the power to consolidate the actions of and obtain daraages 

114 for the relatives of persons lost at sea. 

Following the Passenger Act of 1863, there was an 

atterapt to consolidate the passenger regulations through-

out the erapire. By 188 8, however, the Colonial Office was 

forced to admit to the Board of Trade that it had been ira-

possible for the colonies "to consult & agree on identical 

legislation." The Colonial Office was nonetheless hopeful 

that, in light of considerable colonial disharraony, the 

Board of Trade raight be able to amend the act of 18 63 in 

such a manner as to enable all the colonies to agree and 

115 unify their own emigration legislation. As was often 

the case, the self-governing colonies, with increasingly 

Gray's testiraony, July 10, 1873, "Royal Commis-
sion on Unseaworthy Ships," c 85 3, p. 5 85, Parl. Paps., 
1873, XXXVI. 

•'••̂ "̂ Smith, The Board of̂  Trade, p. 118. 

•'••'•Sarrer's testiraony, April 24, 1873, "Royal Com-
mission on Unseaworthy Ships," c 853, p. 75, Parl. Paps., 
1873, XXXVI. 

•̂•'•̂CO to BofT, May 2, 1888, C.O. 379/8. 
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national identies, were unwilling to pattern themselves 

after an imperial mold. 

Many of the Board of Trade's merchant raarine duties 

touched the Colonial Office and the colonies. Practically 

every domestic raarine duty had a colonial counterpart. 

Because the sea was the raost important link between Great 

Britain and her colonies, the Board of Trade, which regu-

lated the raerchant marine, played an important role in 

linking the empire. As the latter half of the nineteenth 

century progressed, the Board's marine responsibilities 

increased, causing it to have a great irapact on the fledg-

ling colonial raerchant marines. One additional merchant 

marine activity of the Board of Trade was to tabulate items 

such as numbers of emigrants, total ship tonnage, and ship-

wreck casualty figures. The following discussion on the 

Board of Trade and statistics is a more appropriate place 

to indicate the statistical activity of the Board of Trade. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE BOARD OF TRADE AND STATISTICS 

The Board of Trade, more than any other department 

of state, was concerned with compiling accurate statistics 

for both the United Kingdom and the empire. The Board 

first established a statistical department in 1832, and 

thereafter its statistical duties steadily increased. 

G. R. Porter, the author of Progress of the Nation, was 

the creator of this department, and he ably served as its 

2 

first assistant undersecretary. In the second half of the 

nineteenth century such men as Robert Giffen, James Valpy, 

and A. E. Bateman upheld the high standards set by Porter. 

In 1872 the coraraercial and statistical departments of the 

Board of Trade were united, and the same Board personnel 

directed both activities. 

The Board of Trade corapiled statistics on a wide-

ranging variety of topics, including emigration, raines, 

manufactures, prices, trade, shipping, navigation, joint-

stock companies, railways, traraways, wages, hours of labor. 

John Koren, ed., The History of Statistics: Their 
Developraent and Progress in Many Countries (New York: Burt 
Franklin, 1970, orig. pub. 1918), p. 374. 

2 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 211. 
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trade-boards, unemployraent insurance, and strikes. The 

Board also corapiled from information furnished by other 

departraents of the governraent general statistical abstracts 

of the British dorainions and colonies and the principal 
3 

foreign countries. The most important Board of Trade 

statistical responsibility involving the empire was the 

compilation of the Statistical Abstract for the Colonies 

and Possessions of the United Kingdom. Because the Board 

of Trade was the original authority on the plantations, it 

inherited this task in 1864. In 1905 Statistical Abstract 

of the British Empire was begun, but this was the same 

publication under a more modern name. 

The Board of Trade normally had the coraplete coop-

eration of the Colonial Office in the corapilation of colo-

nial statistics. The bureaucratic process of tabulating 

colonial statistics was harapered only by dilatory responses 

to requests for information. Officials in the various 

colonies often felt that the Board of Trade's request for 

statistics were "onerous additions to their legitimate 

work," and they were therefore not eager speedily to com-

ply. On one occasion, in 1875, the Board of Trade and the 

Colonial Office tried to expedite the return of colonial 

3 
Koren, The History of Statistics, pp. 38 3-4. 
4 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 214. 

5 Koren, The History of Statistics, p. 57. 
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statistics for the Statistical Abstract by furnishing the 

colonies with time-saving forms, which needed only blank 
r 

spaces filled in. Despite all attempts to expedite the 

collection of statistics, colonies still needed to be 
7 

prompted to subrait their returns. 

On occasion the Board of Trade found it necessary 

to correspond directly with an individual colony on a 

statistical matter. Such a case occurred in 1891, when 

Giffen personally sent a letter to the colonial secretary 
o 

of Bermuda. Giffen explained that he had been directed 

to enquire whether any sums had been spent from loans on 

public works during the year 1890, and, if so, in what 

amount. He also raentioned that the Board would be pleased 

if information on this matter could be supplied yearly so 
9 

the Board could include it in the Colonial Abstract. 

In addition to preparing the Colonial Abstract, 

the Board of Trade also had the iraportant responsibility 

of ascertaining the total land area of Britain's overseas 

possessions. In 18 84 this survey was begun by a circular 

^Valpy to Herbert, April 28, 1875, C.O. 323/322. 

"^Giffen to Herbert, copy, April 10, 1890, B.T. 
12/28. 

p 
This is an exaraple of the Board of Trade corres-

ponding directly with a colony rather than through the 
Colonial Office. 

9 i_ 

Giffen to Colonial Secretary of Bermuda, March 
17, 1891, B.T. 12/30. 
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letter to the colonies. The Board of Trade requested of 

Lord Derby, the colonial secretary, that "the area of each 

island of separate territory belonging to any Colony or 

possession should be distinguished." In possessions where 

no exact survey had been made, the Board asked that "an 

estimate of such area should be returned accordingly to the 

best information at the disposal of the authorities, and 

the date and basis of such Estiraate stated in the return." 

By 1886 all the statistical returns were in and the total 

figures could be tabulated. In some colonies exact figures 

could be determined. Cyprus, for exaraple, had been sur-

veyed in 18 78 by twenty-eight year old Horatio Herbert 

Kitchener and was found to raeasure 3584 square railes. 

Other areas such as British Guiana was approximated at 

109,000 square miles based an an 1842 map. Still other 

areas such as Heligoland presented no raeans of deterraining 

total square railes. Despite these irregularities, the 

18 84-6 survey atterapted to do the best possible job within 

the existing raeans. In square miles, the European holdings 

equalled 3705; the African territory equalled 261,421; the 

West Indian area equalled 135,223; the North American colo-

nies equalled 3,56 8,542; the Eastern holdings equalled 

•̂ T̂revor to Meade, October 3, 1884, C.O. 323/357. 

•'"•'•A table of these totals is found in the C.O. 
Series 323/357. 
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73,131; and the Australasian areas equalled 3,167,000. 

The total nuraber of square miles possessed by Great 

Britain, excluding Ireland and India, was 7 , 209 , 022. "'•̂  

Another statistical function of the Board of Trade 

was the collection and categorization of acts passed by 

the several colonial legislatures. In 1872 Farrer wrote 

to Herbert asking that the established practice of the 

colonies sending a copy of each act to the Board of Trade 

not be allowed to fall into disuse. Farrer claimed that 

"the set of Colonial acts kept in [the Board of Trade] 

Library would be rendered incomplete, and some inconvenience 

must naturally attend a reference to another office." The 

cost of continuing the practice, maintained Farrer, was 

nominal and "ought not to interfere with arrangements 

necessary for making the Imperial Government thoroughly 

acquainted with the laws which the Colonial portions of 

13 the Empire think fit to pass." Robert Meade assured 

Farrer that Lord Kimberley, the colonial secretary, had 

instructed all colonies to continue to send copies of all 

14 
their legislation to the Board of Trade. 

On some occasions, however, the Board of Trade's 

1 2 T K - ^ Ibid. 

•'"̂ Farrer to Herbert, February 28, 1872, C.O. 
323/308. 

•'"̂ Meade to Farrer, draft, March 14, 1872, C.O. 
323/308. 
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zeal for statistical thoroughness was beyond the ability 

of the colonies or the Colonial Office to satisfy. In 

1880 the Board of Trade requested the Colonial Office to 

supply copies of old colonial acts missing in the Board's 

files. The Colonial Office replied that since many of 

1 5 these acts were out of prmt, it could not comply. 

The Board of Trade felt that one of its im.portant 

responsibilities was the collection of trade figures from 

the colonies. These figures normally ended up in fiscal 

blue books. Here again, however, the response of the colo-

nies was often slow or non-existent. The Board of Trade 

would then complain to the Colonial Office, attempting to 

elicit the desired response. For example, in 1879 Sir 

Robert Giffen complained to Herbert that the governor of 

British Honduras had stopped including export returns in 

his blue book report. The governor had instead suggested 

another method of data collection for his colony. Giffen 

protested to Herbert: 

It appears to this Board very desirable that the 
tables contained in the Colonial Blue books should 
be as far as possible be prepared on a uniform 
systera, so as to adrait intercomparison . . . and 
the change raade by the Governor of Honduras as it 
is a departure frora the practise of other Colonies 
is inconvenient.16 

12/14. 

-̂ ĈO to BofT, July 28, 1880, C.O. 379/5. 

•^^Giffen to Herbert, copy, January 1, 1879, B.T. 
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The Colonial Office supported the Board of Trade 

in this raatter and several raonths later Giffen reported 

to Herbert that the governor of British Honduras was again 

following the instructions of the Board of Trade. Because 

this incident and others like it were concluded success-

fully, the flow of trade inforraation continued sraoothly. 

Giffen drew a clear conclusion: 

This Board believe from the result of the pro-
ceedings in regard to registering the Import 
and Export trade of this country that by a 
little pressure being brought on thera [the 
British colonial officials in the colonies], 
the Agents and forwarding Merchants would soon 
be better inforraed as to the nature of the 
goods which they receive and forward.l7 

In 1872 the Colonial Land and Eraigration Comraission 

transferred some of its duties to the Board of Trade, and 

the statistical department began compiling the statistics 

for emigration to the colonies and elsewhere. The Board of 

Trade usually calculated these figures by simply totaling 

the migrants listed on the passenger lists of comraercial 

vessels. The passenger lists were prepared by the various 

shipping companies and then turned over to the Board of 

Trade. Once the emigration figures had been tabulated, 

the Board usually sent copies of the totals to the various 

18 colonies. This practice was continued until World War I, 

"'"̂ Giffen to Herbert, copy, May 12, 1879, B.T 
12/14. 

"'"̂ Valpy to Herbert, copy, Julv 26, 1875, B.T 
12/11. 
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when an annual review of migration figures began to appear 

19 in the Board of Trade Journal. 

Another statistical responsibility relating to the 

merchant marine was the compilation of the total nuraber of 

persons eraployed as searaen on British ships. This becarae a 

regular function of the statistical departraent after 1872. 

By the 1890's, the statistical department was also con-

cerned with the number of seamen in the colonies. In April 

1891 Henry Calcraft asked if the Colonial Office would re-

quest the colonies to send that information to the Board 

20 of Trade on a regular basis. A few days later a circular 

letter was sent to all the colonies convaying Calcraft's 

. , 21 wishes. 

Although the gathering of statistical information 

was an official duty of the Board of Trade, sometiraes the 

inforraation requested was unusual in nature and seeraed less 

than official. For exaraple, in January 189 0 Robert Giffen 

sent letters to the agents general for Victoria, Queensland, 

New Zealand, Tasraania, the Cape of Good Hope, and Natal 

requesting that they supply returns of the raoney "reraitted 

by settlers abroad to their friends in the United Kingdora 

1 9 
Sraith, The Board of Trade, p. 224. 

^^Calcraft to Braraston, April 28, 1891, C.O. 323/ 
384. 

"̂'"Bramston to Calcraft, draft, May 7, 1891, C.O. 
323/384. 
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2 2 

during the year ended 31st Deceraber, 1889." Giffen's 

request raay have appeared personal rather than official, 

but his purpose was to determine the total colonial mone-

tary additions to the total of British domestic moneys. 

The Board of Trade statistical activities were 

more than an academic exercise. These statistics were 

frequently used by the Colonial Office and other depart-

ments in determining policy. In 18 80 Farrer prepared a 

memorandura tabulating the number of occasions betwôen 1874 

and 1880 on which the statistical department advised other 

governmental departments. Farrer listed six occasions when 

the Board of Trade had provided statistical advice to the 

Colonial Office. The Colonial Office had sought informa-

tion on the protection of sugar in New Zealand, the Colorado 

Beetle problem, the Canadian tariff, the Coramittee on Colo-

nial Defence, the English Company of Zanzibar, and the 
23 question of colonial copyright. 

Another occasion when the Colonial Office sought 

Board of Trade statistical information came in 1899 and 

involved British interests in South Africa. The Colonial 

Office desired information on the population totals of the 

Cape Colony, Kimberley, the Orange Free State, the 

^^Giffen to Agent General, copy, January 31, 189 0, 
B.T. 12/28. 

^^Farrer memorandum, January 29, 1880, Gladstone 
Papers, Add. MS 44189. 
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Transvaal, and Natal. For obvious reasons, the Colonial 

Office needed information on the percentages of British, 

Dutch, and natives in each of these areas. The statis-

tical department of the Board of Trade supplied the re-

quested data. 

The statistical department of the Board of Trade 

sometimes raade an extra effort to be cooperative with other 

governraental agencies. In February 19 05 the Colonial 

Office asked the Baord for three copies of the current 

quarterly cotton iraport figures. H. L. Sraith of the sta-

tistical departraent was quick to supply the requested 

figures. Furthermore, he inforraed the Colonial Office 

that "in future, three returns in this forra will be sent 

25 to you at the end of each quarter." 

In late 1895, the Colonial Office received a cora-

munication frora a Mr. M. M. L. Varley of Brussels request-

ing any statistical publications dealing with the labour 

departraent of the Board of Trade. The Colonial Office 

directed this inquiry to the Board of Trade and Robert 

Giffen stated that, since Joseph Chamberlain had specifi-

cally requested that the Board of Trade transmit to Mr. 

Varley copies of its recent publications, the Board was 

CO to BofT, Septeraber 8, 1899, Balfour Papers, 
Add. MS 49717. 

2 5 
Sraith t o Oraraaney, F e b r u a r y 3 , 19 0 5 , C.O. 3 2 3 / 

508. 
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26 

happy to comply. Every indication points to the fact 

that Board of Trade statistics were easily available to 

other governmental agencies and to the public as well. 

It was not in character for the Board to hoard the infor-

mation it obtained and relinquish it only when necessary. 

These few examples show that the Colonial Office had araple 

opportunity to avail itself of the services of the statis-

tical departraent of the Board of Trade. 

Although the relationship between the Board of 

Trade and the Colonial Office was norraally affable, occa-

sionally differences cropped up. When the two offices did 

disagree, it was usually statistical raatters that led to 

the tension. The most comraon cause of initiation v/as the 

Board's insistence that the colonies forward their statis-

tical returns punctually. The Board becarae angry if the 

returns were not on tirae, and the Colonial Office soraetiraes 

became irritated if the Board complained to a bothersome 

degree. 

An example of such irritation was displayed in 

1871. The Board of Trade asked to be supplied with a brief 

summary of the Colonial Office's commercial duties. The 

Board regarded this as a routine request, but Herbert was 

incredulous. He complained in an office minute that it 

was impossible to give a detailed description of all the 

^^Giffen to Meade, January 3, 1896, C.O. 323/407. 
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comraercial duties discharged by his office. Since all the 

colonies were engaged in coraraerce, the Colonial Office was 

naturally involved when it atterapted to direct colonial 

legislation and recoraraend action on matters such as rail-

roads and telegraphs. VJhat the Board of Trade was asking 

27 
for was irapossible to render in short suraraary form. A 

2 8 

letter to that effect was sent to the Board of Trade. 

The Board of Trade most irritated the Colonial 

Office by constantly asking that office to expedite the 

statistical returns from the colonies. In 1895 the Board, 

in the process of compiling its returns, noticed that all 

the colonies had returned their statistical forras except 

Canada. This prompted Giffen to request that, since the 

other reports were already at the printer's, Canada's re-
29 port be imraediately supplied. Several days later the 

Colonial Office furnished the Canadian report "which had 

30 just been received. " It cannot be ascertamed whether 

the Colonial Office, consciously or unconsciously, had 

been sitting on the report, but the incident proved irri-

tating to both sides. 

^'^Herbert's rainute, March 30, 1871, C.O. 323/305. 

^^CO to BofT, draft, April 6, 1871, C.O. 323/305. 

^^Giffen to Wingfield, December 5, 1898, C.O. 
323/401. 

•^^Wingfield to Giffen, draft, December 9, 1898, 
C.O. 323/401. 
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Neither discord nor irritation characterized a 

similar incident in 19 04. Francis Hopwood sent the Colo-

nial Office the proofs of a report on cotton production 

in the British Empire and in Egypt. Before the report was 

laid before parliament in its final form, the Board re-

quested that the Colonial Office give its observations and 

31 suggestions for revision. Charles Lucas replied that the 

report was fine as far as it went, but it failed to include 

the state of cotton production in the West Indies. He 

generously enclosed, therefore, a dispatch from the West 

. . . 32 

Indies contammg the necessary cotton mformation. The 

corrected report was then presented to fne House of Commons. 

The Board of Trade's statistical department acquired 

over the years a high reputation for accuracy. The House 

of Comraons was clearly irapressed with the statistical work 

of the Board of Trade. Statistical data frora the Board was 

repeatedly used in debates, by Board officials or others, 

to strengthen political arguments. In 1873 Sir John 

Pakington, a former colonial secretary, moved that a Royal 

Commission investigate the high number of shipping acci-

dents. The basis of his request were shipwreck and casualty 

323/496. 

•̂'•Hopwood to Ommaney, March 31, 19 04, C.O. 32 3/49 6. 

•̂ L̂ucas to Hopwood, draft, April 15, 1904, C.O. 
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figures furnished by the Board of Trade.^"^ As a result 

of Pakington's request, a Royal Comraission on Unseaworthy 

Ships was appointed in 1873 and again in 1874.^"^ In 1876 

Charles B. Adderley, the president of the Board of Trade, 

spoke to the House on several occasions on the need to 

revise the existing merchant shipping legislation. When 

enough interest in shipping legislation revision was gen-

erated, it was Adderley and his staff at the Board of Trade 

who framed the bill which ultiraately becarae the Merchant 

Shipping Act of 18 76. •̂^ 

Modern economic historians have dubbed the period 

between 1873 and 1896 the "Great Depression."^^ By the 

1880's many persons in Great Britain were aware of their 

country's econoraic shortcoraings. The trade figures frora 

the Board of Trade were sorae of the raost daraaging evidence 

to indicate the econoraic condition of the country. In a 

speech before the House of Coraraons in 18 83, Lord Randolph 

Churchill gave a severe warning concerning Britain's cur-

rent condition. To fortify his arguraent, he quoted figures 

•̂ •̂ Ĥansard CCXIV (1873), 1336. 

34 
"Royal Coraraission on Unseaworthy Ships," c 85 3, 

Parl. Paps., 1873, XXXVI; "Royal Commission on Unseaworthy 
Ships," C.-1027-II, Parl. Paps., 1874, XXXIV. 

^^3Hansard CCXII (1876), 125. 

36 
Peter Mathias, The First Industrial Nation: An 

Econoraic History of Britain, 1700-1914 (New York: Scrib-
ner's Sons, 1969), p. 395. 
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supplied by the Board of Trade.-̂ *̂  In 1884 Board of Trade 

president Joseph Charaberlain made a sirailar speech in par-

liament. Chamberlain used statistics furnished by his 

statistical and merchant marine departments to prove that 

in the midst of the depression ship building was down. 

Throughout the empire, in fact, "there was a great deal of 

3fi 

depression on the shipping trade." 

Many merabers of the House of Comraons had greater 

faith in political arugraents when they were bolstered by 

data frora the Board of Trade. In 1891 Sir Michael Hicks-

Beach, the president of the Board of Trade, comraented in 

parliament on "the reraarkably unaniraous and almost child-

like confidence which the House had expressed in the Board 

of Trade." Since the House had such great faith in the 

Board, Hicks-Beach proposed that its powers be extended 
39 over railway legislation and interference in strikes. 

The labour departraent of the Board of Trade, begun 

in 1886, although not priraarily concerned with statistics, 

did develop into an important source of information. The 

labour departraent was especially useful in providing infor-

mation concerning wages, employraent, and wage-earner condi-

tions. Initially the departraent relied heavily on labor 

^'^3Hansard CCLXXVII (1883), 132. 

^^3Hansard CCLXXXV (1884), 1050; CCXC (1884), 231. 

•^^3Hansard CCCXIX (1891), 986; CCCXLIX (1891), 993 
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and trade union records for its data, but, as the nine-

teenth century progressed, it began to undertake extensive, 

independent inquiries. So useful was this statistical 

service that areas within the erapire, such as India, began 

to copy the statistical capabilities of the Board of 

40 Trade. The general colonial duties of the labour depart-

ment expanded toward the end of the century, but these 

duties can more properly be discussed in the following 

chapter. 

Of all the departments at the Board of Trade, the 

statistical department was raost directly concerned with 

the British overseas possessions. If an average British 

citizen wished to learn about any of the raore obscure and 

remote portions of the empire, he most likely turned to a 

Board of Trade publication or a secondary publication based 

on figures prepared by the Board of Trade. Without the in-

forraation supplied by the Board of Trade, the decisions of 

the Colonial Office, and other policy raaking departraents, 

would undoubtedly have been raore tenuous and less authori-

tative. Thus, if the Board of Trade had had no role in 

imperial affairs other than the preparation of statistical 

digests such as the Colonial Abstracts, that role would 

have been substantial. 

40 Koren, The History of Statistics, pp. 375, 423. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE BOARD OF TRADE AND INDUSTRY 

The industrial duties of the Board of Trade were 

the most varied of all that it conducted. Under the gen-

eral heading of industrial duties, the Board was active 

in bankruptcy, standards, patents, copyrights, labor, and 

railroads. The Board's responsibilities in these areas 

changed considerably over the years, but the Board was 

primarily concerned with how these areas or problems would 

affect British trade. The Board saw its industrial respon-

sibilities as divided into seven areas: promotion of the 

arts and sciences affecting industry, the maintenance and 

enforcement of uniform standards of weight and measures, 

the safeguarding of industrial inventions and designs 

against imitators, the provision of raeans for financing 

industrial activity stimulated by technical discoveries, 

the protection of the public against monopoly, the adrain-

istration of bankruptcy procedure, and the assistance in 

labor disputes and the administration of uneraployraent 

insurance. Not all of these activities concerned the 

empire. Some did, however, have application to the colonies. 

Sraith, The Board of Trade, pp. 151-2 
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and the result was an increase in the Board of Trade's 

administrative role in the British empire. 

One of the Board of Trade's industrial concerns 

that included the overseas possessions was bankruptcy. 

The basis for the Board's role in the adrainistration of 

bankruptcy was Joseph Charaberlain's Bankruptcy Act of 1883, 

passed while Charaberlain was president of the Board of 

Trade. This act, one of the raost iraportant passed by Chara-

2 berlam while at the Board of Trade, transferred to the 

Board all of the adrainistrative functions that formerly 

had been exercised by the courts. A special sub-department 

of the Board of Trade was established to adrainister these 

duties. Until well into the twentieth century, the Board 

of Trade played the largest role in adrainistering bank-

3 
ruptcy proceedings. Therefore, m 1899, when the govern-

ment of the Gold Coast questioned the-Colonial Office about 

the effectiveness of its proposed bankruptcy legislation, 

the Colonial Office sought advice on the matter from the 

Board of Trade. The Board suggested that the Gold Coast 

bill be redrafted with the addition of a clause providing 

for a British trustee as an advisor in difficult cases of 

bankruptcy. This advice was taken, and, as a result. 

^Ensor, England, 1870-1914, p. 87. 

3 
Sraith, The Board of Trade, p. 17 3. 

^Boyle to Wingfield, June 23, 1899, C.O. 323/442 
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both the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office played an 

iraportant part in the bankruptcy laws of the Gold Coast. 

Beginning in the 1880's, the Board of Trade also 

becarae increasingly involved in labor affairs. For exaraple, 

by that tirae there was agitation for cheaper urban trans-

portation. Many English cities were becoraing so crowded 

that it was difficult for raerabers of the working classes 

to find lodgings near the central districts, where they 

were usually eraployed. In 1883, therefore a Cheap Trains 

Act was passed requiring railway corapanies to provide more 
r 

workingraen's trains as directed by the Board of Trade. 

By 1883 the Board already had wide jurisdiction over rail-
7 

ways. The trains act, nonetheless, was an early atterapt 

to benefit the working classes through the offices of the 

Board of Trade. 

In 18 86 the Board of Trade forraed an unofficial 

labor departraent deisgned to collect labor statistics, a 

In 1899 the Board of Trade requested the Colonial 
Office to help update the Board's file of bankruptcy legis-
lation. The Colonial Office proraptly supplied the Boardof 
Trade with the raissing copies of colonial bankruptcy legis-
lation passed after 1883. Cox to Boyle, draft, May 3, 
1899, C.O. 323/442. 

^E. H. P. Brown, The Growth of British Industrial 
Relations (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1959), p. 10. 

See discussion beginning on page 12. 
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development urged by Board president A. J. Mundella.^ In 

1893 the exaraination of labor conditions was added to the 

coraraercial and statistical department, thereafter called 

the comraercial, labour, and statistical departraent. Data 

gathered by the Board was published in the Abstract of 

9 
Labour Statistics, a compilation which in no way excluded 

Imperial labor statistics. The Board of Trade was inter-

ested in alraost all colonial labor raatters, as evidenced by 

its desire for "early and coraplete information with regard 

to all the Laws and regulations affecting Labour that may 

be brought into operation in the Colonies." The Colonial 

Office was very cooperative in supplying this information. 

By the early 1890's, the Board of Trade had already 

been for sorae time acting as an unofficial labor arbitrator. 

With the passage of a consolidation act in 1896, parliament 

explicitly recognized the Board's right to intervene in 

industrial disputes. For the next twenty years, until the 

establishment in 1917 of the Ministry of Labour, the Board 

p 
W. M. Stern, Britain Yesterday and Today: ^ 

Outline Economic History frora the Middle of the Eighteenth 
Century (London: Longman's, 1962), p. 123. 

9 
Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 219. 

•'•̂ Bateman to Cox, October 11, 1902, C.O. 323/475. 

•'••'•Cox to Bateraan, October 28, 1902, C.O. 323/475. 
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12 won high praise as a labor referee. The extent of this 

arbitration power was surprising, even to sorae officials 

at the Board. As late as 1891, Hicks-Beach had scoffed at 

the idea that his office should serve in such a capacity. 

That the Board should set up a body to corapel striking 

parties to agree Hicks-Beach called "nothing more or less 

13 than a chimera." His estimation proved to be extreraely 

inaccurate as the Board served as arbitrator in several 

important labor disputes. One writer has even gone so far 

as to argue that the chief economic iraportance of the Glad-

stone government of 1892 was the developraent of the powers 

of the Board of Trade, "to which Mundella brought the ener-

gies of a business raan with a lifelong experience in the 

14 organisation of labour under trade union conditions." 

Despite the Board of Trade's ever-increasing labor 

powers, it tried not to be arbitrary in its decisions. For 

exaraple, in 189 3 there was a dock dispute at Hull in which 

the Board served as an arbitrator. Nevertheless, at the 

conclusion of the arbitration, A. J. Mundella argued in the 

House of Coramons that "it has always been the practice of 

1 2 
R. S. Sayers, A History of Econom.ic Change m 

England, 1880-1939 (London: Oxford University Press, 
1967), p. 124. 

•̂ •̂ 3Hansard, CCCXLIX (1891), 987. 

•'•'̂ William Page, ed. , Coramerce and Industry (London: 
Constable & Co., 1919), p. 343. 
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the Board of Trade not to interfere in a labour dispute if 

they can possibly avoid it." 

The act of 1896 gave the Board of Trade the power 

to inquire into the causes of labor disputes, and, if the 
1 r 

Board saw fit, to begin conciliation proceedings. Al-

though this act gave the Board no compulsory powers, the 

Board's conciliation work continued, and, by 1908, the 

labour department of the Board appointed arbitration courts. 

Parties wishing to avail theraselves of these courts applied 
17 directly to the Board of Trade. In 1911 the Board's 

arbitration work was put under a "Chief Industrial Commis-

18 
sioner," who wan appointed by the Board of Trade. 

The growth of the labor movement in the United 

Kingdom was watched closely by the new, developing unions 

in the self-governing colonies. Sometiraes there were meet-

ings between members of British unions and fledgling unions 

19 in the colonies. In sorae cases, the colonies even antic-

ipated the British governraent in labor legislation. In 

1900 and 1901 respectively, Western Australia and New South 

•'•^4Hansard, XI (1893), 439. 

16 Stern, Britain Yesterday and Today, p. 124; Sraith, 
The Board of Trade, pp. 182-3. 

•̂ '̂ Stern, Britain Yesterday and Today, p. 124. 

""•̂ Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 183. 

"'"̂ B. C. Roberts, The Trades Union Congress, 1868-
1921 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1958), p. 298. 
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Wales passed bills providing for compulsory arbitration.^^ 

Colonial interest in labor matters was also indicated by 

their desire to discuss such matters as labor exchanges 

and labor statistics at the colonial conferences of the 

21 early twentieth century. 

Unlike the Board of Trade's labor powers, which 

evolved over a period of years, the Board acquired the 

power to regulate the weights and measures of the United 

Kingdora and the erapire by a single act of parliaraent in 

1866. This act gave custody of the standards to the Board 

of Trade. It was, therefore, the Board's duty periodically 

to check the standards in Great Britain and the erapire for 

deviations from the exact measures. Systematic comparisons 

were to be made against "Parliamentary Copies" every ten 

years. The actual standard yard, for exaraple, was the 

distance between two gold studs erabedded in a bar thirty-

eight inches long and kept at a temperature of sixty-two 

degrees. By an act of 1889 the Board was erapowered to 

allow local authorities to raake their own inspections under 

the supervision of the Board of Trade. The colonial gov-

ernraents did verify their own standards, but they were 

20 
Brown, The Growth of British Industrial Relations, p. 188. 

21 
CHBE, III, 431. 
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still annually checked by the Board of Trade.^^ 

The various industrial responsibilities of the 

Board of Trade occasionally caused probleras with the 

colonies and the Colonial Office. In 1891 a perplexing 

question arose, the resolution of which had considerable 

effect on industrial relations between Great Britain and 

her erapire. Specifically, a problem arose concerning the 

International Union created by the Industrial Property 

Convention, which was, in effect, the agency that laid the 

23 

groundwork for European mdustrial conf erences . Certam 

colonies questioned the Colonial Office about joining the 

Union. The Colonial Office contacted the Board of Trade, 

the British agency most closely involved with the Conven-

tion, and asked whether each colony should be given a vote 

upon joining the International Union or whether the empire, 

as a whole, was to be considered as one voting meraber. 

The question posed was a difficult one, but, after 

serious consideration, Henry Calcraft of the Board replied 

to the colonial request. "The Iraperial Governraent pos-

sesses but a single vote at the deliberations of the con-

gress," began Calcraft, "and would Consequently, if the 

vote were given to each Colony, be exposed to be outvoted." 

Therefore, explained Calcraft, allowing individual votes 

^^Sraith, The Board of Trade, pp. 160-3. 

^•^lbid. , p. 207. 
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for each of the colonies might prove dangerous. The Board 

was also "disposed to think that difficulty might possibly 

arise in the future from the occurrence of divergent views 

on matters of comraercial policy and interest on the part 

of the respective governraents." Calcraft concluded, there-

fore, by hoping "that it [might] be found practicable, 

while meeting the wish of a Colony to join the Union, to 

24 avoid a decision on the question of the vote." This 

vexing question of colonial representation proved difficult 

again during the first world war and the following peace 

conferences. 

Another problera involved the Iraperial Institute, 

chartered in 18 88 to proraote the econoraic unity of the 

erapire. The Imperial Institute, located in London's South 

Kensington, had become a scientific and research center 

for the empire. Between 19 02 and 19 07, the Institute 

25 
functioned under the authority of the Board of Trade, 

although the Colonial Office was the most logical govern-

mental agency to adrainister it. In 1907 the Colonial 

Office assumed this responsibility, but during the pre-

ceding five years a certain rivalry developed between the 

Colonial Office and the Board of Trade. Early in 19 03 the 

^^Calcraft to Wingfield, March 11, 1891, C.O 
323/384. 

^^CHBE, III, 456. 
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Board of Trade, in the midst of a promotion campaign for 

the Institute, sought to encourage participation in the 

Institute by the various colonies. Francis Hopwood ex-

pressed the hope that the Board's raemorandura would "raeet 

2 fi 
the views" of the Colonial Office. One Colonial Office 

clerk was not irapressed with the Board of Trade proposal, 

minuting in the margin of Hopwood's letter: "He is illog-

27 
ical." Nonetheless, the Colonial Office circulated the 

2 8 
Board's memorandum as requested. 

Although the Board of Trade administered the Impe-

rial Institute, there was also an advisory body called the 

Imperial Institate Committee, on which the Colonial Office 

was represented. Until 1904, the Colonial Office repre-

sentative was Sir Robert Herbert, despite the fact that he 

had officially retired in 1892. In June Herbert was re-

placed by Charles Lucas, an assistant undersecretary at the 

Colonial Office. On hearing of his replacement, Herbert 

. . 29 
expressed pleasure at being relieved of the position. 

On can only speculate whether the Board of Trade was 

484. 
Hopwood t o Oraraaney, J a n u a r y 1 5 , 19 0 3 , C.O. 32 3 / 

2 7 • • 
Handwritten marginal coraraent, ibid. 

^^CO to all colonies, January 24, 1903, C.O. 323/ 
484. 

323/496. 

2 Q 
Herbert's telegram to Lucas, June 13, 1904, C.O. 
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responsible for his dissatisfaction with the Imperial 

Institute Committee. 

The director of the Imperial Institute frora 1903 

to 192 4 was Sir Wyndham Rowland Dunstan, who had previously 

been professor of chemistry at the Pharmaceutical Society's 

School of Pharraacy. As director, Dunstan tried to proraote 

the cheraical resource capabilities of the erapire.'̂ ^ Early 

in 1905, Dunstan wrote a report on the resources of Ceylon, 

which was published by the Colonial Office. News of the 

publication in the newspapers hastened a query by the Board 

of Trade. H. L. Sraith, speaking for the Board, asked 

tersely: "In future if you contemplate publishing such 

31 reports will you let us see a proof beforehand?" As 

adrainistrator of the Imperial Institute, the Board natu-

rally assumed that it should have had prior notification. 

The Colonial Office response was unsatisfactory to 

the Board of Trade. In the meantime, Smith had discussed 

the raatter with Board president Gerald Balfour. Smith 

included the gist of that discussion in his next letter 

to the Colonial Office: 

30 
L. G. Wickham Legg and E. T. Williams, eds., The 

Twentieth Century Dictionary of National Biography, 1941-
1950 (Oxford: Oxford University University Press, 1950), 
p. 227. 

323/508. 

31 
Sraith to Lucas, private, February 2, 1905, C.O. 
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He [Balfour] agrees with our view that it is 
important that at some stage we should have 
an opportunity of seeing what another Depart-
ment is proposing to publish based on reports 
furnished to them by one of our officers. He 
wishes rae to point out to you how much greater 
would be the inconvenience & delay, if as the 
result of the adoption of your view, we should 
have to insist in all these Reports passing 
through the Board of Trade before they reach 
you. I know you value direct coraraunication 
with the Institute & it does not seera to rae to 
be an onerous condition that in the few cases 
in which you publish Imperial Institute Reports 
you should let this Department see a proof. 

You may be sure that we shall take care not to 
let this arrangement cause delay & inconvenience. 32 

The force of Smith's letter and the implied threat of having 

all reports pass first through the Board of Trade caused 

Lucas, who had drafted the earlier Colonial Office reply, 

to report the episode to his colleague, F. R. Round: 

Mr. Dunstan drew up recently a scientific report 
for the Ceylon governraent which we printed in 
our Miscellaneous Series, Mr. Llewellyn Smith 
seeing it noticed in the papers wrote to rae 
privately asking that proofs in such cases raight 
always be subraitted to the Board of Trade. I 
wrote back deprecating this suggestion & saying 
that on purely technical matters it was under-
stood that we might deal direct with the Board 
of Trade. This is his answer & I have replied 
without further comment that Mr. Balfour's 
decision is noted & we will guide ourselves by 
it & send proofs in the future to the Board. 
Will you have this registered & circulated to 
departments.33 

This was a minor, perhaps insignificant episode, yet both 

•^^Smith to Lucas, February 15, 1905, C.O. 323/508. 

^^Lucas to Round, February 15, 1905, C.O. 323/508. 
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offices could have emerged disgruntled. For Smith's part, 

it was easy to believe that the Colonial Office was trying 

to avoid Board of Trade control. Lucas, on the other hand, 

could not help but reflect on the seeraing high-handedness 

of the Board of Trade. Any potential rivalry was cooled, 

however, when in 19 07 the adrainistration of the Iraperial 

Institute becarae a Colonial Office responsibility. 

Another industrial responsibility of the Board of 

Trade was the adrainistration of British railways. State 

regulation of the railroads was greatly increased because 

of an inquiry in 1872 by a joint committee of both houses 

of parliament. This committee was presided over by Chi-

chester Fortescue, president of the Board of Trade, and 

the comraittee report was drafted largely by T. H. Farrer. 

The thrust of the report was that the government had a 

responsibility to protect the public from the dangers 

arising from railway amalgaraation. Much of the Board of 

Trade's railway responsibility during the reraainder of the 

34 
nineteenth century dealt with such public protection. 

Although it has been argued that the committee 

report of 1872 "contained nothing which had any effect 

35 
on checking or regulating monopoly," sorae aspects of 

^^Smith, The Board of Trade, pp. 134-5. 

"^^Edward Cleveland-Stevens, English Railways: 
Their Development and their Relation to the State (New 
York: E. P. Dutton, 1915), p. 78. 
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increased governraental regulation can be ascertained. The 

Board becarae involved in such regulatory activities as re-

quiring better safety devices on trains, reducing the hours 

of railwaymen's work, and reducing and restricting the 
•j r 

rates charged by companies. "̂'̂  Although the Board had the 

power to levy small fines, its greatest leverage over the 

railway companies was its power to grant new lines. If a 

company was found in violation of a Board of Trade railway 

regulation, Board inspectors were likely to become dissat-

isfied with the company's existing lines and therefore to 

refuse permission for additional lines. 

The Board of Trade also served as conciliator in 

railway disputes. A parliaraentary report in 1911 stated 

that between 1889 and 1907, the Board dealt with 1577 cases 

and in over one thousand cases settlements "more or less to 

the satisfaction of the coraplainants" were obtained or, at 
38 least, explanations were accepted. 

The closing decades of the nineteenth century wit-

nessed a boom in railway construction, a boom that included 

British colonies such as Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 

36 
Henry Parris, Government and the Railways in the 

Nineteenth Century Britain (Toronto: Toronto University 
Press, 1965), p. 212. 

^^lbid., p. 214. 

38 
"Report of the Departraental Comraittee on Railway 

Agreeraents & Amalgamations (1911), Cd. 5631, 26; cited by 
Parris, Government and the Railways, p. 215. 
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A large portion of the expense of this construction came 

39 
from Great Britam. Nevertheless, of all the departments 

at the Board of Trade, the railway departraent probably 

handled the sraallest volurae of Iraperial business. Many of 

the colonies had only priraitive beginnings of a railway 

systera, and the raore developed colonial railway systeras, 

such as those in the self-governing colonies, often had 

their own railway departraents. The raajority of Board of 

Trade involveraent with colonial railroads fell into one of 

two categories. Either the Board asked for or sent infor-

raation to those colonies with railraods, or it dealt with 

specific railway problems in individual colonies. 

An example of the former category was a circular 

letter issued by the Board of Trade via the Colonial Office 

in 18 75. On that occasion the colonies were inforraed that 

the Board was "anxious to obtain certain information as to 

the position and progress of Railways in the various Colo-

nial Possessions of Great Britain." In other words, the 

Board wanted information on the colonial railways. An 

example of the latter categoiry occurred in 1876, when the 

railway department inquired, very properly, through the 

Colonial Office about specific railway conditions in 

^^Gordon, The Moment of Power, p. 91. 

^^BofT to CO, December 15, 1875, C.O. 323/322. 
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British Guiana, Malta, and Maritius. ̂-̂" These two exaraples 

are typical of the Board of Trade's iraperial railway 

responsibilities. 

A further exaraple of the Board's interest in colo-

nial railways carae in 18 71, when it was authorized to write 

a report on the state of the British railway systera. This 

report, concluded in 18 72 by Captain H. W. Tyler, contained 

sorae sections relevant to the railways in the empire. The 

report was distributed to the members of the cabinet as a 

42 statistical study on railway progress. In 1888 Alexander 

Pendel was commissioned to write a coraparative report on 

"Irish versus Indian Railways" for the s^cretary of state 

for India, Lord Cross. Pendel planned to rely heavily on 

statistics furnished by the railway department of the Board 

of Trade. On this occasion, however, there was a dearth of 

railway statistics supplied by the Board. For the sake of 

his comparison, Pendel asserted that more up-to-date sta-

43 
tistics were needed frora the Board of Trade. The Board 

was involved in sorae aspects of the erapire's railways, but, 

as this latter example shows, some people felt that the 

Board was not involved enough. 

"̂•""BofT to CO, forwarded to British Guiana, Malta, 
and Mauritius, April 11, 1876, C.O. 379/4. 

^^Tyler Report, January 3, 1872, Granville Papers, 
P.R.O. 30/29/56. 

"^^lexander M. Pendel, "Irish Versus Indian Rail-
ways," June, 1888, Balfour Papers, Add. MS 49697. 
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The Board of Trade was also interested in the 

infant automobile industry, although the period of this 

study barely touches the early beginnings of the automo-

bile as a popular means of transportation. Early in 1903 

the Board of Trade was approached by the Automobile Club 

of Great Britain, which was seeking inforraation frora the 

various colonial governraents on the state of their respec-

tive autoraobile industries. The Board of Trade was contacted 

because of its close connection with the railway industry. 

The British autoraobile club wished to encourage and stirau-

late raerabership in sirailar clubs in the colonies. The 

Board of Trade felt the automobile industry was on the rise 

and deserved legitimate assistance. It was an industry 

which the Board believed would prove econoraically sound 

both at horae and in the erapire. The Board, therefore, 

urged the Colonial Office to contact the colonies and to 

gather the requested inforraation which could then be pub-

44 lished in the Board of Trade Journal. 

Because of its own enthusiasm, the Board of Trade 

must have been disappointed by the coldness of the Colonial 

Office reply. The Colonial Office agreed that the automo-

bile industry deserved legitiraate help, but the collection 

of inforraation was another matter. It deraanded to know the 

Bateraan to Oramaney, January 20, 1903, C.O. 32 3/ 
484. 
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exact nature of the desired information before contacting 

the colonial governors. Charles Cox was almost sarcastic 

in his reply to the Board: "I ara accordingly to suggest 

that before asking the Colonies for the necessary infor-

raation on the questions asked by the Autoraobile Club they 

should be redrafted in a form which would be more likely 

45 to elicit useful information." Perhaps no affront was 

intended; perhaps the Colonial Office was simply reacting 

against a request which would result in new worlds of 

paperwork. 

The two most burdensorae topics related to indus-

trial growth in the erapire were patents and copyrights. 

By the end of the nineteenth century, the Board held strong 

authority in both areas, in the erapire as well as at horae. 

Earlier, in the raiddle of the century, there had been a 

strong reaction against patent regulations. One writer in 

a leading econoraic periodical went so far as to anticipate 

46 that "the patent laws will be abolished 'ere long'." One 

force that worked against the anti-patent moveraent was the 

47 Board of Trade. 

^^Cox to Bateman, draft, February 5, 1903, C.O. 
323/484. 

46 
Cited by E. T. Penrose, The Econoraics of the 

International Patent System (Baltiraore: Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1951), p. 15. 

Edith Penrose and Fritz Machlup, "The Patent 
Controversy in the Nineteenth Century," Journal of Econoraic 
History, X (1950), 3. 
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Although the Board of Trade did not gain control 

over the Patent Office until 1883, it had jurisdiction 

over patents for invention much earlier. There are examples 

in the eighteenth century of the Board of Trade deterraining 

4 8 
cases m v o l v i n g the raanufacture of dyes and chemicals. 

There are examples, also, of the Board being involved in 

colonial patent questions prior to 1883. In 1870 the 

Canadian parliaraent asked the Colonial Office to assist in 

drafting a pending law. Earl Granville made some sugges-

tions, and then he sent the bill to the Board of Trade for 

further suggestions and araendraents. In the Board's reply, 

Sir Louis Mallet explained that the Board approved gener-

ally of Granville's suggestions. The Board's priraary objec-

tion to the bill was the one-year residence requireraent for 

persons applying for patents. There was no requireraent in 

Great Britain, and the Board questioned its necessity in 

Canada. Mallet concluded, therefore, that "the Canadian 

Government should be invited to araend the present Act, so 

as to place British subjects generally on the sarae footing 

in Canada as Canadians are placed in England, with reference 

49 
to Patents of inventions." 

Despite the Board of Trade's involveraent in patents 

12/7. 

"^^Smith, The Board of Trade, pp. 184-5. 

^^Mallet to Rogers, copy, February 7, 1870, B.T. 
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in the early nineteenth century, its most important irape-

rial patent work occurred after the passage of the Patent 

Act of 18 83. In that year Joseph Charaberlain sponsored 

one of the raost iraportant measures during his tenure as 

president of the Board of Trade.^° The bill had sorae 

difficulty passing until an amendment was added making it 

applicable to the colonies and India.̂ "'" 

The structure of the act abolished the old 1852 

patent system, which had established a Patent Comraission 

and the approxiraately nine steps necessary to secure a 

patent. Fees were exacted at every step and the total 
c o 

charge for a pacent could run as high as £350. The patent 

legislation of 1883 attempted to centralize and simplify 

patent administration. The Patent Comraission was abolished, 

its judicial powers being extended to a "Coraptroller Gen-

eral," who was given a staff of exarainers. More iraportant, 

the Board of Trade was given authority over the new patent 

office, and all officers, including the Comptroller General, 

were appointed by the Board. Even though the Board super-

vised all the rules and regulations of this office, the 

^^Ensor, England, 1870-1914, p. 87. 

^"^3Hansard, CCLXXXII (1883), 1600. 

52 
First Report of the Patent Commissioners (1852) 

cited by Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 195. 
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5 3 Coraptroller General's judicial decisions were autonoraous. 

By 19 01 there were over 26,000 applications for patents, 

54 and the staff numbered more than 300. 

In 19 02 another important patent act was passed. 

The Board of Trade had become concerned about the increas-

ing nuraber of foreign firras ta' ing out patents in Great 

Britain. The Gerraans and Araericans, in particular, often 

drew up their applications in deliberately obscure language 

in order to obstruct British ventures at developing sirailar 

methods or raachinery. In 1906 over 6,500 of the 14,700 

55 patents granted went to foreigners. A coraraittee was 

appointed in 1901 tc suggest remedies for the problera, and 

its report led to the passage of "An Act to amend the Law 

with reference to application for Patents and Compulsory 
r r 

Licences and other raatters connected therewith." This 

act of 1902 was further araplified by the raore successful 

act of 19 07. All of the mentioned patent acts centered on 

the Board of Trade. More central to this study is the fact 

that colonial interests had to be considered in the drafting 

of this legislation. 

^^The Board of Trade could be appealed to in matters 
of trade marks. 

"̂̂ Sraith, The Board of Trade, p. 197. 

^^Elie Halêvy, The Rule of Democracy, 1905-1914 (New 
York: Barnes & Noble, 1961), p. 16. 

Ibid. 
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During the original drafting of the Patent Act of 

1883, the Board of Trade was concerned with a particular 

imperial question. As Farrer explained to Herbert, the 

original clause 101 of the bill gave "special protection" 

to patentees from foreign countries which adhered to the 

recently-adopted International Patent Comraission. Farrer 

and Charaberlain proposed an amendraent designed "to give to 

Patentees, and owners of Trade Marks and Designs in the 

Colonies, priority similar to that which will under clause 

101 be given to Patentees and owners of Trade marks and 

Designs in such Foreign Countries as adopt the Conven-

57 tion." Farrer wanted to place the colonies on equal terras 

with foreign countries by giving thera the full benefit of 

clause 101. To iraprove colonial patent protection, Farrer 

suggested that clause 101 be araended. First, when any 

British possession raade satisfactory provisions for the 

protection of inventions, designs, and trade raarks, the 

British governraent should have the power, by an order in 

council, to give that colony "special protection" afforded 

by clause 101. Secondly, in the event that any colony 

reneged on its patent protection, the British governraent 

reserved the right to revoke that colony's rights under 

clause 101.^^ Finally, to prevent any confusion in 

"̂̂ Farrer to Herbert, August 2, 1883, C.O. 323/354. 

^ T. H. Farrer, "Patents for Inventions: Araend-
ments," August 2, 1883, C.O. 323/354. 
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terminology, Farrer stated strict definitions for "British 

possession" and "legislature" so there would be no confu-

sion as to who could qualify. Edward Wingfield, speaking 

for the Earl of Derby, argued that the amendraents "suffi-

ciently meet the requirements of the Colonies and may be 

accepted." They were ultimately adopted,^^ and, as 

Joseph Charaberlain related to Gladstone, one effect of the 

bill was to increase the iraportance of the Board of Trade.̂ "'" 

In the fall of 1883, the Board of Trade again sug-

gested additional araendments of the patent bill which 

affected the colonies. In October, Thoraas Gray urged the 

Colonial Office to communicate with those colonies which 

had legislation of their own and invite them to raake 
r y 

arrangeraents for a rautual protection of patents. Gray 

proposed that these colonies corae under the shelter of the 

British patent law. Mr. W. Grey-Wilson, assistant colonial 

secretary for the Gold Coast, supported the Board of Trade's 

plan in 1884. He characterized the act of 1883 as an "enor-

mous boon." The patent situation in raany of the colonies, 

however, still required remedy, because colonial patent 

323/354. 
^^Wingfield to Farrer, draft, August 4, 1883, C.O. 

^^3Hansard, CCLXXXII (1883), 1600. 

•̂'•Chamberlain to Gladstone, August 15, 1883, Glad-
stone Papers Add. MS 4 4125. 

^^Gray to Herbert, October 22, 1883, C.O. 323/354. 
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laws were based on British legislation which, after 1883, 

was obsolete. To overcorae this difficulty, Grey-Víilson 

endorsed "a systera of Patent Federation; or better still, 

an affiliation with the Mother Country for the rautual 

protection of inventors throughout the Erapire."̂ "̂  A patent 

federation plan raight appeal to a crown colony, such as the 

Gold Coast, but not to self-governing colonies like Canada 

and Australia. These colonies refused to support a plan 

which seeraed to reduce their doraestic self-governraent. A 

Board of Trade atterapt to provide iraperial patent protec-

tion for the colonies, therefore, proved unsuccessful. 

The 1883 patent act's applicability to the colonies 

was tested in 18 85 by a case involving Queensland, New 

Zealand, Natal, and Mauritius. Those colonies asked that 

their patent legislation be reviewed, and, if they qualified, 

they wanted to be granted the "special protection" afforded 

by the clause 101 of the 1883 patent act. If their patent 

legislation raet the requireraents that the Board of Trade 

had added to the original bill, they would qualify. A joint 

comraittee frora the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office 

64 met to study the four cases. It decided that the basic 

provision for participation in the British patent act was 

6 3 
Grey-Wilson t o Charaberlain, October 18, 1884, 

C.O. 323/361. 
64 
Robert Giffen, Edward Wingfield, et. aĴ . , joint 

committee raeraorandura, draft, July 23, 1885, C.O. 323/361. 
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"that the Colonial Legislature has made satisfactory pro-

visions for the protection of inventions, designs, and 

trade marks." The committee agreed that this condition 

could not be raet unless a colony's law secured for an 

applicant patent rights equal in the colony to those he 

would receive in Great Britain. A Queensland patent act 

of 1884, was deterrained by the joint coramittee fully to 

satisfy this condition, "being identical rautatis rautandis 

with S 103 of the Iraperial Act." A New Zealand patent act 

of 1883 and a Natal law of 1884, gave essentially the same 

rights to the patentee as afforded by the Imperial act, 

but with slight variations. A Mauritius patent ordinance 

of 1875 was unclear, and, as a result, "no protection in 

Mauritius for designers of trade raarks was registered in 

the United Kingdom." 

The recomraendation of the joint committee was simple, 

It suggested that an order in council be issued applying 

the Imperial act of 1883 to Queensland. The governors of 

New Zealand, Natal, and Mauritius were to be informed, how-

ever, that their colonies did not qualify for this protec-

tion. The patent laws of New Zealand, Natal, and Mauritius 

were not similar enough to the Iraperial act. The coramittee 

notified these three colonies that the Colonial Office would 

advise them, and other colonies as well, of what revisions 

65T.I_ • j Ibid. 
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in their respective patent laws were necessary for thera 

to come under the Imperial law. The committee stated, 

finally, that until the governors had been contacted, they 

should refrain from raaking further applications for an 

order in council applying the Iraperial law to thera.^^ 

In 1889 the abraitious project of creating a uniform 

system of patent laws throughout the empire was suggested. 

Before such a plan could be impleraented, however, the vari-

ous parts of the erapire and their mercantile coraraunities 

had to be consulted. The Associated Chambers of Comraerce 

drew up a questionnaire that was circulated to all the con-

cerned parties. The Colonial Office sen'; a copy of the 

questionnaire to the Board of Trade for its study and 

6 7 
invited its opinion. As in 1884, however, it was diffi-

cult to interest the self-governing colonies in relinquish-

ing their autonoray over an area they suspected would be 

controlled from Whitehall. 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the 

Board of Trade was more involved with patents than ever 

before. The agencies created by the patent bills of 1883 

and 1902 were still adrainistered largely by the Board of 

Trade. The Coraptroller General's patent office, for 

6 6—, . -, 
Ibid. 

^^CO to BofT, Deceraber 23, 1889, C.O. 379/8. 
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exaraple, had a staff of approximtately 6 00 persons by 

6 8 
1906. That office was still adrainistered by the Board 

of Trade. It was not unusual, therefore, for colonite to 

correspond with the Board directly regarding patent diffi-

culties. In 1904 the Board of Trade received a request 

from Natal for raore coraplete information on the protection 

of patents in Great Britain and the colonies. The Comp-

troller General of patents prepared a memorandura for the 

colony, and the Board forv/arded it to the Colonial Office 

69 for transraission to Natal. 

Closely related to the Board of Trade's patent 

duties was its .•:espcnsibility for safeguarding copyrights. 

The principal piece of legislation giving this responsi-

bility to the Board was not passed until 1911, but prior 

to that date it often received and answered copyright ques-

tions. In 1868, for example, the Colonial Office requested 

the Board of Trade's opinion on a recently-passed Canadian 

act relating to "a duty on Foreign reprints of British 

copyright works." Farrer said that he needed "fuller infor-

mation" before he could make a sound judgraent. Until then, 

Farrer explained, "the Board of Trade are unable to forra 

any trustworthy opinion as to the efficacy or expediency 

^^Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 19 8. 

69 BofT to CO, April 22, 1904, C.O. 323/496. 
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70 of the measures now proposed." 

Copyright legislation affecting Canada troubled 

Canadian publishers. As things stood in July 1868, Cana-

dian publishers were required to pay a 12^ percent tax on 

British copyright literature. The publishers complained 

that the sarae works could be brought into Canada in reprint 

form from the United States and sold at a lower price than 

the Canadian publications. They naturally complained to 

the Colonial Office, which, in turn, again approached the 

71 Board of Trade for advice. 

The Board of Trade's reply, prepared by Sir Louis 

Mallet, explained that this situation had arisen because of 

an 1849 agreeraent "under which United States reprints of 

English works entitled to copyright in the United Kingdora 

were aciraitted into Canada on payraent of an Iraport duty, 

instead of being, as in the United Kingdora absolutely pro-

hibited as illegal." Originally an experimental arrange-

ment, it had subsequently been continued. Due to the close 

proxiraity of the United States to Canada, it was extreraely 

difficult to prevent the entry of Araerican publications. 

The only solution was "that the Canadian question should 

be considered in connection with any negotiations conducted 

^^Farrer to Rogers, copy, June 18, 1868, B.T. 12/5. 

•̂'•Mallet to Rogers, copy, July 22, 1868, B.T. 12/5. 
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72 

with the United States Government." The Board of Trade 

spent the rest of the century attempting to insure copy-

right parity between the United Kingdom and her colonies. 

In 1870 Farrer informed Frederic Rogers that a new 

colonial copyright bill was being drafted. The Board of 

Trade had instructed Farrer to draft a bill "enabling a 

person publishing in a Colony to obtain Iraperial copyright." 

Farrer requested the Colonial Office to approve the draft 

73 
bill. The Colonial Office was willing to look at the 

draft, but it was not until the 1880's that any revision 

in the copyright legislation was raade. 

In 18 73 the Colonial Office contemplated a new 

copyright law for Canada. Henry Holland, an assistant 

undersecretary, asked Farrer's opinion on whether such 

legislation was needed and, if so, whether the proposed 

copyright legislation was acceptable. Farrer approved it, 

but as in the case of the copyright bill of 1870, this 

75 Canadian bill was not acted on. 

74 

12/7. 

72 '^lbid. 

7 3 
Farrer to Rogers, copy, February 7, 1870, B.T. 

74 Farrer to Holland, July 22, 1873, C.O. 323/314, 

'''̂ln 1875 the Colonial Office submitted another 
proposal for a copyright bill to the Board of Trade, but 
because a Royal Comraission was studying the issue, the 
Board objected to it, and it was not acted upon. Farrer 
to Herbert, June 23, 1875, C.O. 323/322; Herbert's raemo-
randum, June 24, 1875, ibid. 
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As with patents, the colonies often corresponded 

directly with the Board of Trade regarding copyrights. By 

1874 the practice had becorae so widespreac that Farrer sent 

Herbert a batch of letters that the Board had received from 

colonial governors inquiring about colonial copyrights. 

Farrer suggested that, due to their number, these letters 

76 might be handled by the Colonial Office. 

In 18 86 the Board of Trade, the Colonial Office, 

and the Foreign Office began to work closely together on a 

colonial copyright act. As in the case of the earlier, 

abortive bill, an attempt was made to standardize the copy-

right laws throughout the empire. An effort was also made 

to deal with the festering problera of securing publishing 

rights for colonial authors. 

Frora the very beginning of the discussions surround-

ing colonial copyright laws, the Board of Trade and the 

Colonial Office experienced difficulties. The Board of 

Trade position was stated by the venerable T. H. Farrer, 

then serving in his last year as chief perraanent secretary. 

Farrer, who was raainly concerned about copyrights frora a 

coraraerical standpoint, accused the Colonial Office of being 

interested in reraoving colonial copyright restraints in 

order to win the affection of the colonies. A Colonial 

Office official claimed that Farrer's accusation was a 

76 Farrer to Herbert, March 18, 1874, C.O. 323/319 
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"misapprehension of the fact." The colonies had never 

raised serious complaints about the difficulties faced by 

colonial authors in obtaining copyrights. "In fact," 

asserted the Colonial Office clerk, "the Colonies have 

77 few authors." 

In the matter of copyrights, Farrer claimed that 

the colonies were not treated as if they were autonomous. 

"The Imperial copyright law extends to the whole British 

Empire, and under that law an author publishing in England 

has the copyright created by the Iraperial law, not only in 

78 Great Britain, but in every Colony." The curious thing, 

however, was that co-existing was the Imperial law were the 

copyright laws passed by the several colonies. A colonial 

law covered only those authors publishing in that partic-

ular colony. The obvious result was confusion, especially 

since a colonial copyright act was being discussed. 

To this confused situation, foreign copyright laws 

had to be added. The accepted British principle was to 

give a foreign author protection under British copyright 

law, provided that his country was a member of the Berne 

Convention. The Berne Convention of the 1860's provided 

that member nations might also allow their colonies to join 

"̂ "̂CO minute, unsigned, April 3, 1886, C.O. 323/364. 

"̂ T̂. H. Farrer, "Patents and Copyrights in the 
Colonies and in Foreign Countries," p. 1, April 9, 1886, 
C.O. 323/364. 
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The Berne, or International Copyright Convention, was an 

agreeraent by a group of countries to provide equal copy-

right protection. Within the British Erapire, Canada, 

India, and the Australian colonies had already joined. 

Farrer believed that this fact coraplicated the existing 

confusion: "Every foreign author belonging to any country 

which joins the Convention and publishing in his own country 

will have a treaty right to Iraperial copyright in Canada, 

79 India, and Australia, etc" Even the Colonial Office had 

to adrait that this, if correct, was "a serious raatter."^^ 

An awkward situation would result if Canada, for example, 

imported pirated French books and then refused to enforce 

the author's copyright. In that case, did Great Britain 

have to force Canada to respect the rights of a French 

citizen? Obviously, such confusion needed to be eliminated. 

"I should prefer, rayself," Farrer exclairaed, "if it were 

possible, to put an end to the phantom of Iraperial copy-

right altogether, and to raake the colonies in theory as 

well as in practice as autonoraous in the matter of copy-

81 right as they are in the case of Patents." 

The Colonial Office focused on another aspect of 

Ibid./ p. 4. 
fiO 

Handwritten marginal note on Farrer meraorandura 

by unknown CO clerk, ibid. 

Ibid./ p. 5. 
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:he copyright problera. Simply stated, the colonies wanted 

heap books, but could not get thera. Colonial coraplaints 

lad created a problera "which has frora time to time kept us 

|in hot water for 40 years." But, like Farrer, the Colonial 

)ffice was dissatisfied with the draft of the proposed 

lcopyright bill. It felt that it raised more difficulties 
I P2 
Ithan it solved. 

By April 6 both Farrer and Henry Calcraft, the 

>ther Board of Trade meraber working formally on the bill, 

lagreed "in substance" on the form of the copyright bill. 

iHowever, in a joint memorandum, they did mention a trouble-

|some clause in the draft v/hich "was sprung upon us in the 

middle of our last meeting and few of us except the repre-

îentatives of the Foreign Office really understand its 

)earing." The questionable clause extended and intensified 

jolonial subjugation to the dictates of the Imperial law, 

^hich "as we by the experience of the last 4 0 years shews, 

lad been "a constant cause of dispute and difficulty." 

Stated another way, the clause in question was drawn "in 

the interest of English Authors and Publishers, and in dis-

84 
regard of the interest of Colonial readers." 

„83 

82 

83 

84 

CO minute, unsigned, April 3, 1886, C.O. 323/364 

This clause is underlined in the original. 

Farrer and Calcraft memorandum, April 6, 1886, 
C.O. 323/364. 
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The Colonial Office responded with ten pages of 

85 
office minutes. John Bramston began by saying that the 

memorandum frora Farrer and Calcraft was "not quite accurate." 

Since, at the tirae, colonial authors could have no copy-

right beyond their own colony, the proposed copyright bill 

would be beneficial. Braraston thought that Farrer was 

wrong when he proposed, at a raeeting of the copyright cora-

mittee, that colonial legislatures should have the power 

to repeal and amend Imperial copyright acts. The Foreign 

Office was pressing for a colonial copyright act which 

would conform to the International Copyright Convention, 

and, if Farrer's proposal was adopted, that would be ira-

possible. English authors would therefore be deprived of 

the benefits of the Berne Convention. Furtherraore, Bramston 

clairaed that Farrer's proposal would never pass the House 

of Commons. Farrer's proposal encouraged the colonies "to 

create the same difficulties among theraselves as the Berne 

Convention [sought] to reraove frora European Nations." 

The Farrer-Calcraft raeraorandura was even raore 

8 6 
strongly answered by Sir Robert Herbert. Herbert char-

acterized it as a "hostile criticisra." Herbert favored 

the proposed bill because it gave colonial authors 

^^Braraston's rainute of April 7, 1886, on Colonial 
Copyright Bill, C.O. 323/364. 

^^Herbert's rainute of April 7, 1886, on Colonial 
Copyright Bill, ibid. 
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the identical rights now possessed by British 
authors, at the same time reserving to each 
colony the power of creating a restricted copy-
right within its own limits. I do not see why 
the Colonies should object to such a raeasure. 
It iraposes on thera no new difficulty to which 
they were not before subject, while it gives 
thera a new and iraportant right which they did 
not before possess, viz. that of acquiring for 
books published v/ithin their territory a copy-
right throughout the Erapire. 

Herbert did agree with Farrer that the colonial public was 

a reading rather than a writing coraraunity, although he felt 

that it was "not irapossible that with the growth of what 

the Araericans call a 'leisure class,' and the consequent 

developraent of a library society this state of things raay 

alter." If, Herbert continued, the colo.iies were given the 

right to repeal or araend an Iraperial statute, each would be 

left to deal with the problem as if it was a foreign state, 

a solution that some colonies might favor. 

Herbert was convinced, like Braraston, that such a 

8 7 
plan would never pass the House of Coraraons. Farrer's 

plan of raore colonial autonoray would surely be attacked by 

the Iraperial Federation League, which had been founded in 

1884 for the specific purpose of "preserving and strength-

8 8 
ening the unity of the Empire upon federal principles." 

Farrer's plan would be "strongly resisted by that large & 

powerful school of politicians who desire to see the 

Ibid. 

^^CHBE, III, 177. 
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connection between the Colonies and the Mother country 

drawn closer than it is at present."^^ Herbert believed 

that the question of whether the bill should be passed as 

drawn was essentially "one for the Colonies theraselves to 

deterraine." If the elected to take advantage of it, 

Herbert saw no reason to interfere. Finally, Herbert 

recognized the difficulty in enforcing in the colonial 

courts the rights of a foreign author whose published works 

were iraported into that colony. He believed, however, that 

this was an Imperial rather than a colonial problem; there-

fore, it should not be considered as an objection to the 

-n 90 bill. 

The Colonial Office was determined to reinforce its 

opinion regarding the copyright bill. The Colonial Office, 

therefore, paid for the services of W. C. J. Follett, a 

solicitor serving at the Board of Customs. Follett read 

the bill and returned a favorable report on it to the Colo-

nial Office. As the bill was withdrawn on July 6, the 

92 
Colonial Office's faith in it proved to be unjustified. 

Meanwhile, Farrer took one parting shot at the 

^^Underlined by Herbert in his minute of April 7, 
1886, on Colonial Copyright Bill, C.O. 323/364. 

Ibid. 

•̂'"Follett to CO, April, 1886, C.O. 323/364. 

^^3Hansard, CCCI (1886), 640. 
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Colonial Office position on copyrights. On April 9, 1886, 

|he printed a meraorandura titled "Patents and Copyrights in 

the Colonies and in Foreign Countries. "̂ -̂  His purpose was 

to call attention to "certain anomalies" in the state of 

the law respecting patents and copyrights in Great Britain 

and abroad. He repeated sorae of the arguments he and Henry 

|Calcraft had raade earlier. The systera of a dual copyright 

structure, with laws passed both by the Iraperial governraent 

and the colonial governraents, was confusing, a problera 

94 corapounded by the Berne Convention. Another problera had 

to do with the selling price of books. Under the proposed 

Colonial Copyright Act, a British or colonial author could 

publish an expensive version of his work for Imperial 

readers and a cheaper version for foreign readers, exclud-

ing the cheaper editions from the empire. Farrer felt the 

British publishers were being given the benefits of ex-

95 
tended raarkets at the expense of British consuraers. 

Farrer advocated two amendraents to the Colonial Copyright 

Act: 

T. H. Farrer, "Patents and Copyrights m the 
Colonies and in Foreign Countries," p. 1, April 9, 1886, 
C.O. 323/364. 

94 
See discussion on pp. 28-9. 

^^Farrer, "Patents and Copyrights in the Colonies," 
p. 5. 
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provide that every colony shall be able 
fresh legislation to relieve itself frora 

igations of the Iraperial copyright law 
t raay be found irapracticable or incon-
to enforce in the Colony. 
provide that when an author publishes 
in a Foreign Country or in a Colony, as 
in this country, the editions he pub-

shall have free access to this country. 

The Board of Trade never liked the wording of the 

lcopyright bill of 1886. By the end of 1886, the Board of 

|Trade was again carapaigning for revisions of the draft of 

the bill. In September Henry De Worras, parliaraentary 

secretary to the Board of Trade, was asked about the delay 

in the copyright bill. He acknowledged that the Board was 

97 

aware of the need fcr a new copyr:i_ght act, but he could 

not mention a date by which a bill would be introduced. 

In December 18 86 the Board simply advised the Colonial 

Office to instruct the colonies to disregard certain 

98 
sections of the bill. 

One conclusion that can be drawn from the 1886 

copyright episode is that subjects such as copyright were 

considered by Britain to be under the jurisdiction of the 

Imperial government rather than the colonial governraents 
99 

96 

97 

98 

99 

Ibid./ p. 6 . 

3Hansard, CCCIX (1886), 340. 

Boyle to Herbert, December 24, 1886, C.O. 323/364 

D. M. L. Farr, The Colonial Office and Canada, 
1867-1887 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1955), 
p. 302. 
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Isince the Board of Trade was the Iraperial governmental 

agency raost directly concerned with copyright, this pro-

jvides still another example of the Board's role in imperial 

|af fairs. 

The copyright question arose again in 189 3 when a 

copyright convention between Great Britain and Austria-

Hengary was signed. Shortly thereafter, the question arose 

as to how the British colonies fit into that convention. 

In November 189 4 Francis Hopwood asked the Colonial Office 

which colonies had "now acceded to the Copyright Convention 

between Great Britain and Austria-Hungary." Several 

days later Bramston replied that Newfoundland, Victoria, 

Queensland, and New Zealand had agreed to it and that 

Western Australia and Natal also wished to be included. 

By 1900 there was an attempt to codify existing 

imperial copyright regulations. A bill was drafted entitled 

the "Literary and Artistic Copyright Bill." To keep the 

colonies up to date on this raatter, Joseph Chamberlain sent 

all the colonies a copy of the proposed legislation. When 

the Board of Trade learned of Chamberlain's plan, it con-

tacted Edward Wingfield, then permanent undersecretary to 

the Colonial Office, and generally approved of the form of 

"'•'̂ Ĥopwood to Braraston, Noveraber 3, 1894, C.O. 
323/397. 

•'"̂ •'•Bramston to Hopwood, copy, November 9, 1894, 
C.O. 323/397. 
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Ithe proposed bill and argued that the "observations of the 

lcolonies would seem to the Board to be a material factor 

lin consideration of this question, and in their opinion 

iHer Majesty's Government should be in possession of those 

[observations before deciding the legislative action which 

íthey will take." ^ The Board evidently felt that since 

the colonies would have to abide by the terms of the sub-

sequent copyright law, their views should be considered 

before passing it. The Colonial Office agreed, and shortly 

Ithereafter it requested the colonies to offer any sugges-

Itions or observations they raight have on the copyright 

103 jbill. The usual delays were encountered, and the passage 

104 
|of fresh copyright legislation did not occur until 1911. 

Soraewhat akin to the Board of Trade' s involvement 

in copyrights was its role regarding trade raarks. In 1875 

an official Registry of Trade Marks was established. The 

registry was placed under the jurisdiction of the Patent 

105 
Office, which, in turn, involved the Board of Trade. 

Even before 1875, however, the Board had occasionally 

becorae interested in trade-raark cases. In August 186 8 a 

•^^^Hopwood to Wingfield, August 31, 1900, C.O. 
323/453. 

•'•̂ '̂CO to all colonies, Septeraber 18, 1900, C.O. 
323/453. 

•'•̂ '̂ Sraith, The Board of Trade, pp. 101-2. 

•'•^^lbid. , p. 204. 
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circular letter to all the colonies was addressed person-

ally by the Board, instructing them how more efficiently 

to prevent the forgery of trade marks.''"̂ ^ 

After 1875 it was not unusual for the Board of 

Trade and the Colonial Office to work together on trade 
I 

mark problems involving the colonies. In 1889 the Colonial 
1 
Office acknowledged that it would be pleased if the Board 
I 
prepared a merchandise marks memorandum and printed it in 

107 the Board of Trade Journal. An exaraple of the usual 

working relationship between the Board of Trade and the 

Colonial Office came in 1889, when C. C. Trevor asked the 

Colonial Office for inforraation concerning the trade mark 

108 legislation passed in certain Australian colonies. 

Wingfield responded that no such legislation had been 

passed in New South Wales or Queensland. However, Victoria 

had passed one trade raark act, two copies of which were 

109 sent to the Board of Trade. 
'i 

i In 189 0 cons idera t ion was given to the passage of 

a new raerchandise raark or t rade mark law for Great Br i ta in 

and the erapire. In the in ter -depar t raenta l discussions of 

106 

323/290. 
BofT to all colonies, copy, August 7, 1868, C.O 

•̂ ^̂ CO to BofT, February 12, 1889, C.O. 379/8. 

"'•̂ T̂revor to Wingfield, Deceraber 18, 1889, C.O. 
323/376. 

•'•^^Wingfield to Trevor, draft, December 20, 1889, 
C.O. 323/376. 
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the matter, the Board of Trade argued that the existing 

law was so bad that it ought to be replaced. The Board 

felt that merchandisers in the colonies were placed on an 

unfair footing with their British counterparts. On this 

occasion, the Colonial Office disagreed with the Board of 

Trade. The Colonial Office suggested that "the present 

law, bad as it is, should be accepted in the hope of sub-

sequent amendment in preference to disallowance after which 

no hope of any legislation would exist." The Colonial 

Office proved to be wrong, however, for several years after 

the Board of Trade's opposition helped block passage of the 

draft bill of 1890, a revised trade mark act was passed in 

1 9 0 5 . •'••'••'• 

The preceding discussion of the Board of Trade's 

role in colonial mercantile problems reflects an important, 

emerging trend in Britain's relations with her colonies in 

the late nineteenth century. The moveraent tov/ards raore 

self-governraent in the settleraent colonies was coupled with 

more industrial and comraercial developraent. Whenever 

Britain entered into industrial agreeraents with other 

nations, the colonies asserted the right to deterraine 

whether or not those arrangeraents would affect them. At 

the same time that some of the colonies were trying to 

^^°C0 to BofT, August 28, 1890, C.O. 379/8 

•'••'••'•Smith, The Board of Trade, p. 206. 
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assert their independence from the mother country, irape-

rialists in Britain were seeking to tighten the ties. 

These developments could and did lead to conflict. Toward 

the end of the nineteenth century, representatives frora 

Britain and the colonies used the new colonial conferences 

to discuss such iteras as how trade throughout the empire 

could be increased and how the future political structure 

of the empire should be restructured. The following dis-

cussion of imperial preference shows that in the midst of 

these debates the Board of Trade raaintained its role in 

iraperial affairs. 



CHAPTER VIII 

THE BOARD OF TRADE AND IMPERIAL PREFERENCE 

The most important iraperial controversy involving 

the Board of Trade in the late nineteenth centurv was 

tariff reforra, an issue which also illustrates the growing 

role of the Board in colonial questions. The event which 

precipitated a serious attempt at closer imperial relations 

was the selection of Joseph Chamberlain, a former Board of 

Trade president, as Secretary of State for the Colonies in 

the Salisbury Cabinet of 1895. Although there had been 

growing interest in the promotion of closer relations with 

the empire in the 18 80's, Charaberlain served as a catalyst 

to heat the issue in the 1890's. 

An iraportant factor in encouraging this forra of 

Imperialism in the 1880's was British concern over the 

growing comraercial threat posed by foreign powers such as 

Germany, France, and the United States. One proposed solu-

tion to this increasing rivalry was closer cooperation with 

the colonies on matters of trade. The foundation of the 

Imperial Federation League in 18 84 was one manifestation 

of the increased interest in tightening the bonds of the 

empire. Supporters of the League included such prominent 

political figures as Lord Rosebery, W. E. Forster, Lord 

224 
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Carnarvon, Edward Stanhope/ and W. H. Smith.''̂  The culrai-

nation of this interest in the 1880's was the Colonial 

Conference held in 1887 during Queen Victoria's Golden 

Jubilee. Nothing portentous resulted from that meeting, 

it did serve as a precedent for future conferences. but 

All the prime ministers frora the self-governing colonies 

were present. The topic of a tariff union was discussed, 

but that prospect was disparaged by Lord Salisbury when he 

said in an address before the conference: "I fear that we 

must for the present put in the distant and shadowy portion 

of our task, and not in the practical part of it, any hope 

of establishing a Custoras Union among the various parts of 

3 
the Empire." 

The sturabling block to a custoras union in the 

1880's and 1890's was the autonoray of the self-governing 

colonies in trade matters. They had the power to levy their 

own tariffs, not only on foreign goods but also on goods 

exported frora Britain. It was unlikely that they would 

be willing to relinquish a power which had been so long in 

coraing. In addition, sorae of the colonies had already con-

cluded coraraercial treaties allowing special considerations 

CHBE, III, 177. 

^Ensor, England/ 1870-1914/ p. 178. 

^Cited in CHBE, III/ 220. 

"^Halévy, Iraperialisra and the Rise of_ Labour, p 304 
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to foreign nations. For exaraple, Canada had such an 

arrangement with the United States, and Cape Colony had 

treaties with both the Transvaal and the Orange Free 

5 . . 
tate. Britam, with her system of free trade, had little t 

M t o offer m the way of trade preferences for colonial goods. 

^Êln other words, the established trade structure in both 

Great Britain and her colonies was not conducive to a trade 
1 
zollverem or a systera of iraperial preference. One colonial 

politician predicted these difficulties when he said, just 

^Bprior to the Colonial Conference of 1887: "The commercial 

_and financial union of the Empire will probably be the rock 
r 

upon which just now the Federation proje:::t would split." 

T. H. Farrer retired from the Board of Trade a year 

before the Colonial Conference of 1887. At the time of 

that conference, he expressed serious raisgivings about 

tarapering with the tariff structure or with Britain's tra-

ditional policy of free trade. Farrer, as a-matter of fact, 

was practically the high priest of free trade. The program 

|of the Fair Trade League was alraost an exact paraphrase of 
7 

Farrer's 18 82 work, Free Trade versus Fair Trade. Farrer 
was especially suspicious of colonial motives. For example. 

I 
I 

^lbid, 

^John X. Merriraan to George Viscount Goshen, 
February, 1886, cited in CHBE, Il / 221-2. 

"̂ Halêvy, Iraperialisra and the Rise qf_ Labour, p. 327. 
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n 1887 he wrote Charaberlain, his former mentor at the 

ioard of Trade, that "it would be dangerous and mischievous 

lo constrict ourselves by any Tariff bargains with Canada 

^Jangerous to our Free Trade policy: dangerous to the 

union of Canadian provinces: dangerous in the end to the 
I 
unity of the Empire." Farrer claimed that the promoters 

of commercial union desired "the reconstruction of the old 

:olonial system which failed so egregiously. It would be 
p 

he first step on a dangerous path." Again, a few days ^t' 

«F 

later, Farrer indicated to Chamberlain that "Imperial 

Union" with the Canadians was undesirable because they 

already had reciprocal trade arrangementrs with the United 

tates "at the expense of British & all other goods." That 

was the reason, Farrer stated, "I dread and mistrust these 

anadian politicians altogether. They will use us as a 

catspaw if they can, as they have already done in the raatter 
9 

of investments. " Farrer did say, however, that he would 

accept iraperial federation if it carae "naturally" and 

j'without galling obligations . " 

Farrer was acquainted with Canada's comraercial 

^ 

^Farrer to Charaberlain, October 11, 1887, Chamber-
lain Papers, JC/5/30/5, 

^Farrer to Chamberlain, October 15, 1887, Chamber-
lain Papers, JC/5/30/8. 

•̂ F̂arrer to Chamberlain, October 17, 1887, Chamber-
lain Papers, JC/5/30/9. 
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policy, having visited Canada in 1886. His impression was 

that the Canadians were vitally concerned with their own 

affairs: 

which naturally and properly leaves little or 
no room in their minds for what we know as 
Iraperial interests here at home - - 'Old world 
worries' - - is the terra their papers apply to 
our quarrels. . . . they will ask us to fight 
for their quarrels - - if we are fools enough 
to do so - - But what raore?ll 

Jan Hendrick Hofraeyr was one of the three repre-

sentatives frora Cape Colony at the 18 87 conference. He 

devised the novel plan of iraposing a special duty of 2 

percent (ad valorera) on all goods coraing frora foreign 

countries into the British Empire. Goods going to or 

coming from the raother country and the colonies were to 

be exerapt. The purpose of this duty was to unify the 

Empire against foreign trade while raising, by Hofmeyr's 

estimate/ an annual revenue of £7/000,0 00, which would be 

applied to Imperial defense."""̂  Hofraeyr's plan was never 

adopted. One reason for its failure was the criticism of 

the Board of Trade. 

The Board of Trade's statistical expert, Robert 

Giffen, was a strong critic of the Hofmeyr plan. In 1891, 

he wrote a report on "preferential fiscal arrangements" 

that was harsh on Hofraeyr and many of the other colonial 

•^"^lbid. 

"^^Halêvy, I raper ia l i sm and the^ Rise of Labour, p . 304 
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representatives at the Colonial Conference of 1887."'"•̂  

"Mr. Hoffmeyr," Giffen asserted, "had not surveyed the 

facts coraprehensively enough." The 2 percent tax proposed 

by Hofraeyr would cost Great Britain much more than the 

colonies. The self-governing colonies, in particular, 

imported very little frora foreign countries; therefore, 

the proposed tax would concern thera little. The total 

cost to the raother country would be £5,700,000, while the 

tax would add only £1,300,000 to the burden of the colo-

nies, "whose aggregate revenues are much more than those 

14 of the United Kingdom alone." 

Giffen was also opposed generally to the plan for 

a custoras union. The basic colonial arguraent was that 

trade between Great Britain and the colonies tended to 

increase raore than trade between Great Britain and foreign 

countries. Giffen claimed that the colonies were ignorant 

,15 
of the facts and that they were "crying for the moon." 

Actually, according to Giffen's calculations, trade with 

the colonies had not been inci^easing. In the early 1860's, 

the proportion of British trade with the colonies was about 

one-third. Thirty years later, that proportion was still 

Robert Giffen, "Commercial Union between the 
United Kingdora and the Colonies," confidential, February 
9, 1891, Hicks-Beach Papers, PC/PP/61/6. 

14 
Ibid., p. 3. 

15 
Ibid., p. 1. 
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about the same. The total value of colonial trade was 

increasing, as Hofraeyr had stated in 1887, but its propor-

tion of the total British trade was "chronically about a 

third." 

Giffen pursued his attack on the union plan with 

his unmerciful figures. He claimed that the colonial 

representatives were confused as to the difference between 

preferential fiscal arrangeraents and a true customs union. 

After seven pages of arguments, plus four additional pages 

of statistical tables, Giffen concluded with the follov/ing: 

It was a great misfortune, in 1887, that the 
colonial delegates were by themselves, so that 
the speeches of Mr. Hoffmeyr and the others 
about preferential fiscal arrangeraents were 
not answered at the tirae. The effect has been 
that as the speeches theraselves attracted no 
attention here, and were consequently not 
answered at all, the representatives of the 
colonies iraagine that there is no practical 
business answer and that the comraercial policy 
of the raother country is due to theory and 
prejudice, whereas it is the outcome of the 
absolute and pressing necessities of our 
economic condition.l^ 

Giffen's personal expression set the tone of the official 

Board of Trade position during the later debate over impe-

rial preference. On the whole, Giffen placed small worth 

on the adoption of imperial preference, and he was opposed 

altogether to the prospect of reciprocity between Britain 

17 and her colonies. 

Ibid./ p. 7. 

"'•'̂ Garvin/ The Life of Joseph Chamberlain, II/ 44. 
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The Hofmeyr position was not adopted by all the 

colonial leaders. Sir Julius Vogel/ formerly prime min-

ister of New Zealand and leader of the opposition at the 

time of the conference of 1887, held practically the same 

view of iraperial federation as did Giffen. In an article 

written in 1892, Vogel stated that such an imperial feder-

ation plan would be "difficult, if not impossible." 

The main reason for the difficulty was, in Vogel's mind, 

the reluctance of the colonial governments to surrender 

any of their power over their own fiscal arrangeraents. 

Vogel saw advantages in maintaining the existing 

structure of the British Empire. He did not see why those 

in charge did not "leave well alone." In Vogel's mind, the 

question was "not one of federating the Empire, but of 
19 . . . 

guarding against its disintegration." One possibility 

facing the colonies in the proposed federation would be 

the loss of the major part of the custoras duties on which 

they depended. He did agree that the federation plan should 

be "ventilated," but whatever happened he hoped the self-

governing colonies would be allowed an equal voice with 
20 Downmg Street. 

•̂ Ŝir Julius Vogel, "A Zollverein of the British 
Dominions," Nineteenth Century, XXXII (1892), 498. 

19 
The author's italics. 

^^Vogel, "A Zollverein of the British Dominions, 
p. 508. 
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A second colonial conference was held in Ottawa in 

1894. This conference met ostensibly to debate the topic 

If Pacific telegraphic cables. The host nation, however, 

:ged that the conference also discuss the possibility of 

commercial preference. The Canadians were in the mood for 

such a discussion because their financial relations with 

^the United States had recently taken a turn for the worse. 

1891 the United States passed the McKinley Tariff, which 

jas a triuraph for Araerican protectionists. Hence, there was 

great Canadian interest in cultivating new trade partners. 

Britain was not adequately represented at Ottawa, 

her single delegate being the Earl of Jersey, who was not 

21 an official of the governraent. Colonial interest in 

imperial preference was still strong, and the Ottawa Con-

ference adopted the following resolution: "That this Con-

ference records its belief in the advisability of a Customs 

arrangement between Great Britain and the Colonies by which 

trade within the Empire raay be placed on a more favourable 

footing than that which is carried on with foreign coun-

tries."^^ This indicates that there was a growing interest 

in the possibility of iraperial preference, but as yet the 

movement had developed no outstanding leader or spokesman. 

The Ottawa Conference produced several resolutions 

21 Ensor, England, 1870-1914, p. 240. 

^^Garvin, Life of Joseph Chamberlain, IH/ 178. 
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in favor of preferential trade. The wish was expressed 

by the attending colonies that "until the mother country 

cán see her way to enter into a customs arrangement with 

her Colonies, the Colonies should take steps to conclude 

23 

ch arrangeraents between theraselves." During the course 

of the conference, speeches were made arguing that the 

colonies were simply asking England to "treat her own chil-

dren a little bit better than she treats foreigners." An 

êmotional appeal was made by Prime Minister George Foster 

f Canada, who hoped Britain would "make a thrill go through 

any part of the Colonial Erapire, that Great Britain, at 

least, has recognized that her Colonies /tere to be treated 
24 a little better than other countries." These and other 

expressions were recorded by the earl of Jersey in his 

eport on the conference. 

Early in 1895 various British governmental agencies 

studied Lord Jersey's report. Ripon, the colonial secre-

tary, asked for the Board of Trade's impression, which was 

supplied by Courtenay Boyle in a lengthy raemorandura. 

Boyle recognized frora the tone of the Ottawa proceedings 

that the colonies realized that Britain almost certainly 

^^Cited by Halêvy, Imperialisra and the Rise ©£ 
Labour, p. 305. 

^^lbid. 

^^Boyle t o Meade, A p r i l 30 , 1895 , B.T. 1 2 / 3 7 . 
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would maintain a free trade policy. The Board responded 

negatively to Ripon's interest in preferential arrangements 

between the various portions of the empire. Boyle and the 

Board believed firraly that "coramercial difficulties" in 

Britain would result if the colonies levied "differential 

^ 

duties aga ins t goods produced in Great B r i t a i n . " 

This was the same p o s i t i o n the Board had held pr ior 

tb the Ottawa Conference and had been expressed to the 

Colonial Office in a l e t t e r on March 31, 1894. 26 There 

were already several inter-Australasian trade agreements 

which the Board disliked. Similar attempts by other colo-

nies, the Board felt, should be discouraged because such 

arrangements "fetter that liberty of action in its own 

'affairs which every Government should possess." Although 

the Ottawa resolutions should not be ignored, the Board 

had no recourse other than to disapprove of preferential 

27 trade within the empire. 

The problera of imperial preference was complicated 

because of comraercial relations with foreign nations. 

Shortly after the conclusion of the Ottawa Conference, 

Ripon asked the Board of Trade if separate commercial 

arrangements could be made between foreign countries and 

British colonies. Specifically, could Canada and 

26 

27 

Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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Newfoundland negotiate a treaty with Spain? The Board of 

' T^ade' s opmion, expressed by Giffen, was that Britain 

lould support a favorable agreement, "provided that it is 

^^early understood before the negotiations begin that no 

preferential advantages are to be sought or granted which 

would prejudicially affect the trade or interests of the 

United Kingdom or any British Colony or Possession, and 

provided that Her Majesty's Ambassador at Madrid is to act 

|s First Plenipotentiary. " The Board was willing to 

allow a colony considerable comraercial freedom as long as 

this did not adversely affect Britain and other colonies. 

This was in accord with the Board's free trade views. 

Until the mid-1890's there was no recognized spokes-

man for iraperial preference within the British government. 

The raan who did emerge as the champion of iraperial prefer-

ence was Joseph Charaberlain. At the beginning of his tenure 

as colonial secretary, Charaberlain seeraed to endorse the 

policy of protection, but he felt that the tirae was not ripe 

29 for an anti-free trade campaign. Within five months of 

assuming office, however, Chamberlain sent a circular dis-

patch to all the colonial governors, calling their atten-

tion to the importance of guaranteeing that British 

^^Giffen to Meade/ October 25/ 1894, B.T. 12/36, 

Bernard Serarael, Iraperialisra and Social Reform 
English Social-Iraperial Thought, 1895-1914 (New York: 
Doubleday & Co., 1968), p. 78. 

n 
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n e r c h a n t s s h o u l d have a s much of t h e c o l o n i a l t r a d e a s 

p o s s i b l e . In a d d i t i o n , he a s k e d each c o l o n i a l government 

t p i s e n d him t h e f i g u r e s i n d i c a t i n g how B r i t i s h commerce 

las s u f f e r i n g b e c a u s e of f o r e i g n compet i t ion ."^^ He a l s o 

began t o raake p u b l i c a p p e a r a n c e s , a d d r e s s i n g groups such 

as t h e Canada Club and Congre s s of t h e I m p e r i a l Chambers 

of Comraerce, p ro rao t ing h i s new p a s s i o n . Chamberla in con-

I 
sidered the German zollverein the ideal, but he was too 

ealistic to believe that the colonies could be convinced 

o adopt unrestricted free trade among the raembers of the 

empire. The colonies might, however, be convinced of 

adopting a systera of free trade within the empire if 

Britain levied light duties on foreign staples such as 

ereals, raeats, wool, and sugar, items which competed with 

similar products from the colonies. Colonial staples, 

therefore, would be protected from outside corapetition 

while trading freely within the erapire. "It would be," 

Charaberlain asserted, "the greatest advance that free trade 

has ever raade, since it was first advocated by Mr. Cobden, 

_to extend its doctrines perraanently to raore than 
31 

300,000,000 of the huraan race." 
Another colonial conference in 1897, occasioned 

•̂ Ĉharaberlain to all colonies, November 28, 1895, 
,C.O. 323/401. 

•̂ •'"Cited by Halévy, Imperialisra and th£ Rise of_ 
Labour, p. 306. 
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by the Queen's Diaraond Jubilee, provided an opportunity 

for Charaberlain to convince the colonies of the need for 

imperial unity. He opened the conference with a speech 

designed to interest the representatives frora the eleven 

self-governing colonies that the erapire needed a political 

mechanisra for establishing joint policy. The colonies 

were not persuaded, but they were ready to consider the 

subject of coramercial preference. During the course of 

the meetings, the colonial secretary listened more than 

he spoke. When the topic of comraercial relations between 

the parts of the erapire was opened, it soon became obvious 

that an Iraperial zollverein was dooraed. This made the 

colonial desire for a systera of iraperial preference the 

only viable alternative. Charaberlain realized that pref-

erence would create difficulties for Britain, because 

existing treaties granted both Gerraany and Belgiura most 

3 9 

favored nation status. Between the individual colonies' 

desire for commercial autonomy and existing British com-

mercial obligations little was accoraplished. 

In a letter to the Duke of Devonshire, Chamberlain 

evaluated the conference's achievements. "Our policy is,' 

he said, "to impress our wishes and hopes for union and to 

leave the leaven to work. Union will come not in a hurry." 

Chamberlain therefore urged Devonshire, in his future 

•^^Garvin, Life of Charaberlain, III, 189. 
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contacts with the colonies, to irapress on them "the fact 

it is a great privilege to be a part of the British 

Empire—and that we desire them to remain so—not in our 

nterests, but in the interests of the race." 

The colonial preraiers agreed in 189 7 to raeet again 

at regular intervals. Thus, another conference raet in 

1902. Between June 30 and August 11, the prime ministers 

^^K9; rom Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Newfoundland, Cape 

Colony, and Natal, had ten meetings with British repre-

entatives in London. In addition to Chamberlain, the 

British governraent was also represented by three other 

officials, including Gerald Balfour, president of the 

34 
Board of Trade. By the twentieth century, the Board of 

Trade had becorae "the authoritative governraent departraent 

35 pn coraraerce in the Erapire," raaking Balfour a natural 

selection. The Board, in fact, provided raany of the sta-

tistics used by Charaberlain during the conference. 

Charaberlain tried to prove with statistics that 

trade between the United Kingdora and the colonies had 

declined. Many of the colonies were iraporting less from 

the mother country. For exaraple, the percentage of Canadian 

161. 

33 

34 

I b i d . / p . 193. 

CHBE, I I I , 417. 

^^Kubicek, The Adra in i s t r a t ion o£ Imper ia l ism, p 

^ 
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imports frora Britain had dropped frora 49 percent to 24 

percent in the years between 1881 and 1900. in Australia 

the figure had dropped frora 73 percent to 61. South 

Africa was down from 83 percent to 65 percent.-̂ ^ in spite 

of this trend, Chamberlain found it difficult to convince 

the British to abandon free trade and to persuade the 

colonies to sacrifice their fiscal autonoray. 

Overall, the Colonial Conference of 1902 proved to 

be a disappointraent to those who favored a strengthened 

iraperial unity. The colonies paid little attention to 

Charaberlain's appeal for a "council of the empire." They 

feared that such a body would endanger the sovereignty of 

their respective governments. The colonies did again indi-

cate a partiality for imperial preference rather than empire 

free trade, and they urged the horae governraent to adopt 

37 such a policy. Gerald Balfour was skeptical. In a cab-

inet meraorandura, he concluded that between British trade 

obligations and the colonial desire for autonoray there was 

actually little latitude for tariff reforra. Although such 

a reorganization raight stiraulate iraperial unity, it offered 

no comraercial advantage to Britain and the empire if they 

D. C. Gordon, The Moment of Power: Britain's 
Imperial Epoch (Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 
1970), p. 49. 

•̂ "̂ Ensor, England/ 1870-1914/ p. 372. 

L 
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38 ^•ere isolated from European trade. 

^ a No concrete trade or comraercial decision emerged 

H|rora the Colonial Conference of 19 02. Significantly, 

jharaberlain, the driving force within the British govern-

^jaent for iraperial unity and the raan who was shortly to 

split the government on the preference question, was un-

successful at the conference. In the words of one modern 

istorian, the conference "featured the Board of Trade 

andling specific tariff questions and skeptical of any 

39 fiscal change." By September 1903 Chamberlain had 

decided to leave the government and campaign for imperial 

preference on his own. He did this until 1906, when his 

health forced hira to retire frora public life. 

During the two or three years following the Colo-

nial Conference of 19 02, when the topic of tariff reforra 

was bandied about by politicians on both sides of the ques-

tion, Board of Trade coramercial figures were the source of 

information for all parties. The Board issued raajor trade 

reports in 1902, 1903, and 1904. The Free Traders used 

these figures to show that, • although Britain had been in 

something of a trading slump previously, by 1902 British 

exports had begun to rise in value. The 19 02 Board of 

^^Kubicek, The Adrainistration of Imperialism, 
p. 163. 

^^lbid., p. 164. 

^^Semrael, I raper ia l i sm and Soc i a l Reform, p . 79. 

. 
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Trade meraorandura did conclude, however, that the raanufac-

turing predorainance of the United Kingdora was "becoraing 

different" frora what it had been "when the non-agricultural 

population of every other country of the world was sraaller 

than our own." The United States and Germany in industry 

and manufacturing had "become rauch bigger things relatively 

than they were." 

Despite the apparent threat frora foreign producers, 

the Board of Trade figures seeraed to indicate that a trade 

union with the colonies was not necessarily the answer to 

Britain's trade probleras. In 1900 the annual exports from 

Britain to the colonies amounted to only £102,000,000, 

whereas the exports to the rest of the world were over 

42 
£252,000,000. The interval between 1895 and 1900 saw 

British trade increase raore rapidly with foreign countries 

than with the colonies. After 1903 this trade trend accel-

erated and raade the prospect of a trade union with the 

T . . . 43 

colonies an even raore reraote possibility. The tariff 

reformers' argument that closer ties with the erapire were 

41 
British and Foreign Trade. Meraorandura. Board 

of Trade: Memorandum on the Comparative Statistics of 
Population, Industry, and Commerce in the United Kingdom 
and sorae leading Foreign Countries, 1902, pp. 5-6; cited 
by Halévy, Iraperialism and the Rise of Labour, p. 333. 

42 
Robert Giffen, "The Dream of a British Zollver-

ein," Economic Inquiries and Studies, II (1903), 387. 
"^^Halêvy, Iraperialisra and the Rise of Labour, p. 

349. 

< h ^ 
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necessary to raeet increasing foreign corapetition was never 

persuasive to the majority of the British government. 

In July 19 02 Salisbury resigned, and the government 

was led by A. J. Balfour. Balfour was cautious on the 

subject of imperial preference, and he spoke neither for 

nor against Charaberlain's tariff reform attempts. With 

the retirement of Sir Michael Hicks-Beach as Chancellor 

of the Exchequer, Balfour filled the office with former 

Board of Trade president C. T. Ritchie. This was signif-

icant because Ritchie was an orthodox free trader, and in 

March 19 0 3 he threatened to resign if Chamberlain's plan 

of revising Britain's traditional free tcade policy was 

44 adopted. Balfour having chosen to side with Ritchie, 

and in 1903 Chamberlain resigned as colonial secretary, 

but he continued to campaign for tariff reform as a private 

citizen. 

One factor that caused Balfour to decide in favor 

of Ritchie and against Chamberlain was Balfour's consulta-

tions with Board of Trade officials on the matter of tariff 

reforra."̂ ^ His brother, Gerald Balfour, was president of 

the Board of Trade. The final impetus to Chamberlain's 

resignation was a meeting held at Gerald Balfour's flat 

"̂̂ S. H. Zebel, Balfour: A Political Biography 
(Carabridge: At the University Press, 1973), p. 129. 

45 
Ibid., p. 131. 
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with only the two Balfours and Charaberlain present.^^ 

Gerald Balfour, like raany of his officers at the Board 

of Trade, was an ardent free trader and felt that Cham-

berlain's resignation was needed to prevent a split in 

47 
the Unionist Party. 

Chamberlain's resignation did not diminish the 

struggle, however. On October 6, 1903, Chamberlain began 

his iraperial preference carapaign as a private citizen with 

a speech in Glasgow. He buttressed his tariff arguraent 

with figures frora a series of blue books issued by the 

Board of Trade the previous suramer, interpreting these 

figures to show that Britain's export trade had stagnated 

48 HM durmg the previous thirty years. Robert Giffen of the 

Board of Trade had interpreted these sarae figures in a 

different light in his article, published the previous week, 

entitled "The Víealth of the Erapire, and How it should be 

49 Used." Econoraic experts such as Giffen constantly refuted 

Charaberlain and thereby dulled his irapact. A year later, in 

gH October 19 04, Giffen's private correspondence indicates 

"̂ B̂. E. C. Dugdale, Arthur Jaraes Balfour (New York: 
Putnara's Sons, 1937), I, 226-7. 

47 ^lbid. 

^^L. S. Araery, My Political Life (London: Hutch-
inson, 1953), I, 261. 

"^^Robert Giffen, "The Wealth of Erapire, and How it 
should be Used," Journal of the_ Royal Statistical Society, 
LXVI (1903). 
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that he was still being contacted for his opinion on the 

5 0 
explosive issue of tariff reforra. 

During the iraperial preference-tariff reforra con-

troversy Joseph Charaberlain held the limelight. On the 

surface, the main contestants in the controversy appeared 

to be the individual colonies, the British government, and 

Charaberlain. Yet an iraportant influence, though not 

readily visible, was the Board of Trade. The trade figures 

used by all the participants in the controversy were sup-

plied by the Board of Trade. Since these figures were 

subjected to more than one interpretation, it became very 

important to the debate how the Board evaluated its own 

figures. The Board's strong free trade bias created an 

almost insurmountable stumbling block in the path of impe-

rial preference and tariff reforra. 

These few exaraples, showing how the Board of Trade 

opposed the concepts of iraperial preference and tariff 

reforra, consist of only one area in which the Board helped 

influence colonial policy. From the Colonial Conference 

of 1887 to the conference of 1902, the Board was consistent 

in its opposition to the various colonial federation 

scheraes. The Board was not intentionally atterapting to 

take a stand that would have important colonial iraplications 

^°For exaraple, Sir Frederick Pollock to Giffen, 
October, 1904/ Giffen Papers/ IV. 
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It is important to note that in the case of iraperial pref-

erence, the Board was acting in accordance with its own 

normal procedure and responsibility. The Board of Trade 

did not have to seek opportunities to becorae involved with 

the erapire; the trend of its developraent throughout the 

latter part of the nineteenth century placed it in the 

midst of raany colonial policy considerations. 



CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION 

The years between 1868 and 1906 witnessed an 

expansion of the British bureaucracy in general, reflected 

specifically in a growth in the iraportance of the Board of 

Trade. During this period, nuraerous new responsibilities 

were given to the Board, which resulted in the appointraent 

of a larger and raore specialized staff. Many of the Board's 

newly-acquired duties involved the colonies. Whenever the 

Board assuraed a new doraestic duty or responsibility, that 

duty was frequently extended to the colonies. The Board 

was interested in promoting trade with the colonies, as 

well as within Britain. All the major areas of the Board's 

responsibility—trade and commerce, statistics, merchant 

shipping, and industry—increased throughout the latter 

part of the nineteenth century and affected the empire. 

In the area of trade and commerce/ the Board of 

Trade was interested in stiraulating colonial as well as 

domestic trade. The Board supplied the colonies with 

relevant trade and statistical inforraation in order to 

acquaint thera with the most favorable markets and to inform 

thera of foreign trade regulations. By 19 00 the Board's 

trade statistics and its coraraercial opinions were very 

246 
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influential within the governraent. The Board's opposition 

to such projects as imperial preference was a factor in 

their demise. Thus, in the area of trade and commerce, 

the Board of Trade's influence in the late nineteenth cen-

tury increased despite the increased commercial autonomy 

of the colonies. The Board, completely wedded to the prin-

ciples of free trade, did not see growing colonial commer-

cial autonoray as a threat, and it seldora objected to 

attempts by the self-governing colonies to break comm.ercial 

ties with the United Kingdom. In this regard, the Colonial 

Office was sometiraes disappointed that the Board was not 

more in sympathy with the traditional pa^ernalism of the 

British governraent, but no serious breaks ever developed 

between the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office. Para-

doxically, in a period usually seen as the high point of 

British imperialism, the Board of Trade, with a steadily 

increasing number of colonial responsibilities, seeraed to 

be more in tune with the anti-imperialisra of the free-trade 

period. The Board did not object to Britain having an 

empire; but, if having an impire raeant tampering with the 

sanctity of free trade, the Board was willing to question 

the imperialism of men such as Joseph Chamberlain. 

The most visible Board of Trade colonial activity 

was the compilation of empire statistics. The Statistical 

Abstracts, published by the Board, required an intimate 

knowledge of the colonies. Other than the Colonial Office, 
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no other governmental office was so well informed on the 

empire as the Board of Trade. Even the Colonial Office 

occasionally relied on the Board's statistics. In the 

area of British and colonial economic developraent, the 

Board's statistical-gathering ability gave it unique power 

in gover.nraental debate. It was difficult for another office 

to refute the position of the Board of Trade when confronted 

by its cold, irapersonal figures. When trying to raake a 

point in parliament or to another office, it behooved any 

governraental officer to forra an alliance with the Board and 

use its statistics. In addition to the Abstracts, there 

was the Board of Trade Journal, which published articles 

about the colonies and articles by colonial authors. If 

the average Englishraan wished to learn about the erapire, 

other than through the fictional flights of authors such 

as H. Rider Haggard, he undoubtedly turned to a Board of 

Trade publication. 

After 1850 alraost every British ship entering a 

colonial port had contact with the Board of Trade. Sorae 

of the Board's raost iraportant regulatory powers dealt with 

the raerchant marine. These powers included the supervision 

of lighthouses, the registration of ships, the inspection 

of merchant and passenger ships, and the control of matters 

related to human welfare, such as the examination of offi-

cers and the protection of searaen in distress. Colonial 

ships docking at a British port, or the port of another 

^ 
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colony, had already probably been instructed about the 

procedures and regulations in effect by a coramunique from 

the Board of Trade. Prior to the introduction of tele-

graphic cables, merchant vessels used by the postal service 

were the fastest raeans for Whitehall to coramunicate with 

the colonies, and, even after the cables had been laid in 

the 1870's, the merchant raarine reraained the communication 

lifeline of the empire. Owing to the Board's regulatory 

powers over the raerchant raarine, the Board helped to pre-

serve and enhance contact between the United Kingdom and 

her colonies. 

The varied industrial functions of the Board of 

Trade in Great Britain were, in large part, duplicated in 

the colonies. Colonial weights and measures, colonial 

railways, and colonial copyright and patent acts, for 

example, were all influenced by the Board of Trade. In 

these industrial areas the Board did not try to dictate 

standards to the colonies; rather, the Board established 

industrial standards for Britain that were emulated by 

the colonies. To raaintain those standards the colonies 

often had to contact the Board of Trade for advice and 

information. 

The Board of Trade's interest in the erapire was 

greater in 1906 than it had been in 1868. However, this 

did not result because the Baord raade a conscious effort 

to increase its colonial influence. The Board, between 
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1868 and 1906, greatly increased its responsibilities as 

a whole. The colonies, including those self-governing 

colonies straining for increased autonoray, patterned thera-

selves after the raother country. Because the Board of 

Trade played a central part in determining British patterns, 

such as in merchant marine codes, industrial standards, 

copyright and patent laws, and foreign trade, it also 

played a part in influencing colonial patterns. Vitally 

iraportant, if the Board was to increase its colonial role, 

it had to maintain friendly relations with the Colonial 

Office. Other than minor irritations created by the flood 

of Board of Trade paperwork, relations between the two 

offices were good. The Board of Trade, therefore, played 

a role in colonial affairs in the late nineteenth century, 

that was less influencial than in the eighteenth century 

but considerably raore important than in the first half of 

the nineteenth century. 

1 



NOTE ON SOURCES 

The preponderance of primary material upon which 

this study was based is found in the C.O. 323 series pre-

served at the Public Record Office in London. Approxi-

mately 225 volumes in this series cover the years 186 8-

1906. This general series is extremely useful in a study 

of the Board of Trade's relations with the Colonial Office; 

it contains all of the Board's general correspondence with 

the Colonial Office as well as draft copies of Colonial 

Office replies. Owing to the destruction of some Board 

of Trade records for the 186 8-1906 period, combined with 

the inaccessibility of the reraaining, unindexed Board of 

Trade records, the C.O. 32 3 series provides the raost cora-

plete single source for evaluating the Board's relations 

with the Colonial Office. Included also in this series 

are raany of the circular letters frora the Colonial Office 

to the colonies that had been prorapted by Board of Trade 

action. The raost useful Board of Trade series was B.T. 

12, which contains copies of out-going letters, mainly 

frora the Board's coraraercial department. The C.O. 379 

series is a registry of out-letters frora the Colonial 

Office, and it often records letters frora the Colonial 

Office to the Board of Trade which are not included in 

the 323 series. 
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Of the private collections, the Gladstone Papers 

deposited at the British Museura were the raost useful in 

studying the relationship between the various presidents 

of the Board of Trade and the Colonial Office. The 

Cahraberlain Papers, deposited at the University Library, 

Birminghara, contain useful correspondence between Charaber-

lain and sorae of his subordinates, as do the Hicks-Beach 

Papers at Shire Hall, Gloucester. The Farrer and Giffen 

Papers at the London School of Econoraics are the raost 

iraportant and useful source for the professional activity 

of two of the raost iraportant perraanent staff officers at 

the Board of Trade. 

An excellent source used to fill gaps left by the 

above sources was the Parliamentary Papers. The parlia-

mentary enquiries of 1850, 1854-5, 1873, 1875, and 1887-8 

into the question of civil service reform reveal raany 

details concerning the establishment of the Board of Trade 

In addition to accounts of the working conditions at the 

Board, these enquiries often include testimony from Board 

officers which reveal their attitudes toward colonial 

questions. 
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